NOTICE OF MEETINGS
JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON CABLE TELEVISION
MEMBERS
•■••

MAYOR PHILLIP ISENBERG .
COUNCILMAN LLOYD CONNELLY
COUNCILMAN DOUGLAS POPE
.

SUPERVISOR ILLA COLLIN
SUPERVISOR TED SHEEDY

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Joint Subcommittee Oh Cable Television will
meet on Wednesday, August 5, 1981, at the hour of 4:00 p.m., in Hearing Room 2,
700 "H" Street, Sacramento, California.

The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss:
1. Antitrust Issues
2. Rate Regulation

If there are any questions regarding these meetings, please contact - the following:
William Freeman, Assistant County Executive
(916) 440-5883
Mac Mailes, Assistant City Manager for Community Development

(916) 449-5704
LORRAINE MAGANA
City Clerk of the
City of Sacramento
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REGULATION
• OF
ANTI COMPETITIVE PRACTICES
-

1.
Introduction. The evolving electronic potentials of cable
television in fields outside of broadcast entertainment, raises
serious questions respecting both the legality of anti-competitive
practices by the cable operator and the legality of regulations
'limiting the cable operator's competitive pOtential. Local
electronic repair services and communications receivers dealers
have expressed concern that a cable operator may preempt their
business opportunities. Local burglar alarm services feel threatened
, by the pro:?Tet that burglar alarm services will be made available
independently by a cable operator. Other business interests, not
yet vocal, will undoubtedly express serious concerns if and when
a cable operator invades, their commercial arenas. In addition,
hypotheticals articulated during meetings of the Governing Bodies
have revealed a variety of potential issues which could arise in
the future ranging from discrimination in the sale of advertising
to use of the System to perpetuate monopolistic praatices.
In 1978, the United States Supreme Court issued its opinion
in City of Lafayette vs. Louisiana Powet & Light Co, (1978)
435 U. S. 389. In that decision, the Court declared that local
'agencies may be liable for violations of the Sherman Act when
they unlawfully compete with private enterprise. Subsequent decisions have revealed that such liability may also be established...
when regulatory authority exercised by a city or county violates
the Sherman or other Federal enactments prohibiting anti-competitive
conduct. Calif. Ret. Liq. Etc. vs. Midcal Aluminum, Inc. (1980)
445 U.S. 97; Whitworth vs‘ Perkins (1978) 576 Fed.2d 696, 559 Fed. 2d
378; Mason City Center Assoc. vs. City of Mason City (1979) 468
F.Supp. 737; Woolen vs. Surtran Taxicab, Inc. (1978) 461 F.Supp. , 1025.
Treble damages are the measure of monetary relief from violation of
the various Federal enactments, when enforced through civil actions
brought by private parties.
(15 U.S.C.A., Sec. 15).
The exact circumstances under which a:local public agency will
be held liable for anti-trust violations are still obscure. There
will continue to be immunity from liability if the local agency is
acting pursuant to a state policy to displace competition with
regulation.or monopoly public service. In addition, an anticompetitive regulation will not be actionable if it is determined
to be "reasonable". Nat. Soc. of Prof. Eng.! vs. U. S. (1978) 435
U.S. 679, 687-692.
However, whateer may have been the law, in advance of 1978,
it is now clear that local regulatory activity designed to protect

business enterprises against competition mUst be carefully analyzed
from an anti-trust perspective in view of the potential liability
of the public agency regulator.
Thus,, the extent to which anti-competitive regulation should
•
be enforced by local agencies administering a cable television
franchise must be addressed in terms, not only of potential susceptibility to regulation of the Franchised, but also of potential
over-breadth of regulation with resulting liability to the Franchisee.
The penalty for such over-breadth May now , be far greater than a
simple judicial declaration of invalidity of the regulations
challenged.
Questions To Be Decided. Staff is seeking policy determina2.
tions concerning the questions identified below. If any of the
answers are in the affirmative, staff recommends that special
counsel be retained to provide the expertise required to adequately
address the issues desired to be resolved.
Should the section entitled "Sale or Service of
a.
Communication Receivers" at pages . 12- and 13 of the April 22,
1981, Re-Draft Ordinance Provisions (see attached) be
retained in the ordinance?
Should the section entitled "Regulation of Antib.
Competitive Practices" at pages 13 and 14 of the April 22,
1981 Re-Draft Ordinance Provisions .(see attached) be
retained in the ordinance?
Should provisions be added to the ordinance which
c.
either prohibit a Cable operator from providing burglar
alarm services, or regulate such offering in such a manner
as to guarantee equal access to the cable television system
by competing burglar alarm companies an equal competitive
advantage?

-

Staff Recommendation. .Staff recommends that the only provi3.
sion retained in the ordinance relating to anti-competitive
practices be the section entitled "Anti-Competitive Practices"
on page 13 of the April 22, 1981 Re-Draft of Ordinance Provisions
(see attached). The reasons for the staff recommendation are as
follows:
The section entitled "Sale or Service of
a.
Communication Receivers" (see attached) broadly and
pervasively prohibits a cable operator from selling

or repairing such receivers.
It would be difficult to imagine
a more extensive prohibition than the one requested and
drafted.
(1), As drafted, the provision would prohibit a
.cable operator from opening an appliance store and
selling communications receivers, whether or not the
operation of the store is in any manner related to the
cable television system. Such breadth would raise a
question as whether the competitive opportunity of the
Franchisee is thereby violated.
• (2) Exactly under what circumstances the relationship between sale or repair of communications receivers
and operation of a cable television system would constitute
an unlawful anti-competitive practice, should be answered
by an attorney possessing anti-trust expertise. It is
unlikely that all conceivable relationship between the
two functions would violate anti-trust laws- If so,
any regulatory scheme would need to be limited to the
exact practices which would otherwise be unlawful.
Broader regulations could unlawfully restrict the
competitive opportunity of the Franchisee.
Staff fears, but is by no means certain, that an
b.
Outright prohibition against the operation of burglar alarm
services by a cable television operator would be unlawful.
If so, the same type of precision in regulation would be
required as with respect to communications receivers.
(1) If access to cable is to be guaranteed to local
burglar alarm companies, a regulatory framework to
guarantee such access will need to be established.
How much capacity on the cable television system will
need to be allocated to provide "equal opportunity",
and which burglar alarm companies will be provided
access in the event demand for access in the event the
demand for access exceeds the defined capacity, are
questions which any regulatory scheme will need to
address. These questions may ultimately resolve into
substantive issues which are answered after adversary
• hearings conducted by the Board of Directors of the
Commission. The Board will require specialized expertise
at least with respect to legal advice, and possible
respecting engineering and other technical issues.
(2) Regulations designed to insure that a cable
operator does not unfairly compete in providing its

own burglar alarm services through its system will require

•

similar analysis and resolution processes. Must the
operator lease its own system at7the same rate which it
charges to burglar alarm companies? If not, its prices
for service may be lower than competing prices for that
reason. Must the operator charge itself for advertising
of burglar alarm services through the system? An unfair
advantage might otherwise be gained. What type of
regulatory framework, coupled with administrative
monitoring and review, will be required to adequately
enforce an equality of competition requirement?

The section entitled "Regulation of Anti-Competitive
c.
Practices" (see attached) would establish both an opportunity
and responsibility to regulate, in a manner similar to the
form of regulation required respecting burglar alarms
services, a variety of other potential services as a cable
operator enters computer systems and data processing arenas,
banking and other financial arenas, etc. The, regulatory
position required will potentially trigger the need for
specialized expertise in such disciplines as. accounting,
engineering, computer sciences and electronics, as well as
law.
In summary, the exercise by local public agencies of anticompetitive regulatory authority has traditionally been limited
to services performed by private enterprises, which are considered
to be public in nature and directly related to health or safety
considerations. The regulations have had the primary purpose of
protecting enterprises providing the quasi public services because
of the dire consequences arising from bankruptcy of the provider.
-

Regulation of anti-competitive practices within the context
of cable television, would be designed not to protect the cable
operator, but to prevent illegal disruption of the general competitive climate. The function would be new. A high degree of
'expertise within a variety of disciplines, would be required. The
cost would be high. Evolving legal concepts relating to liability
'of the regulator for over-breadth will add additional . cost exposure.
The time required of the Board of Directors to formulate complex
regulations will be great. All of the foregoing factors persuade
staff, that despite the serious threat of anti-trust activity
which cable television operation may generate in the future, the
private sector must be relied upon to enforce existing federal
and state laws governing such activity.
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Burglar and Fire Alarm Association
8500 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD • SUITE 614,• BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA, 90211 • (213) 652-0490
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August 7, 1981

President
Bruce Westphal
Bay Alarm Company
325 Seventh Street
Oakland. California 94607
(415) 452-3211.

Honorable Phillip Isenberg, Mayor
City Hall, Room 205
915 "I" Street
Sacramento, California 95814

Southern Vice Pr4sident
William F. Halo, le. Jr.
American District Telegraph Co.
500 South Shatto Place. Suite 300
Los Angeles. California 90020
(213) 3E3-3200

Honorable Illa Collin
Chairman, Board of Supervisors
700 "H" Street, Suite 1450
Sacramento, California 95814

Northern Vice President
Gary B. Wiens
Bonded Security Services. Inc.
701 11th Street
Modesto, Calawnia 33.354
(209) 577-2111
Secretary
Rod Uffindell
Denalect Alarm Company
P.O. Box 5379
Walnut Creek, California 94596
(415) 935-2680

Dear Mayor Isenberg and Chairperson Collin:
We understand that the staff has recommended that the anti-competitive
practice section of the March 31, 1981 draft proposal be accepted.

Treasurer
Daniel L. Wilson
Central Alarm
P.O. Box 925 •
Pomona, California 91759
(714) 595-2508

Unfortunately, the proposed draft does nothing but recite the state of the
law. A violation by the franchisee would result in expensive protracted
litigation, after the fact, which will offer little solace- to the small
operating alarm company. Further written comments on the position of
the Western Burglar and Fire Alarm Association and the Sacramento Area
Alarm Association would be redundant, so we refer you to our previous
correspondence.

Southern Directors

la

herwood Underdown
entral Alarm. Inc.
P.O. Box 6458
Phoenix, Arizona 85005
(602) 253-6131

•
•

Dick Lippert
Honeywell Protectim Services
2043 West Peoria Avenue
Phoenix. Arizona 83029
(602) 995-2222
Northern Directors

However, to summarize our position, the matter is one which should be
seriously reconsidered as the adoption of the current staff recommendation
may well encourage the matter to end up in major litigation involving not
only the franchisee, but the city and county.

-

Richard D. Moore
Alarmex. Division of Vangas, Inc.
. 925 N. Abby Strad! Fresno, California 93701
(209) 485-8400 ,.
Charles E. Skohrak
Charlie's Day & Nile Security, Inc.
708 E. Lindsay Street "Stockto.n. California 95202 •
(209) 465-5661
Sergeant at Arms Joseph R. Escobar
San Jose Alarm Co„ Inc.
6582 Camden Avenue
San Jose. Caiifornia 95120
(408) 294-1200

We trust that the position of the staff will be rescinded and that the March
31 proposal be rejected.
Very truly yours,
WESTERN B 9.gLAR AND
FIRE ALA Nr 'sspei TION

Director-at Large
Tom Sendlakowski
Harris Protection Systems. Inc.
P.O. Box 702
Fairfield, California 94533
(707) 422-3304

By

Immediate Past President
Paul Worsley Jr.
. Valley Burglar & Fire Alarm C
P.O. BOx 12627
Fresno, California 93778
209) 486-2650
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AbiasvP
LwIng. E.

Counsel

SACRAME 0 AREA ALARM ASSOCIATION

Counsel

Lessing E. Gold
Gold, Herschel'. Marks & Pepper
8500 Wilshire Blvd„ .614
Beverly MOH. Cahlorma 90211
(213)655-5163 213)652.0490

By
es iPg

Gold, Counsel

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE ELECTRICAL PROTECTION INDUSTRY

Marner - Amex
Cable Communications Company of Sacramento
2715 K Sr. 5ul1r: 5
• - S:r:rr2 rr' CA, 95816
(916) 442-2399

Comments of Warner Amex Cable
Communications Company of Sacramento .
I. Anticompetitive Practices

Warner-Amex is in agreement with the general view expressed by staff
that reliance on private causes of action brought under existing State and
Federal antitrust statutes is the most cost effective method for protect' ing the public welfare.
In particular, Warner-Amex is concerned that no ordinance provisions
be enacted that, directly or indirectly, impose upon - the operator the
responsibility to serve in the capacity of a common carrier. Cable systems,
regardless of capacity, are limited in channel capacity. It is not our
intent, nor do we believe it should be that of the governing bodies, to
make available access to a cable system to any and all potential commercial
users. It is Warner's belief that since the cable company is making an
extraordinary capital :investment in plant and equipment, the cable company
should have a relatively unqualified right to determine how that plant and
equipment should be utilized except in those special cases where an overriding public interest compels imitations on operator discretion. It is
not Warner's belief that, as a general rule, commercial use for profit falls
within the ambit of such an overriding public interest.
Since extensive attention has been given to burglar alarm companies
in this connection, it may be of value to elaborate on the technology
applicable to security services. At the outset, it should be made clear
that the cable itself is not the principal componant of an efficient
security or emergency alert system. Rather, it is the complex "sweeping"
equipment located at the headend which monitors the system and responds in
a preprogrammed manner to a particular electronic signal or signals. It
is unclear from presentations before the governing bodies whether existing
security service firms desire access to this hardware and sweeping/computer
'capacity as well as the cable itself. Since the hardware at the headend is
or can be used by the operator for a variety of interactive services, it is
neither appropriate nor practicable to make such equipment available to any
and all entities seeking to provide security services. Moreover, there
is no' reason to believe that other potential users (aside . from security
services) will not make similar claims for access to the system. If an
operator cannot make the equipment available to every potential user, then
'the opportunity' for the alledged hypothetical anticompetitive practice continues to exist--although it becomes oligopolistic . rather than monopolistic'.
Warner Aemx sees no objective criteria, other than the free market, that could
be designed by the governing bodies that could allocate channel capacity or •
-

• A Woroor Amox Cable Communication Co. • Warner Cominkinicalions , 'Co. / 1h American Express Co.
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equipment among competing commercial users in any manner that would promote
or enhance the public interest.
Novel theories regarding the potential application of anti-trust
principles are thus best left to private parties to litigate. To involve
either the governing bodies or the proposed Cable,Commission in the creation
of a complex regulatory scheme With its attendant bureaucracy and taxpayer
supported enforcement mechanisms appears impractical and imprudOnt

POSITION PAPER
RATE REGULATION

It is the position of the Greater Sacramento Cable
Company that there should be rate regulation of the Cable
Television franchise in Sacramento County. However, we feel that such rate regulation should be confined only to basic
services.
Sacramento Cable believes that it is important ,
that basic service rates be regulated, and that Such regulation
is appropriate for Sacramento County. Basic services include
not only local broadcast stations, but such community services
as local origination and public access as well. It is important that such community services always. be reddily'available
to County residents at a reasonable price. Therefore . , rate
regulation of basic services is both fair to the Cable franchise and vital to the interests of the community.
Rate regulation of non-basic, services would, on the
other hand, be detrimental to the subscriber. The technology
involved in cable television advances on the non-basic level
is rapidly changing, and requires continued energy.and investment from cable operators. Rate regulation of non-basic services would severely limit or destroy incentives for improved
programming and' servicesfrom the cable franchisee. In addition, such rate regulation would be. costly to administer,
and increased, costs would eventually be Passed on to the taxpayer. Sacramento Cable believes that.market forces will be
the best regulator of cable television non-basic rates and that
a lack of regulation at this level will be in the best interests
of cable subscribers. Without regUlation of non-basic service rates, subscribers will have a befter chance of receiving
new, innovative, and technologically advanced programMing and
services.
It is important to note that Sacramento Cable's reasoning on this issue. is very similar to the FCC's reasoning in imposing a ban on rate regulation for pay services. The FCC stated
that "attempting to impose rate regulation on specialized services
that have not yet been developed would not only be premature, but
would in all likelihood have a chilling effect on the anticipated
develOpment."1/ At'the same time, the FCC recognized the importance
of rate regulation for basic services; however, they also saw the'
value' Of leaving the rate structure for more advanced services
susceptible to the demands of the free marketplace.

In the Matter of Amendment of Part -76 of the Commission's .Rules
and Regualtions Relative to the AdviSability of Federal Pre-..
empfion of Cable Television Technical. Standards .of The imposi ,tion - of a Moratorium on Non-Federal Standards, 46 FCC 2d, pp.
199-200.

The point has also been raised that. it may be illegal
to offer a waiver of GC 53066 . .1 .deregulation . rights for anything other than basic services. We concur with Legislative
Counsel of California that the right to exemption from regulation cannot be waived by an agreement between the franchisor
and the franchisee. At the present time, however; Sacramento
Cable has no intention of exempting itself from any imposed
regulation. In addition, the unwillingness of an applicant to waive that right'would put itat a disadvantage,
thus effectively lowering the number of qualified applicants.
Such a reduction in qualified applicants clearly runs counter
to the public interest.

It is our opinion, therefore, that only basic service rates Should be regulated in Sacramento County.

t1)

POSITION TAPER
COMMUNITY ACCESS

It is the opinion of the Greater Sacramento Cable
Company that there be as few requirements as possible pertaining to Community Access allocation and operation.
It must be emphasized that the 'awarding of the .
Sacramento County Cable franchise is a competitive process.
Cable applicants realize the importance of community access,
and competition between the firms will assuredly guarantee
more than adequate access facilities and services.
The establishment of a minimum number of access
channels in the RFP is acceptable, as long as the County's
projections are realistic and accurate. If access channels
are set aside for organizations which cannot utilize them
properly, everybody loses: the organizations, the franchisee,
the county, and, most of all, the subscribers.
Sacramento Cable also believes that the "banking"
concept of reserved channels should not be incorporated into the
Sacramento franchise. Such- "banking" would cut down on the number
of imaginative access channels proposed by applicants. If, however, banking is instituted, there should be no limit on the
number of channels which could be released in a given year.:
Such regulation is unrealistic, as it does not allow for the
possibility of more than 1-3 channels being needed in a given
year. Banking is not a community resource, but an enforcement measure; and as such; it deprives the subscriber of possible resources while providing "enforcement" which is both
unnecessary and unwieldy.
Greater Sacramento Cable is wary of over-regulation
of community access channels. Such over-regulation could very
easily wind up depriving the community of the very resources
it hopes to provide.

JEFFREY L KUHN .
ATTORNEY• AT LAW •
2216 - 23RD STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818
(916) 457-8691

August 10, 1981'

Joint Subcommittee on Cable Television
700 H Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Re: Reserved Channels for Enforcement Purposes
Members in Session:
On behalf of Six Star Nielson Cablevision I would
like to offer the following comments concerning the
subject of "Reserved Channels for Enforcement Purposes
(the "Bank")".
Ideally, we would of course like to have no banking
of channels since we expect to have enough programming
for all operable channels on a 2 cable, 100 channel CATV
system. We recognize the concerns raised by the council
persons and supervisors, as well as staff, about the need
for a strong contract enforcement tool, however, and must
agree that banking will provide such a tool. Under the •
circumstances Six Star Nielson then has no real objection
to the creation of the 2070 bank.
Under the present proposal of 207 of operable channels
banked (approximately 21 channels for a 104 channel system)
with a maximum of 3 channels released Iper year, the
commission would have the use of this enforcement tool for
about 7 years following 4 years allowed to complete
construction or 11 years total out of 15. We would like
to request that you consider raising the release rate to
4 per year, thus allowing total release in year 9 instead
of 11. This would in turn give the operator 6 years instead
,

Members in Session
August 10, 1981
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of only 4 in which to fully utilize the system.'
Thank you.
Very truly yours,
1-4 (14AJEFFREY - L. KUHN
JLK:pb

Comments of Warner Amex Cable
Communications Company of Sacramento .
II. Particular Entities

Warner-Amex supports the staff recommendation limiting ordinance-mandated
channel allocations to 4 to KVIE (1 "must carry", 2 'immediate subscriber
cable channels and 1 reserve subscriber cable channel) and 4 to the
Educational Consortium (3 innediate subscriber cable channels and 1 reserve
subscriber cable channel).
Warner-Amex further supports the addition of a "repetition rule" which would
impose a limitation on the number of times a program could be repeated for.
the purposes of qualifying for "NU time use", Since "full time use"
requires only 10 hours per day of utilizatibn, KVIE and the Consortium could,
in fact, repeat programming several times beyond the: limitation should they •
choose to do so. Under the proposal offered by Warner-Amex, no more than
two presentations within a 30 day period could be "counted" toward compliance
with the "full time use" requirement.
Warner-Amex believes that, aside from KVIE and the Educational Consortium, no
other entities should be allocated channels by ordinance. KVIE,and the
Educational Consortium have an established record of teleyiSion production.
As entities, their existance predated the current consideration of a cable
franchise award. To provide, by law, full time channels to particular entities
whose creation is entirely due to the authority of the Board and the Council
to make such allocations, does not appear to Warner-Amex to be appropriate.
This seems particularly relevant in - that all of the objectives or procedures
to be employed by such claimants are not, nor can they be known to the Council
or Board. Moreover, such allocations could expose the Governing Bodies to
serious charges of preferential treatment involving potential constitutional
risks. For example, ordinance-mandated allocations to the Diocese or to the
Interfaith Bureau raise serious questions of separation of Church and State.
The Medical Consortium's intended screening of material to ensure its
"reasonableness" and reliability" poses similar probTems.

Thus, Warner Amex supports the staff's decision to limit such allocations to
the two entities (KVIE and the Educational Consortium) for which a broad
consensus already exists and where there is a fair leyel of certainty that
potential subscribers - seek the precise programming such allocations would
provide. .
-
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JEFFREY L. KUHN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
2216 - 23RD STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818

(916) 457-8691

August 10, 1981

Joint Subcommittee on Cable Television
700 H Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Re: Community Use Performance Standards
Members in Session:
On behalf of Six Star Nielson Cablevision I would
like to offer the following comments concerning
"Community Use Performance Standards":
The staff report on this critical subject begins
with a very good observation about the nature of community
use, ie, that how many channels are made available is
irrelevant absent a committment to make community use
programming available. The report goes on to note that
whether channels are made available exclusively for
community use is similarly irrelevant. Six Star Nielson
Cablevision agrees with this observation and is therefore
puzzled by staff's apparent recommendation under Title 4
that channels be made exclusively available for access use.
We suggest that applicants be permitted to identify whether
or not any channels will be made available exclusively and
if they are how many. Absent exclusive channels, applicants
could estimate numbers of hours of access use, tier placement, etc. for comparison purposes.
With regard to Title 5 and Franchise Sponsored Community
Use Programming, staff's recommended requirements are
commendably specific and should greatly aid comparison of
the proposals as well as enforcement of the committments
made by the eventual franchisee. Staff has been very
perceptive in recognizing the catalyst role the franchisee
will play in making community use a success or failure in

Members in Session
August 10, 1981
Page -2-

Sacramento. While we recognize the potential seriousness
of the First Amendment problems with governmental involvement in the administering of community use programming,
nevertheless Six Star Nielson would prefer to have the
• option of including governing body members or their
appointees in any administering body. We believe such
• a partnership arrangement could be the best way to ensure
that community use programming will be successful in
Sacramento.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

L
JEFFREY L. KUHN
JLK:pb

•

WurnurAniex
Cpbfe Communications Company. of Sacramento •
271% K !;1 `..;,J:tel 5
f'.,;( -,r , rn,-,nt-, (A 95116
(916) 442-23;■ 9

. Comments of Warner Amex Cable

Communications Company of Sacramento

III. Community Use Performance Standards
Warner-Amex supports the staff proposal for competitive bidding of community
use facilities and channel access. We believe that each operator will offer
particular community programming opportunities based On the integration of
such opportunities into that operator's proposal as a)qhole. We also support
the requirement that the first channel proposed for cOmnunity use be a firstcome, first-served public access channel to ensure the broadest possible :
opportunities for community-wide participation in the cable system regardless
of what other, more specialized community use might be offered.

A Warner Amex Company

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA
August 4, 1981
To:
From:

C4le Television Joint Sub-committee
.Ass'istant County Executive

Subject: LOW POWER TELEVISION

INTRODUCTION

At the joint policy hearing on May 18, 1981, staff was requested to prepare a
report on low power stations. The request resulted from public testimony by
Charles Koteen that the cable operator be required to carry low power stations
on the cable system.
By way of background, low power stations have existed:, initially withOut licenses,
since about 1948. When F.C.C. licensing procedures were adopted, •these stations
were authorized to function as translators--that is they were used to pick-up
existing commeriCal stations and retransmit the signal in poor reception. areas.
The F.C.C. is now considering expanding the function of these low power stations
to permit origination of programming or retransmission of other signals.
The purpose of this report is to focus on the relationship of low power to cable.
• However, general information is provided in the form of attachments. One of these
attachments is an F.C.C. news release which summarize S information on low power
stations in the form'of answers to basic questions. It provides a good brief
overview.

CURRENT STATUS

-

The F.C.C. employed an unusual procedure by accepting applications for low
power stations before they completed their rule making process. Currently, in
excess of 4,000 applications are pending while final rules are being developed.
Consequently, no one is sure how many licenses will be issued, or who will
receive them. Attached is a list of the applications.,
the Sacramento area.
There are . 33 applications for a total of 13 channels.: Applicants include lii.dividuals, companies, and the Los Rios Community College District. Most of the
applications appear . to be from commercial operators.
Although final rules have not been adopted, attached is a notice of proposed
rule making that does provide some indication of the direction that F:C.C. is
taking. In terms of the application process, priority is proposed for the
earliest application that is technically complete and then priority. consideration is proposed for.minority or non-profit ownership. Technical and operational standards are minimized to keep costs low and allowable financing sources
are maximized to finance costs. The F.C.C. goal is to make it possible for low
power stations to provide lbw cost television that will provide programming that
otherwise would not be.produced.'
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RELATION TO CABLE

Low power stations are related to cable in the following three ways:
1. Signal Interference. F.C.C. anticipates the possible interference of low power signals with other signals receiVed at the operator's head
end. However, they believe this is a minor problem that can be solved. It is
one of the subjects to be addressed in the F.C.C. rules, and consequently does
not have to be addressed in our ordinance.
2. Competitive Delivery of Services. Low power stations can deliver
any signal that -ffe cable system can deliver, and through coding devices can
charge for special pay services. The advantage of the cable system is the multitude of services delivered. Depending on location and design, a low power
station may cover the service area of the cable system or may extend into rural
areas where cable is not available. The signal strength of low power stations
may present reception problems, but anyone with a setcan receive the signal
giving the low power operator direct access to a larger audience than a cable
system with less then 100% penetration. A low power station.potentially can
effectively compete with a cable oprator on a price basis for at least one
service. The degree of actual competition that would occur is a matter of con-'
jecture--but the possibility (assuming F.C.C. ,ever awards licenses) of such
competitiOn in the market place would' have to be considered by the cable operator.
,
3. Must Carry Provisions. The issue that has . been raised in connection with our ordinance is whether we should require the cable system to
carry any or all low power stations. There are two questions: Can we establish
a must carry requirement, or is that a matter of F.C.C. jurisdiction?; and, If
we can, do we want to?
The must carry subject is not mentioned in the attached F.C.C. inquiry. However,
in a telephone conversation with an F.C.C. attorney, he indicated that the F.C.C.
has pre-empted local regulation in this matter. Therefore, if we want to address
the issue, further investigation is required. If we are pre-empted, the best
we could do is try to influence the F.C.C. rule making on the subject.
Addressing the question of do we want to is more difficult, since there are so
many unknowns:
a. What services will be provided by low power stations? Following are possible programming formats: retransmission of an
existing commercial station; creation of a new independent
commerical station; creation of a new public or non-profit
station for educational, religious, or other "public service"
purposes; retransmission of satellite programming including
special pay services such as movies, sports, or news. It will
be the licensee who determines what programming will be provided and how it will be financed.
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• What public interest is served in requiring that all or some
of the low power stations must be carried on the cable system?
If content is to determine public interest, then we must develop
• criteria for choosing which stations are "public service" stations.
If encouraging competition is the publiC interest, then we must
be concerned with such things as the service areas relationship
between the cable system and each of the low power stations,the
ability of the viewer to receive the low power signal without
an antenna, or any other factor which would permit the low power
operator to compete effectively.
c. What is the impact on the franchising process of any "must carry"
requirements? If we assume that the Los Rios District receives
a license and that they will produce "p6blic service" programming,
then we mut evaluate that programming in conjunction with other '
access programming. Would allocation of a channel to the Los
Ribs District low power station be considered as one of the
channels allocated to the Education Consortium? If all low power
channels are determined to bemust caries, what impact will this
have on the "channel banking" concept as finally adopted? Do we
automatically release channels from the bank if either we or
F.C.C. determine that somenumber of low power stations are "must
carries"? That number cannot be determined now--but possibly
could be as high as the thirteen channels shown on the . attached
list of applications.
. Would the operator conSider carrying the signals even if carriage
was not mandated? The obvious answer is yes if it is to their
advantage, and it helps increase their subscribership. If a low
power station was simply retransmitting a satellite signal which
the operator was also carrying there .would be no advantage. If
the low power station offered programming not otherwise available,
then the operator might want to include the signal on the cable
system. Strictly local origination programming on a low power
station could be considered as a part of community access and incorporated within that portion of the cable system with no special
status being granted a low power station.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At this point low power television stations are an unknown in terms of whether
they will be approved; how many will exist in the Sacramento community; who will
hold the licenses and what type of programming will be provided; and whether
F.C.C. will require them to be "must carries" on the cable system. With all the
uncertainties, the safest conclusion is that: during the life of the franchise,
one or more low power television stations may exist that provide "public service"
programming that should be included on the cable system to maximize available
reception. Low power would be another method of delivering community access
programming to the cable system.
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Therefore, it is recommended:
1. That carriage of all low power stations not be mandated; and
2. That any "public service" low power station that may begin
operation not be afforded any special preference in terms of
access to the cable system.
The specific staff recommendations contained in the Proposed
Community Use Performance Standards would apply to low power
stations in the following ways:
a. Their programming would have to meet the definitions of
Community Use Programming which means it would be noncommercial and would deal with topics of local interest
and nature.
b. The low power licensee could lease a cable channel if such
leased channels are provided by the cable operator.
c. Or portions of the programming could be taped and utilized
by the operator to fulfill community programming commitments,
or could be broadcast on any community access channel
offered by the franchisee.

Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM R. FREEMAN
Assistant County Executive
WRF:emw
23F-A5
cc: Members, Board of Supervisors
Members, Sacramento City Council
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LOW

POWER TELEVISION SERVICE
BC DOCKET 78-253

WHAT IS THE LOW . POWER TELEVISION PROPOSAL?
The FCC is proposing to authorize a new
class of broadcast station. This new service,
called the Low Power Television Service,
would allow low power stations to operate on
any VHF or . UHF channel, on a secondary basis
to full service stations. The aervice would
coneist of existing low power translator
stations as well As new stations.
WHY IS THE FCC CONSIDERING A NEW TELEVISION
SERVICE?
The Commission took this action in part due
to a recognized need for additional television services, particularly in rural areas
of the country; which are underperved by
existing stations. The new low power stations
would be a valuable means of providing
additional television service In many
areas. The low power stations, could also
provide new, less expensive opportunities
for minority groups and individuals to
establish And operate specialized stations..
HOW WOULD LOW POWER STATIONS DIFFER FROM
FULL SERVICE STATIONS?
Stations licensed in the Low Power Television Service would operate on a secondary
basis to full service stations. They would
not be permitted to cause interference to
full service stations, and would be required
to vacate the frequency on which they operate
If a full service station were licenaed on
Low power stations, as
the same frequency.
the name implies, would be limited to operating at a . lower power than full service
stations. Generally, low power VHF stations
will be permitted to operate at 10 watts of
power, and low power UHF stations at 100
watts.

programming. The new low power atattons
will be permitted to originate programming,
to continue to serve a translator function,
Or to provide subscription programming via a
scrambled :signal.

WHAT RULES WOULD GOVERN ORIGINATION OF PROGRAMMING?

A low "power station would not be required
to originate programming, and would not be
required to build studio facilities. Should
a translator station licensee choose to
originate programming, the licensee would be
Xequired, to have a liceused operator at the
station. The Commission would not prescribe
the amount or types of programming to be
carried, and formal log and ascertainment
requirements would not apply.
•
WOULD THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE APPLY TO LOW
POWER STATIONS?
Licensees of low power stations who origi
mate programming - could meet their Fairness
Doctrine obligations by broadcasting
reasonable amount of programming concerning
controversial issues submitted to the station
in a format compatible with the station's
originating equipment. The obligation to
present opposing views would be fulfilled by
making a .1reasonable amount of time available
for contrasting views submitted in a form
compatible with the station's originating
equipment.

WHO CAN OWN LOW POWER STATIONS?
Ownership of low power stations will be
open to any party who can meet the citizenship, financial and technical requirements.
There will be no limit on the number of
stations in common ownership, altItough the
one-to-a-market and duopoly rules will apply.
That is, a broadcast licensee would not be
permitted to own a low power station within
its primary service area. The Commission
hopes that low power stations will provide'
openings in the broadcast industry for new
and diverse voicee. To foster that goal,
major television networks will not be permitted to own low power stations. It is hoped

'HOW WOULD THE NEW LOW POWER STATIONS DIFFER
FROM PRESENT TRANSLATOR STATIONS?
Presently, translator stations nerve to
pick up the signal of a full service station,
boost it, and rebroadcast it on another
channel. They are not permitted to originate
any programming other than emergency warnings
and 30 seconds per hour of fund raising
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that flexibility of programming and operating
requirements will enable these statioas to be
economically viable while offering new and •
Varied types of programming. The new low
power stations may provide a door for minor
ity entrance into the broadcast induetry,
WILL MINORITY APPLICANTS BE GIVEN A PREFERENCE?
Should the proposal be passed in its
present form, a preference would be aCcorded
to minority applicants when more than one
applicant seeks the same channel. It is not
expected that there will be many situations
in which such conflicts occur. Noncomaercial
applications will also receive a preference
in such situations.

HOW DO I APPLY FOR A LOW POWER STATION?
Presently, no applications for low power
experimental stations will be accepted by the
Commission, which is retaining an April 24,
1980 freeze on such applications. However,
the Commission has not placed a freeze on
applications for translator stations, and
will accept translator applications which
include requests for waiver of the existing
translator rules, providing the waiver
request is supported by a public interest
Justification.
•

It is important to note that no final rules
for the Low Power Television Service havn
been adopted. Therefore only correctly
completed applications for translator stations to operate under the existing rules
will be accepted for processing. Ordinarily
a complete and accurate application cannot be
prepared without the assistance of a qualified broadcast engineer. The Broadcast
Bureau has cautioned that incomplete or
defective interim applications will be
returned without action.
BOW CAN I FIND A BROADCAST ENGINEER?
One way to locate engineers is by reading
broadcast trade publications, which often
have advertisements by professional engineers.
You can also contact professional aesocia7
tions such as the Association of Federal
Communications Consulting Engineers and the
National Translator Association. You might
consider getting several estimates in order
to familiarize yourself with the market
before contracting with a particular engineer.

HOW CAN I FIND OUT MORE?
If you have an interest in learning more
about the Commiesion's proposal, or if you
are interested in filing an application for a
translator station, you should study the
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Interim
Processing Guidelines for applications. Both
documeets have been published in the Federal
Register, which can be found in moat public

and law libraries. The Notice of Proposed
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Rulemaking can be found at 45 Fed. Reg. 69178
(Oct. 17, 1900), and the Interim Processing
Guidelines can be found at 45 Fed._ Reg. 62004
(Sept. 17, 1980). If you are interested in
epplying - for a station you should also study
the : FCC rules governing trenalatOl : stations.
Theee can be found in Vol. 47 of the Code of
Federel . Rogulatione, which should also be
available in most libraries.
If you want more information about applying
for a station, contact Edmund Cardona or

Barbara Moran in the Minority Enterprise
DivisiOn, 1919 M St. NW. Washington, D.C.
26554,.(202) . 634-1770. .

***

demand for television st:rvice. In rural
areas, millions of American citize.ns do
not receive even a basic complement of
three or four televieien Signals. In major
Urban areas, .there are few evailuble
channels, and when one dues become

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMIION

.part and issuing a statement;
Commissioner Fosarty concurring in

47 CFR'Part

•
I. Introduction
• 1. The Commission today concludes
the inquiry stage of its study into the
.available, competing applications are
•role of low power television
filed. In addition, there is coneiderable
broadcasting, including television'
intereet in the use of other, newer translators.' and proposes rules for a
.television delivery systems into the •
new low power television service These home, such as muilipoint distribution
rules would be contained in a new
service (ivIDS). pay cable.
"Subpart G—Low Power TelevisiOn
"superstation3," and videocassettes-and
Broadcast Stations," in Part 74 of the
video discs. Market studiesand
•
Commission's rules. The current Subpart
economic researchtontinUe to suggest G contains the rules for television'
that consumer demand for television
broadcast translators. Many of the
programming exceeds the supply in
features of the present Subpart G ivould
many areas of the country. The
be retained in this proposed revision,
technology now is availablq for low but the results of the inquiry have
power originating stations as well as for
convinced us that we should explore a
their interconnection. With the changes
number of new approaches. Through the
we propose, we believe that low power
rule changes proposed we hope tohring
television can play an important part in
television service to locatiorie that
responding to these needs. Before
otherwise are unserved or
discussing Our specific proposals, we
underserved-e-for whatever reasons—by
shall briefly describe the results of the
regular. full service 2 television stations
inquiry stage of this proceeding. Viewed
and by cable services. We propose to
in this context. our proposals can be
build upon the existing translator
seen as a natural evolutionary step.
service, affording new opportunities in
H. Results of the Inquiry
low power television. At the same time,
4. Shortly after the Notice in this
translator licensees will be free to
proceeding was adopted, a Commission.
continue the service they have offered in
wide task force was created to develop .
the paste-if that is their Choice.
the Public record, to sponsor research..
2, This proceeding began with the
and to perform its own studies. This
adoption of a Notice of Inquiry on
group, the Low Power Television Inquiry
August 8, 1976, 58 FCC 2d 1525 (1978, hereinafter, "Notice"). This Notice made Staff, has submitted the results of its
work to the Commission as the Report
it clear that this proceeding was
and Recommendations in the Low
addressed to the entire concept of low
Power Television Inquiry (hereinafter,
power television broadcastine.
"Report"). The Report provides a full
stressed the possibility that the current
record that enables us to proceed to the
translator service coUld be viewed as
stage of proposed rules. Because of the
the evolutionary basis for a larger and
Report, we can expect that commenting .
more flexible low power service. We
observed that translator policy generally parties will engage in a discussion that
is clearly focused, detailed, and
had developed on an ad hoc basis, and
therefore of maximum use to the
announced our purpose to be the ,
Commission in any final decision on
development of a comprehensive, longrange plan. The record developed in this • adopting rules for this promising new
service-. 3 Although the Report is not
proceeding has fulfilled this hope, and
being adopted as a position of the .
enables us today to propose a new low
• Commission, we have retied, upon it in
power television broadcast service.
the preparation of this Notice, and
3. The decision to propose the
would expect commenting parties to
inauguration of a new low power
:take its findings into account: . •
television service is motivated, in part.
5. During the inquiry, comments and .
by our recognition of a large unsatisfied
reply comments were received from
more than 80 individuals and groups
lelevision translatcr is a low power broadcast
swim, that receives e television signal on one
representing a wide ran ,. e of interests..

WC Dockt Ho.78-253RM-1932 FCC 110.
$031

.

Inquiry Into tho Future Role of Low.
Power Television •L3roadcesting and
Televialon Tranalators in the National
Telecommunications System
,AGENcY: Federal Communications

.Commission.
-AcTtpK: Notice of proposed rule making.
SUMMARY: The Federal Communications

Commission proposes the creation of a
new low power television broadcast
service, in which stations would be
authorized to originate programs to an
unlimited extent and to conduct bieir
own subscription television operations.
The proposed service would include
television broadcast translators, which
currently are regulated under Part 74,
Subpart G of the Commission's Rules.
The proposed rules are based upon a
Commission staff study, to be released
at a later date.: Report and

Recommendations in the Low Power
Television Inquiry (BC Docket No. 78253,!. The action is based, in part, upon
evidence of a large unsatisfied demand
for television broadcast service, in both
rural and urban areas.
DATES: Comments must be received on
or before January 15. 1931, and reply
comments on or before March 1, 1981.
ADDRESSES: Federal Communications
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20554.
IR PUPTI4Eft INFORMA.T1ON

CONTACT:

Michael Couzens. Broadcast Bureau,
(202) 032-6302.

No
freeze on translator applications is
proposed for the pendency of the rule.
making.The Broadcast Bureau
published "Interim Processing
Procedures for TV Translator
Applications Seeking Loiv Power
Features." on pages 62=-62005 of the
Federal Resister of September 17,1980.
In the matter of an inquiry into the
future role of low-power television
broadcasting and television translators
-Le the National Telecommunications
System, tIC Docket No. 78-253, RM1932.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Adopted: September 9, 1980.
Released: October 17. 19110.

By the Commission: Chairman Ferris
issuing a separate statement:
Commissioner Lee concurring and
issuing a statement: Commissioner
Quell° concurring in the result;
Commissioner Washburn concurring in

part and issuing a saparate statement.

chancel. amplifies it and transmits it on another
channel. Althou3h we expect tanslatorl to continue
to pay a part in hrinfling television reception. we
propose to broaden the concept allow power,
television to include stations that originate
.
proramming and even conduct their own • •
subscription television operations.
We use the term - full arm iLe - throughout to
describe television broadcast stations yids
complete fardit;es and staff. These full service
stations are licensed under Port 73 of Our rule.
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Th'e staff summarized this record in

Attachments A and Li' to its Report. The
3 1In tha 4Votin.e we anticipated a series of inquiry
and, peiihaps later, rule ra..king nolices. Hovers tr.
we now believe 1:1.41 ?h.! st:as Report is :adequate
. for ux to sharpen the disco 711011 at this point. and
that no wiclul purpna4 would . b,.soreed by hai:-.3
cycles of pleading to what illre..dy is an unual...114 ,
lull record for the Onset of mile making. .

staff also commissioned 4 survey of very - technical standards, and a set of .
liberalized rules regarding ownership:
low power originations in the United
it. The Commiaeion is well aware of •
States and Canada: Parry U. Teesdale.,
the interest in, arid demand for, new
•• "A Nlicra-TV Service in the United
television Outlets, both in rural and
States:: ft ttochtnent C to the Report •
urban areae. 4 .We agree with oursitaff
(hereinafter. "Teasdale"). Ineddition to
" that secondary status for low pOwer
its usefelnessin revealing the
stations appears to provide the key to •
practicalities of very low power station
rapid implementation of such service,
Operations. Mr. Teaada•le's report .
and so sve.are proposing rules that
- .appends a significant technical study
follow the broad 'contours of the, staffs
performed for the Government of Cancla,
recornmendatiens. Before we destribe where low power station operations
our own proposals, a brief historical
appear to have developed to a
sketch is appropriate. 8
considerable .degree, Switzer •
Engineering Services. Ltd., "A Study of
M. History of Television Translators
Very Low Power TV and FM
•
9. The Table of Television
Transmitters for Remote Communities,"
Assignments (hereinafter.."Table")
(April, 1978, hereinafter, "Switzer").
adopted in 1952 was designed to provide
• Finally, the staff performed its own
service toas large a part of the
studies and analyses, covering .
population
as was possible and at the
technical, ecoaornic. and legal terms. .
same time to provide local outlets for as
6. The staff began its analysis with
many communities as possible.' .
two principal goals, with which we are
Although the goals of the Table have
in agreement. The first goal was to
been largely achieved, service has not
recognize the contibution that the
been available to all'Who wantedit.
•traditional translator operator has given
Indeed, from the very beginning, interest
in the past, and so not to recommend
in television was so great that
rules that would make translator service
conventional ineans of obtaining
more difficult to provide, especially in
reception proVed to be inadequate to;
isolated rural areas where the need for
satisfy the demand. One way Of dealing
television service is greatest. The
with this problem was the installation of
second goal was to provide maximum
a "community antenna" that would then
flexibility for new originatinseservice.s to
be connected by cable to households
come into being, easily anciaat low cost.
paying a subscription fee for the signals
The staff recommended that a new low
delivered, thus giving birth to the cable •
power television service be created by
industry, originally called CATV for
adding to well-proved translator rules Community Antenna Television. A less
and practices, rather than by attempting
expensive approach also was possible
to create a separate service "from the
involving the reception andsamplified
ground up." Mostsig.nificantly, the staff
retransmission of the weak teliVision
recommended the retention of
signal over a low power installation.
secondary status for translators and for
This could be either an on-channel
low power stations. All such stations ,
booster ore translator that broadcast on
were envisioned as operating on a
another Channel..In the early 'days of
noninterfering basis, and as being
television, the Commission's rules made
required to relinquish their frequency if
no provision for either kind of operation.
a full service station wished to - •
This lack of a licensing procedure,
commence operations using the same
however, did not prevent the
channel..
. ,
establishment of such Stations. In many
7. The staff reasoned that a new
areas plagued by poor reception, •
secondary service could be designed for
individuals provided low power service
maximum flexibility—in the nature of its
on an extra-legal basis. 7
program service, in the technical . .
standards, and in licensing procedures.
'On April 24..19K we adopted an Order stating
In this ways they argued. the
that so new applications for broadcast
experrnental stations pmposinl use of low power
Commission could modify or eliminate
or television translator technolorry would be
•rtiany requirements that we would .
'accepted for filing. see Public Notice. FCC ti+3-282.
continue to apply to full service station
April 2'), 1980. This was done, in part. because the
-operations: Specifically, no low power
stafT had receised•so many expressions of interest
List new experimental applications could n6t been
station would be required to originate
handled or evaluated, within our administrative
programs to any extent, but all.could •
resources: On demand for new outlets inure Originate to an unlimited extent. The generally. see Pot ,
of. the Reonet.
Commission also would place no .
'A fuller history of TV trunslators appears as
- artificial restrictions upon the station's • s Port II of the Report.
'This table appi•ars in173.or ,o1h) of the ndel. see
method of financial support, whether
R:Tort and 0.-tter in Docket No. 8;3d. 41 FCC
local taxes, advertisers. or subscription
30 11931.
tele% ision (SP.'"). Seconddry status also
'Kenneth A. Cox. "The Problems of Television' •
was concluded to imply more relaxed •
Sirvice fur Smiler Communities." Staff Report fur

2'9

10. The first such low power operation
probably was established in 1946 and
was used to serve homes beyond the
_reach of a cable TV system. Soon after
that, other boeaters and translators were
established to extend television
coverage. When complaints were filed,
the Commission sent out field inapector3
to shut down these unauthorized
operations. By 1958, there were "the
estimated number of 1.000 or so," of
these unlicensed stations in operation. 8
As they grew in number. the
Commission became increasingly
concerned about the potential for
causing interfe.rence to other broadcast
services. Without a licensing procedure.
the Commission had no way of
incorporating them into the overall
pattern of assignments.
11. It was against this background that
the Commission initiated several
proceedings involving the use of
translator and booster systems and a
possible regulatory scheme for their
authorization. In the first of these prodeedings,'a notice of proposed .
ralemaking (Docket No. 11331, FCC 5:5-404) adopted on March 31, 1955,
solicited information on the feasibility of
licensing Vi-ff and UHF television
boosters. While
rulernaking was
pendingathe Commission adopted a
second notice of proposed nalemaking
(Docket No. 11611, FCC 50-44), in
January of 1956, exploring a regulatory
framework within which TV translator
stations could be authorized and • .
licensed.
• 12. The second proceeding was acted
onfirst. and the Commission adopted a
report and order which amended the
rules to authorize UHF translators. 'They
were limited to the upper 14 UHF
channels (that is, Channels 70 83) and
their power was limited to 10 watts. The
Commission limited translators to the
upper 14 UHF channels because they
were less congested and would allow
more flexibility to meet required
protective spacing. The Commissin also
believed that confining translators to the
less congested upper 44 UHF channels
made it possible to relax operating and
licensing requirements, end, thereby, to
facilitate the viability of translators.
13. While it is true that operation on
these channels had the least potential
for causing harmful intarference to
regular television reception. it also is
true that these were the least
advantageous channels from the
translator station's point of view. Not
only were there greater costs of
-

the Committee on Interstate and Forei:o Commerce,
LInited States Sena id (t1.-ith Conp., 21.1. S-53.),
• December 20, 197.3, pp, 1I-17.
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construction and operation, but also
there was a lack of developmental
experience. The Commission also ,
rejected the suegestion,for an increase
in the .rneXinium power output of
trarslalars.aboyethe so watts originally
:proposed. prelerring first to gain
experience from operation at the lower
power.
14., At this time, the Commission was
considering authorizing translators in .
• the VHF band, but it rejected this idea..
believing that it would produce
interference problems. Throughout this
period. the Commission assigned
absolute weight to the prevention of any
possibility ofinterference. even if this
meant that it could not authorize a
means 01 providing reception to those
lacking it.
15. The Commission action restricting .
tanslators to the use of the upper 14
UHF channels did not solve . the
problems posed by unauthorized
operations. Many translators and
booster systeins that had operated
previously in the VHF band simply
continued to do so. The first challenge to
the Consmission:s efforts to curb these
illegal operations camein a case
involying.C. J. Community Services, inc.
(hereinafter, ''C.J."). The Commission
issued a cease and desist order to C.J. to
halt the opera tion.of its television -booster station. On appeal. the United
States Court of AppeaLS for the District
of Columbia Circuit reversed the
Commission's Order. 9 Although the
Court upheld the jurisdiction of the •
Commission over such operations and
held that the unlicensed operation of
repeaters was unlawful, it found the
Commission remiss in not providing
rules and procedures under which the
'illegal boosters could have been
licensed. The Court also pointed to the
pending rulemaleing in Docket No. 11331.
regarding the feasibility of licensing
• VHF boosters, as an aid in the
resolution of the issues that were before
the Court.
16. On June 27, 1057, the Corrunission
issued a merriorandum opinion and
order (FCC 56-700) rejecting the
licensing of VHF booster systems.
Iindine what it believed were
insurmountable difficulties connected
'with their operatioh. Several parties .
„petitioned for reconsideration.
'requesting.an opportunity to provide
detaLd engineering data that would
pro% e VHF boosters tube feasible. This
led the Commission to issue a new
notice of proposed rulernaking (Docket
No. 12116, FCC 57L-829). again exa mitring
the possibility of licensing VHF
.

• C. Conr.,.t.mit;• Services v. PC.C.10n
R.R. :N12t1 (1M7).
D.C. J79.

U.S. App.

booste:e. Ultimately. this Conarnission
again rejected the idea, although in the.
meantime it had authorized- the use Of
UHF boosters.
17. With the authorization of .
translator stations and then the pending
rulemaking proceeding looking toward
thelea,sibility of licensing booster
-systems, the Commission determinedthat there was a need to examine these
program distribution services, as well as
cable and "satellite" systems."'
Accordingly. a notice of inquiry was
adopted on January 3, 1958, in Docket
No. 12143 (FCC 58-493). Among the
questions raised were; (1) What
economic impact did translators,
boosters, satellites and cable systems
have on local television broadcast
systems? and, (2) What percentage Of
homes received . their only satisfactory.
television service from stations located
in or near communities in which
translator, booster, or cable systems.
were operating?
18. Finally, on July 27, 191, the
Commission issuedea report and order
authorizing the licensing of VHF
translators and modifying the rules
applying to UHF translators, 18 RR 1573.
These actions are the foundation of the
present translator rules. Unlike Lag
translators, which could use 100 watt's, .
VFW translators were limited to 1 watt.
Because of an . amendment to the • .
Communications Act, the Commission
was able to license the previously illegal
operations and to permit unattended
operation of translators." In addition to
the question of what to allow, the
:Commission dealt with who could have
it and where it could be built. For
example, television licensees were not
peirnitted to obtain a license for a VHF
translator that was designed to provide
reception beyond the predicted Grade B
contour of the primary station, or within
its Grade A or B contour where-the '1
transitor was intended to provide'
reception to all or part of any
community located within the Grades,A
contour of any other television station, if
the translator would duplicate the other
station's programs.
19. By the early 1050's, the g eneral
standards for translators had been '
developed. Although some rule changes
-

"A ."satellite - station is a run service 'Tejon that
rebroadcasts entirely the progrim sch prink of
another station. There also are - semisa !clines" that
,
do have local studio where a limited amount of
local pro:;ramniim;
'C011tfCSS had stepped in to solses the Prohlern of
the construction of these stntions with:ma prSor
Commission :sulhoritation, waiving he ban on
premature construction for those built before
Conress act-it, It also permit!ett unattended
OPer.itilai of S/011 , 1113 that merely rehruadimst
approved on loly 7.
another station. Pub. L
11e30.
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were adopted in later-years. most
actions were taken in connection with
applications.proposine particular forms
of service. Various proposals were put
forward that did not meet the
requirements of the rules. While the
rules were not changed.oe a number-of
occasions waivers were granted to
permit operations thought to be in the
,public interesL Viewed in retrospect. it
can be seen that these actions suggesteda need for a rule changes so that waiver
would not be necessary to respond to .
the public demand for additional
television service- 12
20. The Table standing alone could
not bring adequate service to rstral
areas. Some areas lacked an assigned
channel, while in others the channel
was not put to use_ This situation led the.
Commission to take various actions
designed to encourage new service. One
such approach involved support for UHF
development. 13 Other measures included
easing the cost of entry into television
broadcasting. by-permitting a television.
"satellite" station." These measures by
themselves, however, have proved- _
inadequate to satisfy rural demand for
television service.' In fact. the Most
significant progress has been made .
through the enterprise and ineenuity of
the rural residents themselves, and later
of investors and entrepreneurs, in
developing two new delivery systems:
television translators and CAT'!. These
systems have grown and have become
major parts of our national television
service, in urban as well as rural areas.
21. As mentioned, our translator
policy has evolved essentially on an ad
hoc basis. This Notice of Proposed Rule
Making is designed to address the
technical and practical issues in broadly
allowing originations on translators. To
date, originations have been limited to
emergency warnings and to 30 seconds
per hour for fundraising. We now
believe, based upon the record amassed
in this proceeding. that low power
stations, using translator technology,
hold significant promise as-a new source
of network, regional and local programs,
complementary to the concept of full service television development in the
',=The must recent of these wriivert . svas the 1.4tent
than 70 1:vaiv•rs g.racted for the State of

of more

Alaska. see lVrangell Pa:1i° Croup. et at. FCC 7388. released on january - 17. 1;1&1. 0:her examples'
are collected
of the Repor'. The innovative
. use of lower ralWer technology in Alaska is
described by Teas.] alt.. pp. ik-itk
'Con„r.ssional action also was iasolvesi throve'
pass,yrte of the All Ch.snr..1 P.ecei..cr Act. S.e
parzymiph NM' :.;ection 303 of the Cornrnun;catirrns
Act, Pub. L 87-57.0. approved on July 10. 19,,Z. 76

"For e definition of s:olellite station. are note

10.

Supra:
"The poi in service in rumi arra., are trcallni in
Port III of the Report. •

Table but also offering their own unique
benefita.,
W. Proposed Policy Changes •

Introduction
22. Translators simultaneously
broadcast the prottrams of a full service
station. Our proposed low power
television broadcast service would
retain that rote in full, but as only one
type of service permitted on the low
power 'television station. Any low power
television station. including those
employing translator technology, would
be permitted to originate to an unlimited
extent, provided thattertain
requirements are met. " As mentioned, •
our approach begins with the
fundamental principle urged by our staff
that low power television broadcast
stations, like television translators,
should enjoy only a secondary status.
This means that a translator or lintt
power station creating harmful
interference to a full service station
must Cease operation if it is unable to
change its channel or take other steps to
correct the interference. Translators and
low power stations also are secondary
in the sense that they must give way to a
full service station proposing a mutually
exclusive use of a frequency. Secondary
itz.tua. permits a more flexible approach .
that enables the low power television
broadcasters to select the appropriate
mix of technology that accords with
local needs, up to the defiritional limit
of the service itself: namely, maximum
transmitter output powers of 100 watts
(VHF) or of LOGO Watts (UHT). The
operator willing to assume the risks of
secondary status would be given wide
latitude to design and engineer a system
adapted to local needs. We begin with
the standards for programming. financial
support, and ownership that we propose
to.apply to the low power service.
•

B. Program Services, .Financial Support.
and Ownership
• 23. Low Power Station Programming.
Years ago, the Commission dealt with
the question of program originations on
translators, observing that:
The tec'enical hurdles appear insuperable
at this time. and for this reason alone, we do
not find warrant for initiating rulemaking
now looking toward permitting prr:q:ramming
ori,ginations by translators. We have arrived
"The most i:nportant distinguishing requirement
. • is that an orisinatia.A low power stabon must be
attended by a quatwed .op rator.Tranztators
lanctionin3 unattended may not originate beyond
.emersency warninss and .0-serond sesments rich
hear. See Repart end Oder in IIC Docket No. r&-

252. released on May at. tom, 77 FCc. 2,1 1005
Itaco). This di:WU:IWO COPIffilli•1 the definition

"tra:Islator," which would be but one type ot low
po%ser statiun.

or a

25. Finally, in the past . five years.
satellitatechnoloey'has'Openect entirely •
new possibilities for reliable. lowa:ost program interconnection services. 2= The
use of satellite intertonnection for low
At that time the only obatacleS were
power TV prograni services is being • -.
•said to be technical. Recent
demonstrated by Spanish international
technological-and economic .
NetWork, which is using satellite relays
developments dictate a re-evaluation of
for delivery of its network feed from San
the role of low power technology in the
Antonio to experimental translator
national telecommunications . system. It - stations that we have authorized in '
now is clear that law . power .origination
Denver (KA'2XE3) and in Washington.
is technically zfeasible, and a' d. . "
D.C. (K.A2XZH).
considerable body of experience has
.26. Recently. we revised our translator
'
been gained from lbw power
rules to permit the use of modern FM
originations in practice." We have
microwave feeds to deliver program
recognized the importance of this
services to a translator from arty .
experience, notably in our efforts.
suitable source. 23 The only remaining
Lhrough waivers, to support the creative
limitation upon originations—whether
use of this technology in thestatewide
live, on tape, by terrestrial feed or by •
mini-TV system in Alaska. "a system
satellite—has been the restriction
that provides the only practical means
imposed by our rules limiting origination
of extending off-the-air broadcast
to emergency warning and to 30-second :
services to the numerous small remote
fund-raising appeals: The Report and .
Alaska communi ties.""
record in this proceeding now persuade
.
24. A number of technical
us that our permissive policies of
developments have converged to make
allowing waivers and experiments were
originations possible. One of these is the
the preragurement of a much broader
developmentandrapid refinement
potential for delivery of new service to
during the 1970's of low cost portable
the public. We therefore propose to
videotape players, such as the ones that
authorize unlimited originations as art
have been used successfully to
inherent feature of the proposed low
distribute pro
me to the originating
power television service. We proceed to.
mini-TV stations in Alaska. Another
a discussion of the practicalities
•
development,ayell described by a,
involved that need to be addressed in
commenting party at the inquirY stage of
ruleinaking.
this proceeding, is:27. Copyright liability for lower power
stations is governed by two statutory
• • * the advent of integrated circuits..
which can generate full NTSC black-andprovisions. Thefirst is contained in the
white and color s ■,,tchronization signals
General Revision of the Copyright Law,
(instead of non-interlaced sync as used in
Pub.- L0 1 553,17 U.S.C. 1.0-1 . et seq.
.
low-cost television cameras of the past), as
(1976), redefining the rights of, and
•
well as generating television carriers and
limitations upon, copyright owners in
graphics.and lettering on the screen of a
the use of their works. Essentially. nonstandard receiver, sometimes along with
cable retransmissions. with the .
NTSC color and 4.5 MHz sound. Such
exception of those by-governmental or
integrated circuits greatly decrease the size
non-profit entities, are subjeCt to full
and cost of high quality (and, for that matter,
low-quality) television equipment. requiring
• copyright liability. Sec. 325(a) of the
less adjustment and being less likely to
Communications Act permits the •
generate an out-of-tolerance condition.
• rebroadcast of programming only if the
allowing users to concentrate more en
rebroadcasting station has obtained the
subject matter and less on technical details.
consent of the originating station.
As a result, we now know that
Although rebroadcast consent needs to
equipment for originations can be made
be sought, the Commission has held that
to function reliably, 'without cleating
it may not be withheld without
new problems of objectionable
justification. On occasion, we have interference. 21 Both live and pre- .
considered whether the refusal was
recorded programs are technically
justified, depending upon the' ILIct:; of the
feasible.
particular case and an evaluation of the
circumstances involved. 2 '1,.Ve believe
at this judgment with some regret. because
there is much appeafin the exploitation of
possibilities fur giving smaller communities
seif-expre.ssion:ancl of
• ' ° a means o;
presenting issues oflocal

"Report and Oder in Docket No. 15975. 13 FCC'
2d 305 IV/MI.
"See generally Switzer see also the descriptions
by Teisdale of low power ori3inations. .in Alaska.
New York S!;I:e. and Canada. •
'Wrangell tiod4, Gawp. et. al.. FCC 7D--88&
released on lanuary 17. 1900. pars.. 10.
Comments - of Kitchen Pruiluctions.
Pidlerrest. California:November 27. 1970. p. I.
"See Port IV.0 of the !Wort.
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"See FCC. t`:etv.rork Inquiry Special Stafi. Video
Interconnectiort.Technulogy. Co: and Pe:MIAMI? •
Policies (Preliminary keport, March 19N1).
•
"Report and Order in Docket No. 20a:19. hi FCC
.7d 209 (1978). Previously. tran:.i.itnrs had bee,,.
limited to n very simple AM Ineterotly:le conv.-r3imi .
of the rebroadcast
onto anOther frequer.cy.
"INS includes: •
Footnotes continued on next stage
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'hat these existing proviSions. reetarding
'copyright and retransmiasion consent.
ete adequate to establish an initial .
assignment of program rieht3, so that
low power stations will be free to enter
.the.marketplace for programa and to
priyately.negotiate appropriate
errangerrienta for the program services
they may offer. 28.•A.special caseisieresented by
. commercial substitution for television .
prograrnmingibroadcast by conventional
. stations - thateenerally are financed by
. advertiser supporL We do not believe
that a low power station should be ;
permitted to engage in commercial
substitution without the consent of the
primary broadcast station. It does not
follow, however, that all examples of
substitution are harmful. In fact. the
'originating broadcast station actually
may be better off with some.commercial
substitution by translators, because
without it they might not get the ..
a:kiitional coverage for the remainder of.
_their advertising provided by the teanslatbr. Moreover, commercial
substitution may be desirable.from a
commupica dons policy perspective
because communities that could not
otherwise support translator or low power station operation may find
co.ramercial . substitution-6 promising
-solution to the problem. Thus, we
propose to pen-nit commercial .
substitution, but only if.theconsent of
all affected parties is obtained and ..
compLanca with copyright law is
'achieved.' • •
from Last page .
sshether licensees cf 3t3tims. &trough
express or implied agreements or understandings.
act La concert with each other or with other
interests in refusing rebroadcast reNuests whether
requesting stations serve the same or a different
area 35 the stepon Whose prcgrnen they wish to
rebroadcast. whether the request is for permission
to carry a simultaneous rebroadcast (arr.,
rebroadcast a program at some subsaquent date.
whether the requesting station has inciir.ated a
weilingneits to pay a reasonable share ,,(the
legit...mate costs of the or.gpa tang 3taticia. whether
or not ot..er persons having interests in ,the p:ogram
have requested or a7.reed to the relaroadc .ast. and
whather he prrsam concerned has public service
8SpeC.3 that make its wide dissemination to the
public .clearly ciesirabie.",klemorcrodurn Opinion
cod Orzer in Dis...ket No. 9038. 17 FR luaea.1 RR

Footnotes continued
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11:.6 [1552).

t'`Thts lasue marks another .'istinction between
the Inr.slattir and the low powersta hon. The
tra.tslater may operate unattended through an
eN;......:p'rrn in Sec. JIB of the Cornmunica tiuns Act.
CtJngre... has indicated that in daing so. it should
te in commerci -al s ,Jhstitution. S,e
'3.1d
Dat.ket No. 711-25Z. r-lrase-il on
9t.01. The low power
• May 2f1. i2Pt.77 FCC 7d
slatem..which would have a qualified ope-r3tor. is
aig Itself of this priviirme arid min ri.i.gottate
.rot

w:th the primary station to achieve any mot of
• Silasti!..rion that could be agreed In by the parties.
The "ill': modiftcalion that we would make to tba
30-lecord or:3:nati.in allowed currently fur

tr.; ,irors s.ratiti he the Juleoun uf any specified
tet.nno.uo, of accomplishing it.

■•■•■■■■•■■■•••... .......

. t,.
One . majoeconcern . that must be
addressed .before we pi ,., rMir translators •
to originate programming and to collect
subscription fees is the effect that
-.increased competition may have
existing television service. This issue .
has been studied by the staff and Ports
11/.0 and I.V.D of the Report dealing'L
with it-are quite illuminating. That •
analysis strongly suggests that it would
be possible to achieve the contemplated
increase in service without a
detrimental iriapact on existing service.
The various sections of the Report have
considered the impact of competition of
new low power over-the-air service .
upon cable TV and on other translatbrs
and low power stations. We find this
analysis a persuasive one. We believe . .
that those parties claiming adverse
economic impact must show how the
•effects of competition would harmfully
affect the public, before obtaining any relief.
30. ;i.rVe believe that our proposed relies
in particular can encourage competition
between low power stations and cable.
television to deliver new and expanded
services to the pub„lic. Realizing the •
benefits of competition, we have acted
to liberalize many of our cable rules. 2:r
We now believe that protection of loeal
broadcasters from cable competition •
was a.self-defeating enterprise. .and
have changed our cable rules to reflect
that. Even if it did help local
.•
broadcasters escape the impact of
competition, this protection came at the
price Of denying the public the benefits
of new services on the cable. In the
same way; we have concluded that it is
counterproductive to attempt to shield
cable from the rigors of competition With
low power broadcast. We believe that
the time has come to establish a parity .
of free and open opportunities for
translators and low power stations to
compete not only with cable television
systems, but with other distribution
technologies as well. We believe that
competition between low power
television and cable television and
others will encourage each tcybuild upon
its unique strengths. Cable is most
efficient in delivering a large number Of
channels to areas of comparatively
dense population, and in overcoming
congestion of broadcast frequencies.
"St.bsequently. in par.'s. 37-41. we propoie to
liberalize many of the multiple ownership rules
appltrable to translators. Both full serY,ice statio0
and cable s ■ stems wild have flew competitive
cpport.mit tee. USitIS low power technology
theiniielvea. un4a our pripOsals.
''Report in Docket No. 7.12.8.4. 71 FCC Zd 632

Low power broadcast television will be
particularly important in serving
sparsely . Settied areas. in other locations
where toil service broadcast stations
and cable are not in a position to
increase pro ;3rarn choices, and in some
densely populated urban areas where
the cost of laying cable is extremely
high.
31. Low Power Pay TV Opemtiorm Currently; translators are forbidden to
alter a rebroadcast signal deliberately
so as to make it inaccessible to
conventional home receivers." This rule.
precludes the use of scrambled
programming to collect subscription
fees. Based on the record, it appears that
this ban has retarded the grow„th of
television service, especially in rural
areas. lo many of these areas cable also
is not feasible because of the sparseness
of the population, compared with the
high cost of laying cable. Translators
also may not be able to respond to gaps..
in service, because the translator
operator needs a source of funds but
does not have the opportunity tOrequire
payment of a monthly subscription fee. '
The translator signal is available to
anyone in the coverage areas, whether
they contribute to the operation of the
station or not, and some viewers— •
perhaps Most—will elect to take a "free •
ride" rather than contribute to
supporting the service. Thus, unless this
problerrican be overcome, translators
will have limited Financial viability.
We believe that allowing scrambled
programming to be delivered via low
power broadcast technology could
enable communities to overcome they
chronic difficulties of remote
communities in securing an adequate
financial base for their local television
service. In this way, it could provide •
support for a larger and more diverse
menu of television. Service
improvements also could be expected in. urban areas where subscription low
power stations could cater to unmet
demands for specialized programs. We
do not believe it is necessary to require
a separate STV authorization for low
power stations or for translators
selecting this method of financial
support. Rather, STV would be inherent
as an option in the low povier television
service, and the use of this service
option would need only a minor
modification of the station's license. .
. 32. Even though we are concerned
about a loss of "free" television, it does
'Sec. 71.731jill of th•

rules.

"The potential ads er.1 of direct satellite'to hututr•

(1979). geport in Docket No 2eilJa.9. 71 FCC 2d 951
itirtit: and Notice of Pro/Niger/ litrienmAitri: in '

•brUadciisting may h.ts,. a significant t fiect on rural
television N , rvice in the lorig term. but it would not

Dockets 2tyliria ad . 21.!7 ■ 4, 71 FCC 2,1 10(1-1 II t79). and
10erort und Ordur adopted on July Z.Z. 110'1 /FCC B(.>-

niake,senie to forty;o imporlani oppt;,iiiii,c, here
and Owait thui de ■ elopment at xiinu uul nuwts
future date.
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not serve the public interest to preclude
pay service in competition with free,
over-the-air, service. Equally, the public
interest would not be served by artificial
limitationsUpon the ability of
advertiser-supported or tax-atipported
service tb compete with pay television
service. In our view, a mixture of advertiser-supported. tax-supported.
and pay TV'serVice is the pattern of
distribution most likely to maximize
consumer welfare from television. STV
provides option 4 and diversity
unavailable from free television. We
expect that the current fare of free
television programming will continue to
be available to the overwhelming
majority of televiaion households. 3')
33. For several reasons we believe
that the potential losa in television
service to viewers if unlimited STV
operation is permitted in these
communities is likely to be minimal.
First, many of these communities
alreadyreceive service from full service
television broadcasters. Second, some of
these communities already are paying
for translator service either through
elaborate voluntary contribution
systems or through mandatory tax
systems. In such cases there might be
nothing more than a change in the
payment mechanism more equitably
disbibuting the cost of rvice to those
desiring it, and actually enjoying it. •
Third. even if the - schedule of
programming presently. offered by
translators were to be scrambled, there
is sufficient spectrum space in rural
areas so that free rebroadcast television
service could be provided from other
sources. Fourth, given the high level of
community interest in providing
translator service in many communities
today,'Iocal origination becomes a real
possibility for these communities with
the support that a scrambled system
could provide. For all these reasons we
believe that translator service, with a
free choice for the licensee between a
profit-motivated and a non-profit basis,
could result in a totality of service that
is More responsive to consumer
demands. It could offer better signal
quality and a more diveree selection of
available television progrectrning. 31
"'t.Ve do not believe that it wo : 1.d be In the public
inter.!st to limit translator STV opera non to case,
,here there are at let three or four free sisnals
svailable in the community. This would prectud.i.
service just where il 6 moil needed, in the eiben.cr
unlimited low power STV
or any ev;dence
operation would adversely aft,-.t viewer inter'-5t4.
Se , the detailed discuisiun in Fore IV.D of the •

3.1. Four other areas of possible
regulatory intervention mustbe
considered if we peirnit truneiators and
low power televieirm stationsao collect
Subscription Lail. They. are: (1) Should
we set standar tf9 for, technical
Compatabihty? (2) Should we set any
requirement's of a minimum riiimberof
hours of free proaramming? (3) Should
we call for the filing of franchise
contracts? and 14J Should We reqUire the
leasing rather thim Selling Of decoders?.
As to.the first. We do not foresee any
need at the'present time to require
scrambled translators or low power'
stations to conform to one chOSen
technical method of operation. We
believe that the rioors of the .
Marketplace will he more effective in.
shaping good teChnical performance
than regulatory intervention, especially
in light of the infancy of the industry
and the scarcity.of technical information
upon which' to rely.. 22
35. Currently.we require full service,
STV stations to provide some "free"
programming to consumers: However,
we do not believe' this requirement should be placed on lopower television stations. Imposition of such a
requirement Could curtail the provision
of the service, and it seems to us
consistent to impose no Minimum of
"free" programMing, just as no minimum
amount of programming is proposed
generally for low power stations. We
also currently require full service STV
applicants to stibmit the terms of
agreements and arrangements that the
applicant intends to have nwithothee
parties concerning the suPplY ef subscription programs. This rule was
adopted to insure that the broadcast
station retain S full Control ever the
programming chosen for broadcast. We
continue to believe that this is art
important concern, and would
specifically require than any such
agreement be Consistent with the rules.
applicable to full service programming
agreementi. § 73.642(4 Evert so, we do
not believe it is necessary for low power
Subscription television stations to
submit these agreements. However, we
are willing to consider whether it would
be appropriate to arrange for access to
•

translator or low Power station slgnals. whether
scrambled or not. Any negotiation and settlement
that is reached by individual parties cum:emir:I
ciae would be accepted by the Commusion..
"This approach is consistent with our treatment
of full service STV service where we decided that
STV
- the public interest - will be :terved by uulIowln
operators the option of dycidm,/ wii”tho,4 oe. not to

1.

A, to the competitive ramifications. we b.:lieve

it k important for el not to favor any one

technole!tv. especially since translaturn are tisim3 • •
therefore. we are
s; ,ectrs:mir. .1 Srcondo.-y
not propus.ngIt reijaire cable 3ylicms to carry

et4ndartbze their syv:em or to tiller decoders
compatible with whatever other S TV y ,t,leinn ate

ring the market. - :; ■•••! First Report ord Orr!et- in
Docket.No.. 215.431 adopted September 25, 1 'fi".)t FCC

them on a local basis 30 that the public:
can be aware of their terms. 313. We currently require full nerviee.
STV broadcaaterano lease rather than
sell decodereto consinners. The Peport_ recornmeeded that, in the atnienee of an
identifiable cause of market failure: this
•decision is beat left to•theindividual
investor. However, it also recommended that, if sale be the choice. the purchaser
•should receive a written explanation that the contemplated ST 7V service is
secondary. This appears to strike a
reasonable balance at the onset of new
service. The Commission currently is
reviewing its lease-only policiee for full_
service STV operations. 33
37. Ownenthip. Currently, the
Commission has four ownershi-p
eligibility restrictions or requirements,
for translator licensees. First, a
commercial television broadcast station
cannot own or financially support a
VHF translator not operating on an
assigned channel in the Television •
Table of ASsigiarnenta.if that translator
is located in a distant television
•
market:" Second, a cable television
'
system cannot own a translator licensed
to the same community as the cable
system." Third, translators operating at
a maximum permissible power, on a
channel in the Table of Assignments.. '
normally willbe authorized only to
licensees of television broadcast
stations unless other parties can
demonstrate that they have car...able
technical personnel available to assure
satisfactory technical quality and the •avoidance of harmful interference.
Finally, no one may own or operate a
VHF translator in an.area receiving
satisfactory Service from a UHF
television station or a UHF translator
unless such intermixture is determined, •
exceptionally, to serve the public
interest."
38. As the analysis in the Report
shows, all of these ownership
restrictions and requirements appear
unnecessary and counterproduCtivein
their present form, indeed, probierna with present multiple ownership rules,
by themselves. are an adequate
justification for the comprehensive
revisiting of all of Our translator policies.
in which today's action is a sieuificant
step. A rule that forbids our full service
UHF station licensees from extending
their coverage by VHF translators. while •
,
full service VHF station a may do so.
arbitrarily imposes added costs upon the •
"S.t. Fi.-st Report end Order in DocketNo. 21502
FCC 7n-535..1'i:opted un September 2.3.1:171.1.
"'Src 74 75(.')(I
”Sec. 7t1.501(o)p).
1"

Sec 74.7310.
SeC.74.73.:(L1).
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And (2).

._._ • -•

WU' licensee, and perpetuates kb . .
•comparative liandcaps.Thi3 rule stands
es an'illustration,of nothing more than
the haphazard develop of translator
policies to this date. We do propose to
retain two of the present rules in revised
'forre...The other-3 would be.elimin.ated e
We believe that cross-ownership
between cable television and translators
need not be precluded, but we propose
to retain the exclusion of cable cross
ownership, in their franchise area. for
low power stations that originate
programming and for:both translators
and low power stations using scrambled
signals. Common ownership in such
•situetions could well diminish the headto-head competition expected between
them because each is the likeliest source
of new competition for the other. In
addition. wepropose rules that would •
prevent a hill service statioofrom
owning an originating or low power
. station in its own service area and
avould bar a national network from
•owning an originating station.
39. There was considerable
tin.-.-. ertainry as to the competitive effect
of translators upon the national •
television system inthe 1980's, when the
scope 2 r.d direction of full service
development were not yet clearly in
view. However, we believe that these
uncertainties have been resolved and •
that any reasonable fear of harmful
eompetition.has been allayed. The
growth of translators can be expected to
increase the availability of televison.
especially in rural areas, and toprovide
local pecgramming. We believe that a
rule prohibiting broadcast stationa from
ownieg VHF translators in distant
markets would stifle this opportunity
and thereby disserve the publicinterest.
The rule restricting the use of VI-1F .
translators in areas served by either
UHF full service stations or by UHF
translators also disserves the public
interest. The selection of a frequency to
use to serve the local community will be
performed most efficiently, with
maximum benefit to the public, if it is
made by the individual operator or
investor.
• 40..Section74.732(i) of the rules
provides.that translators authorized to
operate in the Table (at 1D0 watts for
VHF; 1,000 watts for UHF) normally will
be .authorized only to the licensees-of
fall Service stationsaLicennes are issued
to others only upon a showing of
tachnical proficiency. This rule should
be rench:le.d in light of our proposal to
remo‘e any .distinction in transmitter
eieeleeet power arising from operation in
the Table and by our proposal to require .
* e d-f.nitinn of a rdi ion•I network. see
'F or i S
7 3 5.',4 011111s

) of thr rules.

attendance by a licensed operator:"
h4oreover. advances in the reliability 6f
low power technology havreobviated the
need for a Separate showing 'of techniCal
competency. Finally; we must recogniie the fact that the present rule restrict3
entry to only one class of licensees. "11
thereby discouraging the free and open
development of new services by other ,
classes of - liceneees. This•we view as
contrary to the publicinterest.
41. Low power stations, because they
have the ability to originate programs,'
should be treated as "voices" in the First
Amendment sense, implying that the
Commission's pro-diversity ownership
rules, would be applicable. We propose
to apply "duopoly" and "One-to-a-,
market" rules. as these rules are applied
to TV. AM and FM broadcasting. No
license would be issued to an entity
already owning a station in the low
power or in another broadcast service
where that would result in primary
service contour overlap of the two.
stations as defined by § 73636 of our
rules. On the other hand, we are inclined
not to place a limit upon "regional
concentration of conlrol," as it is
currently employed in the broadcast
services, nor .svouldwe limit a single
owner to a total of-seven stations. The
latter requirement could prevent the
upgrading of many existing translator
services to low power status, and the
concern for anticompetitive effects is .
lessened where the stations are both •
secondary and inherently limited in
their coverage potential. We note that 1
conventional translators are not subject
to any of these ownership rules today,
and we do not propos,e to alter that
policy. For-ownership purposes we
would regard an STV station that only
rebroadcasts—in encoded form—as a
low power station, rather than a
translator, subject to the duopoly and
one-to-a-market rules. Finally, the
multiple ownership rules we propose
would apply equally to commercial and
to noncommercial licensees. The
ownership rules will significantly affect
the future shape of the service, and we
specifically encourage commenting
parties to offer analysis of these
proposals and the related discussionis
Part IV. E of the Report. Which has
informed our approach in this area.
4Z. Progromming Rules. Unlike
translators as they now exist, stations in
the low power service would be able to
orieinate programming. This raises the
question of how to treat these stations in
terms of the applicability of a series of
requirements or policies.
These p7oposals a pne ar in our discussion of
technical standards. irfro. paragraphs 53 acrd
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• -43. As a general proposition, any
statutory obli;tatiun or prohibition

imposed upon broadcast stationa must
apply to translators and to low power
TV broadcast stations. however, the
manner in which such requirements are
specified by Commission rule can and
should be adjusted to reflect the actual
nature and capabilities of the service.
Certain statutory requirements would
.apply to low power stations in exactly
the same fashion that they apply to •
every broadcaster. The3e-inClude the
prohibition °lithe broadcast of
obscenity or lotteries. HOwever, there
are other areas Where the statute
impowers the Commission to enter the
field of program regulation, consistent
with the obligation to avoid censorship
as contained in SectiOn 328 of the Act,
but does not require regulation of a
particular type. In these areas, it is
necessary carefully to weigh the goals of
content regulation together with other
statutory goals, including the ones that
could be 'advanced by the inauguration
of the proposed service itself. Perhaps
the most important area of this type is .
the issue of rules appropriate to the .
•
implementation of the Fairness Doctrine
in the low poiver television service.
•
where we must balance carefully our.
goal of .a new service with the minimum
of regulatory oversight against the long
established right of the public to be •
informed by our broadcast licensees:
44. Stated simply. the Fairness
Doctrine is a requirement that
•
broadcasters give fair acd adequate •
attention to controversial issues of
public importance in the community.
That the attention of the-broadcaster be
"adequate—en affirmative obligation
to cover at least the most important of.
issues—commonly is spoken of as a
"Part 1" obligation. That the attention to
issues be "fair" entails the provision Of
reasonable opportunities for the
presentation of opposing views, a 'so-called "Part II" obligation."' The low _
power service that we are proposing
would not provide a full range of services. Translators in this service
essentially would not originate and low
power stations that did choose to
originate would not be required to do . so
to any minimum extent. Neither type of .
station would be required to have a
. studio.

Accordingly. it appears
reasonable in•mostinstances to permit
stations in the low power service to
achieveacompliaece with the Fairness .
Doctrine by showing. itt the case of a
complaint, that they had acceptedand
broadcast a 'reasonable arnoent of
responsive issue programming submitted
"See. for exarr.ple. FO 1.17IeSs Dactnne. 58 FCC :d
691. 693 (197.4.

to the station in a form or formal
compatible with the ntation's orieinating
equipment. if any. The "Part 11 - -Fairneee
Doctrine obliaaticn usually .could be met
by a showing thet_a reasonable amount
of time was made available for the
presentation of contrasting views also
submitted in a form compatible with the
.station' originatina equipment, if any.
There may be instances where a purely
passive acceptance of material on a
controversial issue would be
•
Inadequate, and where an obligationby
the licensee iteelf to address the issue
would be raised. Ln all cases, we would
expect that the fairness obligation
would be commenaurata with the
licensee's ability to offer a responsive.
forum. using the equipment and staff
normally available to it. The obligation
to afford the opportunity for oppeesing
views would be incurred, regardless of
whether or not a sponsor could be found
to purchase time for such presentation."
. 45. In the area of political
•
broadcasting, we propose that . .
compliance be measured in .a fashion
similar to the treatment of Fairness
Doctrine obligations. That is. low power
and translator stations would be
required to provide reasonable access
to, or to permit purchase of reasonable
amounts of time by, legally qualified
candidates for Federal elective office.
However, we'do not propose to require
the station to provide production
facilities, and see its duties as ending
with the acceptance of Wince( material
furnished in any format compatible with
the station's originating equipment. In •
all cases, once any legally qualified
candidate for public office is permitted
to use the facility. therequirements of
Section 315 of the Communications Act
would apply to access by opponents.
This approaclais a direct application of
the current policy for translators, which
are not required to offer political time if
they do not originate, but must offer it in
accordance with Section 315 if they clo. 42.
46. TheCommission's rules governing
program content, in contrast to the
statutory requirements, should be
examined for their appropriateness in a
secondary low power service. In
general. we do r.ot consicer it
appropriate to impose such obligations
upon thee stations. Sevesal commenting
parties urged that. given the nature of .
low power services, they should not be
burdenedWith the types of requirements.
that apply to full service TV stations."
"See Cu:1,-naalli .q,kIcuains Co.. Inc.. 55 RU. LW5
(196J).
See. I'L.h•c Not.;:o. "Acceptance of Political

AdvertivirN !iy it t . it:insides( ticenseess. 8.

FCC

ld tplo
4)

the

1herr it one important •"iception. Ilecause of

We agrees with these parties with
respect to noinentertahuneft
programming guidelines, commercial
limitations; and formal useertainment
for translatornor low power Statioa
licensees eEven par titipationin the
Emergency Broadcast System siMuld be
limited to simple requirements Ibr
directing viesvere to another broadcast
source of.-emereency information.
47. We do net believe that the
_Commission should require formal
' entqn"the loWnower .
ascertainm
leleVisionserVicesAscertainment is not
now required:cif translator . Stetiene. The
low power Station will have small
coverage area and typically would
select a directional antenna to cover a
specific pocket of local population, such
aS a valley floor or part of a city. The
likelihood of familiarity with the service
area by the licensee is much greater
than is the casawith full service
stations, whose signals span a wider
distance. Beyond this, formal
requirements could Lanese too great a
burden for theae stations to carryaL 3 Even though formal ascaertainment
would not beimposed, the Commission
retains a statutoryduty . to find in initial
licensing and at renewal that the station
is serving the public interest. Le this
seraice, responsiveness to specialized
needs and interests should be permitted,
indeed encouraged.
C. Technical Standards
48. The proposes technical changes
are designed to fit together to form a
coherent whole. Infect, this
interrelationship is a vital aspect of the
proposal for, without it. we believe the
new low power service is likely to falter.
Commenting parties should take this
into account. The CommiSsion's
experience in licensing translators
provides a firm foundation for the
technical proposals. For example, more
than 2,400 VHF translators have been
licensed, with no minimum mileage
separations, and cases of objectionable
interference are extremely rare. The
technical proPosals, as a whole, are
refinements of existing translator
policies and practices.
49. Channel Selection. The channel
selection criteria for translators have
evolved in minor increments since 1956,
when translators were authorized only
achieve compliance. we propose th ..it
Conimistion's,:ulet•rei;ardiril.: per-tonal attacks
'apply in Nil to t;anilator and low power A.cion3 to
the extent thot these stationl do originate.
• "Maim.; local origination. we proposeth: I the ,
;tation identify it3elf with a local telejihe .ne ritamtwr
where a person responiible for the motion could lid
contacted. The lie;:ort tititeit that the question if
whether 01.3 it ail t certainment" nile Of .• station
identification - rote 13 a philosopiiicol one. see Port

■

wah 'which even low power motions

to Chaanela 73 throuall 1.13. With this
_reallocation of that band to the land
mobile radio services id1970,
.
trunelatore were encouraged to move •
"downward- to the hi heat available
UHF channel. The discussion of channel
assignments in the Rep.ort marks the
first comprehensive analysis of
translator assignments that has been available to U3. It enables Us to propose
a general simplification of the standards
for both VHF and UHF opera tious. while
retaining the basic conceol of Secondary
- . status to full service TV broadcast.
Although relaxation of the policies in •
both bands is proposed, we recognize
that •thedevelopment Of new service is
likely to be concentrated in the UHf
band where spectrum is more readilY
available. We propose to eliminate the •
requirement that a UHF translator • .
applicant first look to Channels 55
through 69, and instead are inclined to
permit the selection Of any Channel
from 14 through 69." This chanee
promises the more efficient use of 1.11-ier,
and eliminates an engineering showing .
that places unnecessary burdens upon
applicants and the Commission's
•
administrative resources. We propose to
eliminate the prohibition on VHF
translators or low power stations in
markets that are all-UHF. We do not
believe that the benefits of a
deintermixeci local market are in any .
way placed at risk by the entry of a . few
secondary 10-watt or 100 watt stations,
Admittedly, a unique situation is posed
by all-UHF'markets that the Commission specifically deintermixed.
We specifically invite comments from
interested parties in those markets. Although our starting assumption is that
they should be treated the same as any
other market, we will be attentive to any
reasons that may be advanced for
handling these localities under a
separate standard. Finally, we propose
that low power. like other TV broadcast.
stations, have access to auxiliary
broadcast frequencies, where available.
for studio-to-transmitter links and
-

t'Our Notice of Inquiry in this pmceedirel stated
that we would not revisit the reallocation Of
•
Channels 70 thmon,h 111 and no chanr,e in that
approach is prop-a-mil here.. New broadcast
authorizations will noi.hm rnacie there, and
translators. nOerating there will be renewe.s1 on 3
SCCOOdary basis to land mobile radio. In addition,
We will continue the present policy against
authorization of major tirNr341,ng of translators runs/ .
operating in that li.tntl..Alttloilgh wo have
spine ndt prohibition un the ir,'..roduction of low
poor fealtio,3 to fiCihrtei it Chinorli

cootion applicarti against making investrnents.in
Frokluency specific eimipment th , ,m, Stich .Ipplit..int3
will not be heard to tit:!,:c their I:lye:di:7.ml Ai d
reason for delayht:t primary land trio lit,. radio tii.se
Of the kit or it\en for totioong Chi . 1:1,11 70-di on

the receiver I,ISee UHF Uoryorthility 1.1,1,
rort•e. Corvonivbilay hit
1:4,•vat law En•ol
Report (Sept, mh.q. 19oui. pp. 1i/cf.-Ili..
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remote broadcast pickups. In some
locations, a link would be essential if,
originations are to be carried on at all.
• 50. VHF Station Power. When VI-LF
translator's first were authorized in 1960,
the transmitter power was limited to one
-watt. This power limitation was
intended tominimize interference..
particularly because no minimum
mileage separation standards were
establiehed for VHF translators. In 1965,
the rides were amended to permit 100watt VHF translators . toceerate on
vacant channels in the Table. The higher
power reflected protection ensuing from
the standard mileage separations
between stations upon which the Table
is based. For those not operating on a
. vacant assignment. the rules were amended in 1963 to allow transmitter
Powers of up to 10 watts for translators
located West of the Mississippi River,
including Alaska and Hawaii:v.' The one-watt power limitation was retained for
stations located East of the Mississippi
River because of the greater density of
television stations and what was •
thought to be a greater possibility of
•
interference.
51. Several commenting parties in this
proceeding. including the Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters (MST),
have asked that we increase maximum
rpp transmitter power to 10-watts for
stations located in areas East of the
Mississippi RiVer, We have waived this
rule on'a number of occasions to permit
113-watttranslators to operate at .•
locations where interference was not
likely to result. Not only has little, if any
. interference resulted, but also the
.
additional power could offer real
advantage in increased coverage. For
these reesons, we propose to increase
the maximum VHF translator power to
10 watts for stations located in areas
Mississippi
East as well as West of
River. We believe this step can be taken
without causing interference to any
existing television service. Applicants would be expected to exercise caution
Li selecting channels and site locations
for-new 10-watt VHF translators or low
pol.ver TV stations. Currently, VHF
stations operatine on the Table must use
100-watt transmitter output, only The „
lieport argues for flexibility here, to
allow a free range up to 100 watts, and
we find this persuasive as an added
source of c.oice, to the applicant in
desienine,eareappropriate facility on
those frequencies. In addition, the use of
hieitee power. up to 100 Watts, should be
pernii.ttedto.any VI IF applicant that
Cottylies with the co-channel and „
adjacent channel minimum mileage
—ti...P.--u.'z
d ().-1,r in Docket No 13971, 13
•
FCC Zd 305. 15 kit te:rtieteir

applicant's own judement."Finally, the
separations applicable to full serviceprovision in the translatorniles
operations. reeardless of whether or nut
precluding nee of the "fifteen mile rule"
a full eervice channel happens to be
to employ a location within that
assigned there in the Table.
:distance from an assiened channel
52. UHF Station Powfr The rules '
location should bedeleted. to enable the
currently allow UHF translators to
licensee to select an appropriate site."
,operate at transmitter powers °fun to
• 5-1. The Minimum mileage separations
100 watts on "unlieted" channels,
for
translators: as they have evolved,
outside' of the Table. Translators using
reveal a complete paradox. For VHF,
output channels listed in the Table must
there are no minimum mileage
have a transmitter power of 1,000 watts.
separations. Avoidance Of interference
only. The National Translator
is imposed by secondarystatus and by
Association and other commenting
certain injunctions in the Rules that the
parties have requeeted us to increase
VHF translator operator -must not select
the power limitations.to 1,000 watts for
a channel that would interfere, and in
stations that are not operating on listed
fact must not interfere. For UHF,
channels. NTA contends that this higher
employing the maximum transmitter ';
power could bring service to a wide area power of 100 watts outside the Table, a
More efficiently. thereby lessening the
translator operator must fully comply
need for translator chains.
with all ofthe existing UHF "taboos"—
53. When we amended the rules to
which were designed to minimize .
permit UHF translators on "listed"
mutual interference between stations
channels to operate at transmitter
operated at maximum facilities of one
„
powers of 1,000 watts,'" we agreed with
million watts. This is, tosay the least, a
regime predicated upon an excess of
the efficiency arguments with respect l, to
caution. In practice, more than 2.400
the use of 1,000 watts. Even so, we were
VHF translators have been authorized in
then reluctant to extend the 1,000-watt
a more congested bandeunder more. limit to UHF stations operating on
imprecise standards. Yet the
channels not listed in the Table, fearing
interference problems resulting appear
that such a policy could result in a high
to have been minimal. At the same time,
potential for interference to existing
the tough UHF standards have
television service. In the past nine years,
discouraged Ul-ff translator
we have gained considerable experience
development—a result that has been
in licensing Ul-iF translator stations, and
contrary to our consistent pclicy since
the record is virtually silent as to
1956, when we began authorizing
reported interference. For that reason.
translators solely at UHF. For VHF, we
we are now inclined to increase the
propose to retain the current general
maximum UHF transmitter power to
protection against interference for
1,00'0 watts, for translators and for low
translators and for low power stations.
poWer TV stations, regardless of
With respect to UHF, the record and the
whether or not they operate on a listed
• staff work afford a basis for developing
channel. 44 It is not the assignment of a
new criteria that are more realistic.
channel in the table that determines that
55. We believe that it is possible to
interference will be avoided. Rather, it is
develop standards to use in the
the mileage separations, effective
prediction of interference. Ass early as
radiated power and antenna height
1971, in the Report and Order in Docket
requirements implicit in the Table. By
No. 18561, we indicated that it might be
definition, the requirement of a listed,
possible to reduce the mileage
channel is awasteful one, particularly
separations or "taboos," applicable to where secondary status itself is used to
UHF translators, but said that we would
assure interference protection, because
• have to wait unfit related technical •
the protection it offers is based on a fUllstudies had been completed. Now, on
power operation. For these reasons, we
the basis of a study of television
believe that it is desirable to unbind the
receiver performance performed at our
relationship between station power and
laboratory facility in Laurel, Maryland,
placement in the Table for VHF and for
we are in a position- to propose changes
Ul IF. We also propose to eliminate the
to the current mileage separation
rule requiring UHF translator statione.in
the Table to employ transmitter powers
"The Retort contended that author:cation should
cnotieue.to he made for transm.iter output power. .
of 1,000 watts only. We would leave the
rather than ei...ective.radiated p6wer. I biwever_ to
selectkin of a transmitter power to the
.

"Report cnIrl Order in Docket No. 1itt14.11. 47 FCC
2d 623 (Run.
"13ecause of the power pain of the ;tntenna used.
the station's effective radtatect power plight be as
much is 3U kW 1-:!a, in the main di!ection ci '
radiation.
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give the Com..mi:onun's - recof de more.Orseticd1
utibty. for exaMple, in reYiewi! ,,,, any repor.rd
inteaerence. it urmld :hat thiehe
term
of the authuritatom. Such a requirerneut ,4c2aer,
,teasdnat,le to L13. and shou:d nut he burdeosone in

7letreet and Sec. 74. 7 0 1.1.b ,. 14
•
•ncolpurabns by reference
73.10/119 of 15.d

standards. Basically, we propose to
offer applicants a two-step UHF
selection procedure. First, an applicant
should attempt to comply with the
current separation standards. But..
second, if this 13 ShOY:41 to he infeasible
for reasons of spacings or because all •
channels are occupied. we ivolild accept
a supplemental engineering study in lieu
of compliance with the mileage
separation requirements specified in .
§ 74.702(c) of the rules.
56. the current separation standard's
are premised upon the use of full power
by full sersice stations. As an
alternative, we propose the use of
desired-to-undesired (D/U) signal ratios
.
as determined in the 1974 study. The
maximum allowable level of the
.undersired F(50.10) signal at the full
service station's calculated Grade B

when reception of a regular station is
being attempted at ,a very substantial
distance from ihetelevision broadcast •
transmitter (for example, greater than
100 miles). In sucncases. MST believes
that it is unreasonable to require the
translator to suspend operation. Its view
is that in cases where there is no
reasonable expectation of reception of
the desired station, the trnaslator should
not be required to go off the air to end
the interference, We agree, and would
expect that secondary status for all low
power stations, including translators,
can be enforced aciequ4 teiy by requiring
the licensee's prompt cooperation in
tests to determine the source of
interference, - and in the corrective action
that may be necessary. ,
60. Sec. 74.703(a) provides for different
treatment of interference occurring
between VHF translators and that
occurring between-UHF translators.
New IlisT transla tors must protect •
existing UHF translators from •
interference, but it interference occurs
among VHF translators, licensees have
been expected to resolve-the-problem-bY
mutual ageement. This implies a type of
"seniority system" with UHF, but-not
with VHF. Upon reflection, we do not
believe there is a substantial basis for
this distinction. We would continue to
expect them both to cooperate with one
another in such matters. A priortity for

contour is found by subtracting the
applicable WU 'ratio from the desired
F(50,50) signal level of 64 (Wu Win. In
demonstrating that undesired levels are
not exceeded, applicants unable to find
an interference:free UHF channel in
compliance with 411 of the rhinirnurn'
mileage separations should be required
to employ the Commission's F(50,10)
curves; or a "free space" propagation
model or the F(50,5-0) curves for
.
distances of lesa than 10 miles.
Applicants could meet the required
ratios by any combination of antenna
directionality, antenna height, EFT, and
frequency offset. Terrain shielding could
be considered on a case-byscase basis.
The following table indicates the values
for maximum undesired F(50:10) signal
that would have to be met in any such
calculations:

0/U ratio
(d8)

Crannotot broadcast Mahon relates; 10 the kre power station

Maximum
keret of
undesired
F(531C)
t;SnA of
&ads dB
(uV/m)

-

Co-charool (n) ,
Atacent channel (n-•-1)
Sound image Ps— 140
Picture irn.aç (n —15)
Intermodi..ia bon. (n
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• •

•

•

45
—15
—23
—8

IS
79
87
71

13)
fa)

1:1

. apa"oonate for
revs b the parser cfmnrsel in ouescon. The co-channel ON rata of 0 as generall.r a considerrec
stabone not opt.r4ong . on trs,,vency otlsets. A ralicrof 28 dB would apply where stetsons 'proposed Ope,3tioes ol Le-41 besis of
ets.ets.
10.0001-4
sklesimten 5•97.a. abon of 20 rni;ei.
'Aro:mum separatoeoi 6.0 rn-les.

57. The Report indicates that a lbw
power station would have to be
extemely close to a full service station
for interference to occur as the result of
IF beat. We invite comment on the
Reports recommendation that this
taboo be inapplicable to low power and
translator stations...We also propose, as
indicated by the table, not to "protect'
stations 14 and 15 channels above a low
power facility, for reasons of sound
image or picture image interference, or
to protect channels seven below from
oscillator radiation. In practice, it is an
engineering fact that the interference
travels only oneway toward the lower
*channel. While full serv:ce stations
should be protected frond mutual
interference on the "imos s e taboos"
criteria, the low power spolicant can
make the choice of whether or not to be
concerned with incoming interference
without the need for a Commission rule
constraining use of Ul IF frequencies.

58. We hope to facilitate efficient
spectrum Usage through the application
of innovative eneineering_approaches . to
the planning of translator.and low •
power stations, inclbding the effective
use of directional' antennas and natural
terrain shielding; In offering this
proposal for licensing UHT translators
we have relied upon our licensing
experience in the
band, where
mileage separation standards are not
applied to translators. We are
encouraged by the apparent lack of
interference that has resulted. With this
history in mind we are hcipeful that this
proposal for UHF channel selection
would not lead to interference if
applicants take proper care in- the
selecting of channels and in their
engineering of transmitting
59. Interference. As the Comments of
NIST indicate, "interference" can occur
occasionally under freak conditions, as
"We propose no changes to the current policy of

4 .W.

of tSc

K. Fobert. i and I. .C. MiddlrIctmp. A study

CharAcier:slics of Typic.dReceivers Rehtive

to the UHF Tabao,. NITS PP- 233 057 (Noe, 1974).

permitting tr.inilatura:In liacate withoilt minimum
mileage separatioUs, either between themselves or
to cai,:e TV heml ends.
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the low power station-first entering
service should apply when disputes
iannot be resolved. by mutual .
agreement;The assignment arid power
•
proposals, described already, are
intended toremove artificial distinctions
among low power stations -that would • turn on whether or not they are
operating within the TV Table.
Consistently with that, we propose to
eliminate the priorities among
translators that are accorded by the
rules, favoring those in the Table in
cases of mutual interference. The
general low power to low power
interference criteria already described
should apply to these cases, as well. •
61.1n the Notice of Inquiry in this
proceeding. we specifically invited cable

.

television parties and others to report to
us on any conditions of objectionable .
interference arising from translator
operations. See paragraph 20 of the
Notice. A great deal of declamatory
assertion issued from the cable parties
on this point, but they Completely failed
to respond to the call for evidence. At
length, the National Cable Television
Association, in its

Reply Cornment..;.

was able to support its general claims of

massive interference with
documentation of two instances_The
lieport examined these in deta dr and
found them to be Caused by operations
outeide of the Commission's technical
rulee. This is a proper subject forthe
Commission's complaint procedures,.
but. if anything, it is supportive of the
contention that the existing rules are.
adequateto disclose and proscribe
inteiferiag:conditions. Nevertheless, we
propose a rule that low power stations
should not be authorized where it has
been demonstrated that interference to
art existing cable television service. at
the heed end, will be causecLCable
parties as yet have- not shown that this
is likely lobe anything but an issue in
isolated instances. The proof to be
offered in opposition toan authorization
would have to be clear and. convincing.
in viel4 of the ease of taking corrective
ection after the interfering conditions
has been identified and measured in the
field: Finally .where interference does
arisein practice we propose three rules:
1. The low power station operator is
.strictly responsible for taking immediate
corrective action where an interfering .
condition to any other service results
from operations in violation of the
Commission:a technical standards, or
from L-nproper maintenance.
2. The cable . opera tor should be
responsible to correct interference at the
. cable distribution system and at the
subscriber's set."
3. The first-come-first-served principle
should govern conditions of interference
between a low power station and
reception to a cable television headend.
Where possible, a solution should be
found by mutual. agreement upon the
loivest Cost solution, and the sharing of
any burdens from taking corrective'
action.
62. Finally. wepropose that
translators and low power stations no
longer be required to suspend
operations until it has been established
that they are not at fault with respect to
any condition of interference to another
television service. it strikes us as
inequitable to make the low power
station the automatic "prime suspect"
‘vhere objectionable inte7ference arises.
It should be adequate to require that the
low power station cooperate promptly in
tests to defermine
the source of
.
oojectiona•ole interterence. In summary,
• ve would treat complaints of
interference to CATV systems caused
by icr.v power stations or translators in
-

• > ■ ;s: o t only, the' cable operator the one

belt. able

to cortcct 'dle condition, th:nuyh shietdinA or .
otherwise. but the claim that delivery in ttie home •
warrants spectrum protection b•lies the entire
theory of C..1 ."3t•• regulation fuundect upon cob ■ e nni
precluding other U.04 of broadcast

the same mannetras c.ornplainte
involving interference among translators
or low pol.eer stations. in oeneral. we
would hope -That situeliope of
interference could be resolved by „
mutual agreement among the affected
parties_ Where such agreementcannOt
be reached, we would continue to
intervene and require remedial action if
that becomes necessary.
63. Transmitter Standards. We are
concerned primarily with maintaining .
those standards necessary for the
prevention of cbjectionable. interference.
•Additional standards that arecalculated.
to maintain a first-rate quality of signal
into the home appear tous neither
necessary nor desirable. Rigorous
standarcle may. preclude. the service
altogether in some instances, and we
have every confidence that the operator
will attempt to make his or her use
attractive to viewers. For these reasons
we specifically reaffirm our rules that
protect against out-of-band emissions,
.
and that require good frequency
tolerance. We propose to extend thee
standards to low power stations, and to
require all low power stations that
employ modulators to comply with. the..
transmitter rules applicable tcr fullservice stations, § 73.687 (a) and ( 1))..cts
translator's currently do. The only
relaxation in these standards
recommended in the R,e,Dort waslo
require that the wave form
characteristics be the same, incoming .
and outgoing. instead of requiring .
.
conformity of the outgoina signal with a
specified modulation envelope, and we
agree that this should be adequatee=4
Translators and transmitters in this 0
service should continue to be type
accepted. Finally, in view of the
extensive treatment given the frequency
tolerance and interference issues in the
Report, and the resolution of the subject
proposed here. we are dismissing
petition for rule making on tolerancesas
moot."
64. The foregoing rules are eXpected to
assure the avoidance of objectionable
interference. With that in Mind, we are
able to leave a fair degree of latitude to
the operator on thequalityof the
service, and the monitoring and test
equipment that would be necessary: We
do not propose to apply the full
compliment of full service station
•transmission standards in § 73.682 to the
low power television service.
Specifically, we are not inclined to
create standards here for sync pulse and
"Traosltors limirir.e their orig'nations to
etntirgency warnmys anti 30-second fundraising
a7pr:115 yhould continue to be exempt Iron) any
wave form criteria.
'"Petition by KOAT Telev;lion. !n..flIeJ on

Fe!nua:y 22.

10:2 (RN1-19:11).
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blanking wave forms, or color mixture.
•or audio distortion.' .6 Statione involved
in STV operations should employ VCC.
certified equipment for decoding. but
there are no added STV transmission
standards for full service stations, and
we propose none-for low power stations.
65. Ski tior? Opera lion, Identificatiotr,
and Maintenance. Since 1960, when
Congress amended the Communications
Act specific-ally for this purpose.:
translators have enjoyed an exception
'
to the statutory requirement that
broadcast stations be attended by a ,
qualified operator. 47 U.S.C. 31E0' The'
low power television service we are
proposing may be well beyond what
Congress had in mind with this
particularized eXceptioa.For this
reason, we propose to require an
operator for all low power television
stations. Unattended operation wouldonly be permitted for translators
operating in the traditional mode, and
not originating beyond 30 seconds per
hour. Indeed, this requirement of an
operator. pursuant to law, is the
principal difference between the
regulatory framework fortranslatOrs,
and for low power stations. The
addition of a modulator to a translator
adds few new complications, and the
degree of operator involvement required
by our Report and-Order in Docket 'No.
20539 "should suffice:' observation of
the off-air signal by a person designated
by the licensee for len continuous
minutes each day, using a conventional
TV receiver at a convenient location.
*66. In contrast, the low power station
will require the direct involvement of an
operator. The Report distinguished
between an imported signal by FM
microwave feed, and a local orie 4 nation,
from a videotape player: film chain.
camera. or other local source. For the
former, the Report recommended a
direct application of the rules for
microwave feed, as adopted irr Docket
No. 20539. but requiring the monitoring
to be done by a person holding at least a
Restricted Permit. For the latter; it
recommended that a persona° qualified
be actually present at the transmitter
site, at a remote control point. or at the
program source: The distinction appears
reasonable to us, and should pose the
"For ifiscusAion of these. see Pall 11/.11 Of theRepot. The•Prport 31.1:Nested - minimal - standards.

for ettaniple that the LOA onti be Mlle told that thenunti.Ite: of scanning lines per frame be 5. and. this
%Perils to us adequate.
"The aromission is currently re-exathing it*
operutor requirements for all broadcast sereices.
Sonic requirements have btlert ellatianted and
signi1icAr.1 dere-tidation propos...1.W.! Outstanding
for otbers..cee
and Order i3 IJuiAet No.•

Nat:. FCC 79- 721, November, 15ri.

"am vcc zd 209-(i978).

minimum burdens upon the originating
:station ticeneees. •
67. The Report and the record in this
proceedinn indicate sienificant advances
in the reliability of modern tranelator
.technolo7y. We also note, however. that
equipment designed to 'function reliably.
even while unattended. muet receive
adequate maintenance. We propose to
require that translator and low power.
licensees be required to conducted
Measurements of the carrier frequencies
of their outgoing channels at least once
a year and as often as necessary to
assure compliance with the
Commission's frequency tolerance
standards. The aural carrier frequency
of modulator-fed stations also should be
measured. On the other hand, we would
agree with the Report in considering it .
adequate to permit factory measurement
of the modulation characteristics, rather
than field measurement, andin allowing
prod-of-performance certification to be
'made by Second- as well as First-Class
Radio Telephone Operators.•
88. The final technical issue to be
considered is station identification. The
format and time of station identification
. seem to us significant e the type of
equipment to be used of minor
importance, We propose to continue the
current translator rule that specifies
hourly transmission of the call sign in
International Morse Code or •
identification by a primary station being
rebroadcast. During local originations,
we propose to require some type of
identification by a local telephone
number where a person responsible for
the station can be contacted. We do not
propose to require any particular
equipment configuration to place the •
.station "ID" onto the broadcast.

D. The Authorization Process
69. We are not proposing any
minimum hours for the low power
television service, nor do we make any
distinction as to the type of financial
support. Rebroadcast and origination.
tax support, advertising and Sri all are
inherent as service options in this
proposed new service. The goal of rapid
and flexible development of the service,
in response to public needs, will not be
realized if the administra . ive process for
securing an,euthorization itself is slow
and cumbersome. Part V ol the Report
contains a number of recommendations •
to streamline and siaipliFy the process of
awarding Permits and licenses. While
ive pcopose to follow the approach
recommended there, interested parties
should have ;11112!e opportunity to
••
present specific alternatives. We intend
to give p;irticular weir,bt to commenti
that ad‘..ance procedures complementary

to the goattaf expeditious development
•
of the s,ervice.
70. The Report, in Part V. recommends
several step S that 'are designed to
eliminate costly end protracted
comparative cases. Any party filing a
mutually excluSi've application would be
notified, and giVeri•30 days to amend,
specifying other' facilities. If the party . '
did not amend, The staff would have
authority to attempt to work but an
agreement in.a ''pre designation
conference." If these efforts areunavailing, a ''paper hearing': would be
held, in whiChapplicants would present
written evidenee upon questions of
basic qualification.; conformitY of their
applications with Our Rules, and on
three and only three, simple and easily
applied comparetiVe criteria.:The
criteria would be Of equal weight and
would be cumulative, toward a
preference for a particular applicant.
The applicant WhO first filed a complete
and sufficient application would receive
a preference. The applicant under
minority ownersh,dp and control greater.
than 50% would receive a preference.
Finally, the noncommercial applicant
proposing a noncorreetercial -Service for
the generatpubliC Wbuld receive a •
preference. 59 ThUS, the paper hearing in
a contested case would end with
findings as to which' of the applicants
were basically qualified, and a finding
that one qualified applicant was entitled
to an authorization because it had more
comparative preference's than any of the
others. 'fuse of the three comparative
criteria did not disclose a "winner," the
case would be referred for a lottery,
with each applicant:liaVingan equal
chance to receive the nuthorization.°
. 71. We note that our staff
recommended the'thrce criteria as a
"first draft" set of preferences, and
propose them in that Spirit;We shall
carefully consider Comments that
advance other approaches to the
comparative process balancing, as we
must, the statutory goals of "fair" as
well as "efficient:; diStribution of
service.
72. The purpose of this overall
approach is to avoid head-to-head
-

"In parkiraph 38. supro. we proposed to permit
certain, types of cross ownership between cable and
translators and low power stations. However. in a
comparative case that reeches the paper hearing.
we believe that c'able:ownership in the same
locality should be disqualifying. because any other
licensee could be e.xo. ected to provide e new source
of competition. translator ownership in the swots

locality also should Lie
Ve presently . cnntiimolate that none of these
in a contested license
preferences would a
'renewal. We have assumed that the procedures end

applieuble law for renewal, would be tileoti.cal lo
tho5e tow applied for Ira nilatori. V e %pecalicaliy
invite comment on the comparative renewal

process.
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competition among applicants, with its
profound drain upon.the resourcea of the
parties and the administrative agency.
We want to emphasize the early stages
of settlement andaereement, and to deemphasize the lotier -y;.which we would
hope need be invoked in a - small
minority of initially contested cases.s
Prior to the use of thelottery, a set of
clear and simple bases for a-preference
should foster settlements, by
foreshadowing a, probable outcome to
all concerned. As proposed. the party
that has taken the initiative to first
perfect an application is accorded a .
preference. The minority applicant and
the noncommercial applicant are
accorded a preference, as well.
73. The first filing raises at least an
equitable interest by the party that
seized the initiative, and who first
prepared engineering analysis and other
showings. This would be entitled to
some weight in the comparative setting.
For the Preference to operate •
successfully, it could only be earned
first filing of a complete and
sufficient application. Criteria for this
cannot be stated with certainty until a
low power construction permit
application form is adopted to
suspersede the TV translator form, FCC
Form No, 346. We invite commenting ••
parties to suggest procedures and
criteria that would comport with efficiency and fairness 'if this preference
Is used comparatively. We wish to be
clear that the first filing preference is
not a reward for the submittal of a •
hastily prepared application. TO operate
successfully, the preference would be available only to the applicant meeting
rigorous standards of completeness and
sufficiency. A significant public interest
benefit of the preference would be an
overall improvement in the quality of
applications as applicants endeavor to
earn the preference by submitting
. complete and accurate applications.
thereby speeding service to the public .
and relieving some administrative
demands upon the Commission's
resources. •
74. We propose that a preference be accorded to applications by
noncommercial entities, because we
believe that non-profit operations have had an important role in the
development of translator service,
including pioneering effort in
origination, inAlae'ea and elsewhere.
We want to assure strong
noncommercial participation in the low
.power television service, cooperatively
with public broacicatt interests.
75. We invite public .broadc.istin!-;
parties to ctj tnment on any ro:i son:11)1u
steps we could take to coordinate our .

/■

•••• ■•

ccinferrins a benefit upon the public: If
coninarative criteria and procedures. are
finWnea of financial qualification with
finally established for the service could
their calculations are not borne out.'they
the .cYclea of grant funding throualathe
theY, thenle applied lu resolve mutually
should have the OpportunitY to convey
National Telecommunications and
exclusive (.:ases. \Ve caution applicants
Information Administration and the
to anotherdeveloper Who may have a
that the erant of novel applications can
Corporation for Public laroadcasting. We more efficient plan for.impIrmentin3 •
Only be done within the Coniraission:s
...alao.encourage public..
new service. A limitation upon
administrative resnurces_To avoid • •
•telecom:nunicationa partiesto.hegin
conveyance may cause spectain -Oolay
giving any premium 16 an interim filing;
.
planning now forthe advent of low
idle for reasons of that limitation ,. alone.
we would in no event use a. first-filed
power television service, and to indicate
In addition, this service presents us with
preference in. c ases. involving
in 'their comments. whether they•
a rare opportunity to test the efficacy of
applications filed during the pending of
• contemplate intercbrinectiorr
.a free-transferability policy. As.
the rulemaking. If we finally adopt a
arrangements for these stations. Finally.
experience is gained, we may later
•
preference for a first filed applicatiOn.'
we agree with the Report that in the
decide to institute a limit, but presently
we intend it to apply only when every early stages it is desirable. to keep.-opea.
We are unsure as to what the
application in e group. thatis mutually
• a wide range of financing possibilities.
appropriate limit would be. and so do
exclusive was filed at least 30 days after
and state that we do noinde Out low
not propose to specify a rule against
the release of a final report and orderin
power applicationSby noncommercial
"trafficking." 62
this proceeciing_Thus, we preserve the
entities that would be supportedby
78. Interim- Handlin.c,, of Applications.
status quo by assuring that - there never
.taxesavoluntary contributions. or even
Finally, we address the.polic.y that We
will be a comparative premium for'the
subacription fees. The Report makes it '
intend to follow during the pendencY of
earliest filing arising during the
clear that'the noncommercial :weethis proceeding. We do not believe that
pendency of this rulemaking.
invoives many statutory queations.
a "freeze" On low power applications
80. [fit Should appear that an
These are best treated by the parties
would serve the public interest.
applicant during the interim is making
charged with statutory duties in public.
Certainly, the routine uncontested
filings merely, to store a large quantity of
telecommunications, but we encourage
translator application should contine to
TV broadcastfrequenciea, or where
'early-plannin2,..and are ready to assist
•be processed. In addition, we have
there is intrinsic or extrinsiees.idenceof
in securing a meaningful noncommercial
pursued a liberal policy of waiver in the
an anticompetitive pattern of.role in the-low power television. service. • past, and have no re:non to depart from
applications, we - reseive the right to. • a
We hope that these parties will continue
that now s where applicants•proposelow
defer action until we have the benefit of
to be active-in this proceeding, and that
power features, and offer a public
a full record on the ownership and other
they will furnish us with sufficient •
interest justification for waiver. The
issues, and have adopted final rules•
details regarding their own plans ta
staff Will continue to process routine
informed by that record In short, we areenable. us to complement and to
applications and will grant waivers in
not encouraging or discnura
. ging interim
strengthen their development of new .
accordance with eisting Precedents or
applications,
so
long
as-applicants
noncernmercial.offerinasin this. service.
will refer novel aPPlications to the
76. \Ve- also propose that a preference
understand that they may inn° way. •
Commission for determination on an ad
be accorded to applicants that are
impinge upon our ability - to respond in
hoc basis during the pendency of the
full to the record being developed here.
.owned and controlled by rainoritiess The
rulemaking. All grants, including
81. We encourage the submission of
experience in Alaska and in northern
conventional translator grants, will be
other suggested approaches that could
Canada described in the Report and in
conditioned upon the outcome in
be used to provide the-maxi:num- benefit
Teasdale suggest-that the low power
rulemaking. The Cornmis'sion will
• television service may be an important from low power television-and
reserve the right to modify or to
translator operation. It may be-that
instrument for responding to the needs •
terminate any such authorizations upon
modifications of the approaches we
and interests of particular audiences
60 days notice after the release of any
propose could even'betterserve the
that are underserved by available
final report and order in this proceeding.
public interest in extending TV coverage
television broadcastservice„ - both in
79. The staff will defer action on any
and in providing enhanced program
urban and rural areas:. Already. the
application, seeking waiver, that is
Commission has received many
diversity. This applies particularly to the
inconsistent with the technical
bases for a preference, and generally to.
expressions of interest from minority
standards or the ownership rules of the
the administrative procedures-we
groups and individuals regarding the use
proposed Low Power Television Service.
of lbw power technoloay - to develop new
propose here. Those proposing new
Because the comparative criteria and
service and new ownership
approaches are asked to offer an
comparative procedures both are the
analysis of their benefits in fulfilling the
opportunities. We specifically encourage
subject of rulemaking. no mutually
this interest, and fully intend that the
•goals of the service and not simply to
exclusive applications cart be processed
• inauguration of this new broadcast
offer them as "bare-bones" alternatives.
through to a grant during the pendency
service be the occasion for assuring
V. Procedural Matters
of this proceeding. Only after
enhanced diversity of o•smership and of
82. Accordingly. Comments on the
viewpoints in te!evisior. broadcasting.
4 'On the other hand. it is not spectrally:efficient
.
various
propcised.-changes in the
77. Under current rules, a party is not
to encourn:te hcerses to be held solely for resale. as
Commission's rules. are invited to be
permitted to convey its permit or license
oppo•ed to Loe.‘Ve expect every broadcast
per:rilltee and transferra—in the law power •
filed riot later than January 15.1981. and •
within the years af the Initial grant."
television service as in other—to exercise due •
Reply Comments by March 1. 1931. This
The advent of a new television service,
dihsence irs purstling its plan for theimalementatIon
action is taken pursuant to the authority
accompanied as it is by many
of service. The application is for the purpose of
contained in Sections 4(i):103(b)(c)(g)
uncertainties, dues not seem to u5 an
specifying a plan tor actual service, ard we treat
that plan as a serious iepresenlatton to us of the
and (r) Of the Communications Act of
appropriate place to apply this rule.
applicant's intentions. Undue delay in pursuing
• Individuals aml groups willing to
•
1931 as amended.
conitructinn would be incnn3illent tvi:h this
83. Pursuant to applicable procedures assume the risks of development are
representation. Without a rule attain.-it trafficking.
set forth in § 1.415 of the Cornmisaion'a
the link:tit to contitruct in a timely mannitir shntdd
result in the LanLellation 01 the con:dructiati permit..
" Sc. 7.1 J 7.97 vi
rules. interested persons may file

* Extended to March 2, 1981 for comments, and April 13, 1981 for replies.
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comments and reply comments by the
dates indicated. / .1.11 relevant and timely •
•comments will be considered by the •
Commission before final action is taken
in this proceeding. In reaching its
decision, the CurnmisJion may take into
consideration information and ideas not
contained in the comments, provided
that such information or a writing
indicating the nature and source of such
information i3 placed in the public . file,
and provided that the fact of the
Commission's reliance on such
information is noted in the Report and
•Order. The contact person for further •
.information regarding this proceeding is
•Michael Couzens in the broadcast
Bureau. 1919 Ni St. NW.. Washington. •
D.C. 20554 (632-6302), However,
members of the public should note that
from the time a notice of proposed
rulemaking is issued until the time the
-matter no longer is subject to
Commission consideration or court .
review, ex parte contacts presented to
the Commission in proceedings such as
this one will be disclosed in the public
docket file.
84.1n accordance with the provisions
of § 1.415 of the Commission's rules, an
original and 5 copies of all statements,
briefs orcomments filed Shall be
furnished the Commission. Responses
will be available for public inspection
during business hours in the
Commission's Public Reference Room in
its headquarters in 'Washington, DC
S. Finally, it is ordered that the
petition by KOAT Television. Inc..
mentioned in para. 63 of this Notice, is
dismissed as moot..
Federal Communication! Commission.'
William]. Tricarico,
Secretary.
September 9, 1930. •

***
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES D. KOTEEN, AN APPLICANT FOR CHANNEL 67 1
SACRAMENTO, TO THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL AND COUNTY SUPERVISORS . REGARDING CABLE TV FRANCHISING,
*
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City Council Members, County Supervisors:
My name is Chuck Koteen. I am an applicant for a low
power television station to serve Sacramento. Low power television is something new. It offers a chance for types of
• programming which will never be originated on cable or on
regular full power television stations.
The Federal Communications CoMmitSion just last September
enthusiastically stated that low power television stations
will be the first new broadcast serviceLin 20 years. These
stations can cover - a radius of 12 to 15. miles.
About 4,000 applications have already been filed with the
FCC, including applications for at. least five different channels
in Sacramento. I am here to Urge you to be sure that the City
and County get the benefits of this new, specialized service.
But low power television in Sacramento will die in early
infancy unless it is given fair treatment in your regulations
governing cable television. That treatment requires that any
City or County cable franchise must carry low power stations in
the area which originate local programming. As you know, the
Federal Communications Commission. requires that cable systems
carry, the full power stations in their areas. The FCC has not'
required the same treatment of the new low power television
stations. Undoubtedly this is because the FCC has been withdrawing from cable regulation, announcing that the local communities should do the major regulating through franchises. I urge

you to require that cable systems carry low power television
stations along with full power stations. Otherwise low power
stations with the necessary equipment and operating cost to
originate local programming cannot survive.
What does low power television with local programming offer
the Sacramento community, and why would cable's not parrying it
kill it off?
Low power television is low cost television. LOw - power
television does not have to compete, could never compete, for the
.

huge general audiences which full power television stations, with
their very high overheads . , must attract. So low power TV must '
be innovative and look for different types of audiences, audiences

full power TV cannot adequately serve.
Full power television offers limited amounts of minority
and other Specialized programming. Full power stations can never
serve these groups adequately because it is uneconomical for

them to do so. How can a facility worth many millions Of dollars
with a staff of well over a hundred people afford to have a major
part of its programming for Small segments of the population?
Their service is designed for the mass audience and they are
expected to make that audience their major concern.

A low power television station, which could be built for
$200,000 and operate with a staff of three of four people,

could be successful while programming for minorities. And what
holds for ethnic and racial communities also holds for other
communities of interest. Low power television could carry.shows
for children, for local businessmen,, for artists, for teachers,
maybe for bicyclists, joggers or short-order Cooks. Low power
television could carry an important high school basketball giime.

-3-

Time on low power television would be cheap enough that
communities of interest such as

4

labor,union ipt church group

. or business association, could produce and air their own pto:gramming.
Some of these groups could present their programs to the
broadcast audience only through low power television. The reasonis that An effective presentation would often be considered a

so-called program length commercial, which the FCC permits low
power stations to carry because of their, specialized purpose but
forbids full power stations, appealing to the mass audience,
to broadcast.
You might ask, wouldn't cable, with its many channels, provide
this service? The answer is nb. Cable •operators may very well
import special interest programming from outside sources, and
that's fine. We should have such programming. But the nature of
major Cable operation precludes doing any really effective local
programming geared to small segments of the population. :There
will obviously be a minimal effort as part of the price to be
paid ,to get the franchise. But it is the low power operator
who will necessarily produce such, programming in orderto be
able to run a successful business. It will be the heart of
the low power operation, rather than a nuisance to be minimized.
By carrying the low power stations, cable will be serving
the public of the Sacramento area by bringing the broadest
available diversity of interest to the public and by permitting
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.important.groups within that area access to the public. With
the great, number of channels new cable systems are necessarily
promising, is it not far more important that at least a few of
.those channels bring these additional local diverse services to
the City and County?
In competition for a franchise, cable operators will promise
programming fon minorities and other specialized groups deserving
service.

.1 would like to suggest to any enlightened cable operators

present that having low power stations originating local programming on your cables would be a painless and veryeffective way to
provide 'highly desirable additional service and would greatly
help you fill the many channels you will propose in seeking a
franchise. Your committing to do this should certainly make you
• a more attractive franchise applicant and your unwillingness
to do this should make the City and County very suspect of any .
promises you make about serving the local community.
Now, why would cable destroy low power if cable did not carry
•these new stations? Simple. People don't ne'ed an antenna to
receive cable. In fact,. cable companies frequently offer to
remove existing antennas when they install, cable. New homes with
cable would never have antennas, and antennas would gradually
disappear from existing homes. Since a home owner buying Cable
knows he will get the local full power stations it is unreasonable
to expect that many will keep an antenna for low power television
and it is equally unlikely that the next owner would then go to
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the expense. of putting up an antenna. If low power TV stations
with the equipment and operating expense for local production
cannot be received, of course they cannot exist. That is why
they must be carried on cable.

In conclusion, we low power television applicants are small
businesspeople who hope to serve audiences which never have been
or will be adequately served any other way, and give outlets of
self-expression to significant local - groups needing them. We
can only do it if given a fair chance to show our product in

the marketplac6. You can achieve this only by requiring that
any cable franchise in.the City and County provide that all low
power television broadcast_stations . there which originate local
programming be carried on the cable system.
Thank you for the opportunity to Present our position.

DAVID W. McMURTRY
Attorney at Law

August 12, 1981

Joint Sub-Committees
City Council - Board of Supervisors- .
Cable Television
700 H Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Issue Paper on Low Power Television
Members In Session:
We have reviewed the Issue Paper on low
power television prepared by your staff. On behalf
of our client, Teleprompter Corporation, we wish to
make the following comments on this subject:
Teleprompter Corporation is unalterably
opposed to any ordinance requirement which would
mandate that low power television stations be carried
on the Sacramento City-County cable system. Such
stations may or may not offer the quality of programming
that would justify allocation of the system's channel
capacity for carriage of their broadcast signals. In
our opinion, the decision to carry all or a part of
their signals must rest with the cable system operator.
• Very truly yours,

DAVID W. McMURTRY
DWM:eg
cc: Mr. Richard Waterman
Mr. Joe Gray

2020 Hurley Way, Suite 365 a Sacramento; California 95825 (916) 920 0902
-

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

August 4, 1981

To:

Cable Television Joint Sub-Committee

From:

County Executive

Subject: CHANNEL - ALLOCATIONS FOR COMMUNITY ACCESS

INTRODUCTION

At the joint policy hearing on May 18, 1981, staff was directed to develop
specific recommended channel allocations to community groups based on the
following general criteria: a minimum number be allocated; the ability to
utilize the channels is documented and is independent of any other resources,
to be committed; and•that if the channels are not fully utilized, they will
be reallocated. In order to establish a framework'for the above action and
the recommendations in this report, it is necessary to discuss the overall
subject of community use of cable television.
By way of background, an initial policy decision wasmade that we would.
proceed on the basis of establishing minimum requirements and permit the
operators to propose the resources they would be Willing to commit to community access. Two staff reports were presented on this subject. The
first was dated May 4, 1981 and discussed community access in very general
terms. The purpose of that report was to provide a basic understanding of
the April 22, 1981 draft of the ordinance that contained revised provisions
for community access. At the meeting on May 4, 1981, the subject of specific
channel allocations was raised but deferred because some community groups
were not able to be heard. A second report was submitted on May 18, 1981,
to provide a more detailed discussion of community, access. A separate
memorandum signed by three Supervisors and two Councilpersons, was submitted on May 18, which recommended that the minimum number of channels be
set at 15 and that these channels initially be allocated as follows: five
to the Educational Consortium; five to KVIE: and five to the Community Use
Authority.'
This report is in response to the direction given staff at the meeting on
May 18, 1981. It has been prepared based on public input, the previous
staff reports, discussions with representatives of the operators, and the
memorandum signed jointly by Supervisors and Councilpersons. It has been
prepared on the assumed policy objective of ensuring to the maximum degree
possible, that community use needs will be met over the term of the fran-.
chise. Specifically the report: clarifies and evaluates the various
requests for channels; discusses the problems associated with channel allocations; identifies alternative approaches for community access including
channel allocations; and recommends a specific approach.
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REQUESTS FOR CHANNELS

At this point we have a limited number of organizations requesting specific
channel allocations. They are K.V.I.E., the Educational Consortium, the
Medical Consortium, the Catholic Diocese and the Interfaith Service Bureau,
and KXPR FM 89 (C.S.U.S.). As indicated above, the joint memorandum recommended that the requests be separated into three groups: K.V.I.E.: the
Educational Consortium; and Community Use. In order to develop specific
'recommendations, staff has met with three of the organizations which made .
very specific requests: K.V.I.E.; the Educational Consortium; and the Med=
ical Consortium. Following is a discussion of each of the requests.
.
K.V.1.E. The specific request includes: carriage of the existing Channel 6 on cable; four additional channels on the-subscriber network; and one
channel on the institutional network. At this point, they indicate that they
could utilize two subscriber and one institutional channel during the first
two years, would then add the third channel the third year, and the fourth
channel the fourth year. If any channels are not being utilized at the end
of six years, then they would be available for other uses.

.

The actual entity that would be responsible for.the channels is Central
California Educational Television, a private non-profit corporation chartered by the State. It is governed by a Board of Diectors elected by the
members. •The 1981-82 budget is 3.8 million dollars with major sources of
funding being: members 44%; grants (primarily from the federal government)
16%; and the yearly auction 16%. Other sources include "program underwriting by private concerns, production work for private companies, rental of
facilities, and sale of air time to schools. Resources include a studio,
three studio cameras, a full-time staff of 70 supplemented by part-time
and student help, and access to Public Broadcast Service programming.
In evaluating the requested channels, several potential problems are
evident. First, all the requested channels cannot be utilized with existing
resources. K.V.I.E. indicates that enough excess programming is currently
available to them to utilize one channel. Beyond that, additional resources
probably will be required but possibly could be generated from existing
funding sources. Second, the illustrative programming submitted by K.V.I.E.
includes subject areas that other community groups may wish to also cover.
These include: religious, ethnic, educational, health, senior, and governmental. In addition, the operator will probably offer cultural programming.
And third, there is no indication of how the institutional channel will be
utilized. The K.V.I.E. request is a significant undertaking that cannot be
guaranteed by the simple .allocation of channels.
Educational Consortium. The specific request includes: five channels
on the subscriber network; and thirty on the institutional network. The
primary emphasis of use is for instructional education purposes. No set
timeframe is suggested for utilization.
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At this point, the Educational Consortium has no formal structure. The
County Superintendent of Schools is the lead agency in the consortium which
. has representatives of public and private schools, the library, the PTA, and
the State Department of Education. If the consortium were to become an operational organization, it likely would take the form of a joint powersagency
with funding coming from public taxes in some form. Although the consortium
.does not possess any resources, the member jurisdictions do with studios located at: CSUS; U.C. Davis; each of the three campuses of Los Rios- - -COsumnes,
City and American River; the San Juan District; and the Sacramento City District. Educational institutions are involved with,; the production:and use of
institutional television, so resources are available.
In evaluating the requested channels, several problems are evident. First,
there is an organizational problem in terms of scheduling channel time among
the various educational organizations. This is a problem they must solve,
and they indicate that they have begun discussing a solution-. Second, there
is a problem with repetitive programming. Instruction for credit programming
will be most useful if a single session can be repeated at different times for
• maximum student accessibility. On the other hand, utilization standards for
channel allocation will have to limit repetitive programming to some degree.
The Educational Consortium indicates that repetitive educational/instructional
programming will occur only when it is consistent with required curriculor .
practices as established by the Consortium.. The problem is translating that
into some numeric measurement. Third is the question of financing requirements for all non-commercial users and their respOnsibilities for funding for
existing resources all or a portion of operating costs that cannot be covered by
any funding from the franchise fee
The underlying question for education is
whether they can reallocate existing educational funding to take advantage of
any specific number of channels that may be allocated, if no additional funding
is available from the franchise fee.
Medical Consortium. The specific request is for one channel on the subscriber network to be on the basic service tier and two channels on the institutional network. They have submitted a sample program guide for the subscriber
channel that indicates programming 12 hours a day, five daysa week. The listed
potential uses for the institutional network includes: continuing education;
in-service training; patient education; on-line data retrieval; teleconferencing;
epidemic control and disease vectoring; transferring of medical records; medical
consulting, and teaching.
At this point, the consortium is an informal ad hoc group representing 17
organizations that include five hospitals, two blood banks, six local health
related organizations, and four local chapters of national health associations. With assured medical and health access, the group plans to incorporate
as a non-profit corporation. Funding sources are uncertain, but could include
both member contributions and grants. To fully utilize the channels, they
would need access to production facilities and equipment and would like to
be considered for community access funding.
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In evaluating the requested channels several problems are - evident. First,
there is a possible duplication or maybe even conflict with public health
programming. The Health Department is currently working with the Medical
Consortium so any .potential problems may be minimized or eliminated. .SecOnd,
additional resources will be required to effectively utilize the subscriber
channel which may require outside funding. Third, the institutional uses
possibly could be handled without specific channel, allocations.
.

Other Potential Users. In addition to the ocCasiorial access user (be
that an individual or an organization) there are other possible channel allocations to be considered.
1. Both the Catholic Diocese and the Interfaith Bureau have suggested
an ecumenical religious channel be reserved on the first or second tier. AlNiough
they indicate non-believers be included and that the programming may include
social services, requiring a 'religious channel does raise questions regarding
separation of church and state. It is also unclear if the religious community
has the necessary resources to program a channel. The Diocese also requests
two channels in the third tier for possible use for an educational television
service available from San Francisco, which assumedly would require only
channel usage.
.
2. The C.S.U.S. FM radio station has requested management of an interactive educational channel on the basic service tier. Since C.S.U.S. is a part
of the Educational Consortium, it seems appropriate for this request to be
incorporated in their plans.
3. Although a government channel has been discussed, no specific plans
have been developed. Such a channel could involve the following programming:
delivery of services; interactive discussions with elected officials or program
managers; and coverage of public meetings. Resource requirements and sources
are unclear for such a channel.

PROBLEMS

No matter when Channel allocations are made, certain problems must be
addressed and resolved. Drawing on the foregoing discussion of specific
channel allocations, general problem areas begin to emerge. They can be
grouped into three general areas of concern: how many channels; how are
they managed; and can we be sure operator commitments are realistic and
enforceable.

How many Channels
There are too many variables to be able to accurately project community
use channel requirements over the term of the franchise. Whatever initial
.decisions are made . must be subject to evaluation and modification based on
experience. The most significant variable is the amount of additional
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resources (facilities, equipment, staff, and funding) that are available
for programming. There is a practical limit to how much the franchise Can
provide from the system profits for community access and programming.
From the operators perspective there are several problems that must be
considered in making channels available:
1. Community access channels will impact the marketing strategy of
the operator in terms of: the cost recovery through the pricing
structure of the tier placement of the channels; and the ability
of the operator to guarantee delivery of a program, once it is
included in a tier.
2. The concept of "banking" unused channels is . related since all the
community use channels will not be utilized originally. The problem is that the regulatory aspects of . the "bank" if coupled with the
unlimited access to the bank by community users (as proposed in the
March I draft) creates the possible situation where the franchisee
may never receive permission to utilize a "banked" channel.
3. Unlimited rate regulation is a concern, of the operator, particularly if recognition is not given to the fact that community
usage increases system costs. The franchisee is at our mercy if
we can unilaterally increase costs for community access and prohibit
. increased revenues through denial of rate increases.

Administration

The underlying issue is who decides what programming is presented and when it
is scheduled. In effect, who is the gatekeeper? An inherent element of this
issue is the availability and control of resources. If the system generated
resources are not adequate for all the requested community usage, then we
need a mechanism for determining resource allocations. Therefore, initial
channel allocations should not be interpreted as a commitment of other
resources required for their utilization.
From an operational standpoint other items need to be resolved.

1. Who is to determine tier placement of community access channels
on the subscriber network? The user will want maximum subscriber
exposure; the operator will want to maximize income. The goals
may or may not prove to be compatible.,
2.

Who- will be responsible for program distribution?
The mechanism of distribution involves both people and equipment. The
most cost-effective solution would be one central entry point for
all programming. However, an organization . with a channel may
wish to also to directly control distribution from their own
production facilities.

'
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3. Should production facilities for community access be subject
to central administrative control? Assuming that the proposals
provide production facilities and equipment for specific community groups, duplication and costs might be reduced through
centralized control. On the other hand such control might .create more problems than it would Solve assuming a high degree of use
of all facilities and equipment.

Enforcement
'
A major problem that has concerned us since the beginning is how do we
guarantee community access. The problem is best exemplified in the National
Cable Television Association's position paper which states their analysis
"raises a serious question whether access and program requirements have any
place in cable franchise negotiations or agreements. Local governments must
be extremely sensitive to their impact on, or interference with, the First
Amendement rights of cable operators."*
We have proceeded on the basis that any commitment from an operator is to be
on the basis of their offer and our acceptance. While.this approach will not
guarantee that our ".contract" will not be challenged in later years, it does
provide us'a better legal defense than unilaterally imposed requirements.
Our main problem is to determine which offer is the most feasible in terms of
needs, economics, and administration. A "more is better" approach is not
necessarily advantageous to either the operator or the community.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

.

Alternative approaches are somewhat formulated by solutions to the perceived
problems. The following three alternatives are based on different solutions
to some problems, but include constant approaches on other problems. These are
general alternative approaches which have innumerable variations with changes
in detail. The approaches are: the current ordinance; the suggested channel
allocations; and a new method of handling the distinction between public
service and community access.

Current Ordinance

The approach in the current proposed revised ordinance can be summarized as
follows:

* This position seems to be contrary to wording in S-898 that says we can
require access channels. It is not clear if the language in the bill was
proposed by NCTA or by the National League of Cities. (A copy of the
pertinent sections of S-898 is attached.).
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1. A minimum of three community channels is Set but the REP will include
position papers and the operators will_be encouraged to propose 'channels,
facilities, equipment, and staff • o meet our perceived requirements.
2. Overall administration is assigned to the Cable Commission witha
Use Authority responsible for day-to-day administration over community access.
3. Maximum regulation is provided including: a required "bank" of
uncommitted channels to provide for future community use and control over the
operator to guarantee performance; a provision for rate regulation if the
operator waives rights to exemption from regulation; and cancellation of the
franchise if changes in statutes or court. decisions render our regulatory
authority unenforceable.
The advantage of this approach is that it permits operators to develop proposals that are based on their knowledge and experience. It is their offer to
meet community access needs. The disadvantage is the uncertainty that the
proposals will be adequate.

Channel Allocations
The suggested allocation of channels is based on two objectives:
1) to insure
an adequate number of channels; and 2) to distinguish between the various
types of community users. The change from •the current ordinance is to increase
the minimum number of channels and make an initial allocation of those channels.
The minimum number of channels to be required vou1d be 15. These channels
would be controlled by the Cable Commission under the following conditions:

1.

Each of the three groups would be assigned an initial allocation with the other channels reserved for a specific period
of time. After that time, any unused channels would be subject
to allocation to any community group.

2.. Utilization standards would be established either in the
ordinance or by the Cable Commission prior to activating any
channel. Different standards might be necessary for different
types of users.
3. Unused channels could be utilized by the operator until such time
as they are needed--as long as the operator was in conformance
with all aspects of the franchise.
Once a channel has been assigned to one of the three groups (Public broadcast,
education, community use) the day-to-day administration of the channel would
rest with that group. The Use Authority could commit a total channel to any
'group that could meet the utilization standard. The Cable Commission would
have to make decisions regarding other resources being distributed among the
groups.
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The advantage of this approach is that we do not rely on the proposals to
exceed a minimum number of channels, and it recognizes 4 distinction in types
of users. The disadvantage is that the requirement for 15 channels may be
challenged in the future as excessive, and dividing the users into three
distinct groups can lead to duplication and increases the administrative
responsibilities of the Cable Commission.

Leased Access Channels

Under this approach community users would be divided into two categories:
those who can provide full-time programming; and those who only need occasional
access. For the first group, we would ask the operators to propose a methodand a cost for leasing channels to any community group that could met utilization standards. Community Programming also would be a responsibility of the
operator based on commitments made in the proposals-. One or more first-comefirst-served access channels could also be'proposed.
The number of leased channels could be open-ended; a fixed number; or a percentage of the total system. The ordinance could establish a minimum, and the
Request for Proposals encouraging the operators to propose a system for meeting
all such needs over the term of the franchise. • The price for a leased channel
would be a.factor in award of the franchise. For community access, a minimum
number of channels could be required, or an equivalent number of program hours
per week could be required. Again the operators could propose a more specific
method of developing community access over the —life of the franchise.
The Cable Commission would be responsible for administering leased channels
in terms of designating eligible community groups applying utilization standards, and otherwise enforcing franchise provisions. The Commission would also
enforce community access provisions. However, a Community Use Authority of some
type could be required in the Ordinance, or encouraged in the Request for
Proposals, to handle the day-to-day problems associated with . access.
Since the operators would set the price for leased channels, the franchise
would be more contractual in nature and therefore' , more enforceable. The same
would be true of a community access system developed and managed by the operator.
The advantages of this approach are that our perceived needs can be met, but
the operator is in a position to determine how best to provide for those needs
within the economics of the system. The disadvantage is that we still are
relying ,on the competitive nature of the process.to produce the best solution.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As stated in a previous report, community access is a major factor to be
considered in the award of a franchise, but it needs to be viewed in relation
to other aspects of the franchise. Following are several general conclusions
relative to access and other aspects of the operatjon of a Cable system:
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1. Access is a broad concept that encompasses a wide variety of uses
and users. At this point, some of the . potential users - are in better position to utilize cable because of experience, knowledge and resources. Other
possible users are just beginning to explore the communication -potential of
cable. The basic problem is that access is still an evolving concept and it
will require time, effort and resources to make it a reality that provides
equitable treatment for all users'.
2. Access has a significant price tag that, for the most part, will
be paid directly or indirectly from the profits of the franchisee. Within
limits, it is assumed that the cost of access will not raise subscriber rates
since demand and not cost will be. the primary determinant of price. The
problem is determining where those limits are to make that assumption valid.
The operator is in the best position to make that odetermination.
3. Access appears to be'a significant public interest concern which
the operators acknowledge in their proposals, but want to be able to control
after the franchise is awarded in order to 'protect their ability, to earn
fair profit. The problem is that any operator whO is awarded the franchise
may seek to eliminate or minimize access requirements if they seriously .
impede their ability to make a reasonable profit. We must therefore be
realistic in identifying our needs, flexible in meeting changing needs, and
diligent in requiring the franchisee to honor commitments.
Specific staff recommendations on these matters are being presented to the
joint sub-committee in a number of separate documents. These recommendations
are a combination of two of the above alternatives: Channel Allocations; and
Leased Access. They are summarized below in order to provide an overview of
their relationship:
1. Resource Commitments to Particular Entities. K.V.I.E. is allocated
three channels on the subscriber network-two initially and one in
reserve; the County Superintendent Of Schools (on behalf of the Educational Consortium) is allocated four channels on the subscriber
network--three initially and one in reserve. Any channel not used on
a "full-time" basis as defined reverts to the use of the franchisee.
These channels are to be distributed at the discretion of the franchisee
within' the three lOwest service tiers.
In addition, it is suggested that we address the question of additional
resources that may be required to makethe allocated channels operable.
2. Community Use Standards Performance Standards
a. Community Use Programming is defined as non-commercial local programming--but does not include the channels allocated to K.V.I.E.
or the Educational Consortium.
b. The franchisee is responsible for a level of community programming, (both video and audio only) as proposed in the application
and expressed as a minimum number of hours per week.
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c. The franchisee would also propose.a number of leased channels to
be set aside for community programmin pg. Any community use programming on these channels would be used to meet the commitment by the
,
franchisee in paragraph b. above.
d. The applications would permit the franchisee to propose the use of
a public or quasi-public body to administer community use programming.
e. The application would also permit the franchisee to propose as an
alternative or as an additional separate community use component,
the .provision of channels, studios, and equipment for use on a
first-tome, first-served basis.
3. Reserved Channels for Enforcement Purposes (The "Bank"). Twenty percent
of all operable channels on the subscriber network are to be subject
to control by the Cable Commission.
4. Rate Regulation. Only the "basic service" tier is to be subjected to
rate regulation. (Approved by the sub-committee on August 5, 1981.)

Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM R. FREEMAN
Assistant County Executive
WRF:emw
cc: Members, Board of Supervisors
Members, Sacramento City Council
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or regulation prescribed pursuant to this title with respect to any .
telecommunications service or any carrier operating in anymarket
or geographic area as competition develops except that COMmission
rules or regulations 'prescribed pursuant to sections 233, 234(c)(1),
and 238 of this title shall take precedence if the revision, reduction,
or elimination thereof may result in an adverse impact upon . the
_national defense and security or emergency preparedness or upon the
economic competitiveness and viabilityof United States suppliers of
telecommunications equipment and telecommunications services relalive to competing foreign suppliers and their United States affili- ates.
• (b) The Commission shall have continuing authority over the
provision of. regulated telecommunications services and carriers.
•• (c) In addition to any other authority . which the commission may
exercise under this Act, the Commission shall have authority over
any dominant-regulated carrier and its affiliates (other than any
fully separated affiliate) for the purpose Of--'
(1) dealing with anticompetitive practices between any fully
• separated affiliate and the dominant-regulated carrier or its
affiliates; an,"
(2) protecting users of telecomniunications services in connection with dealings between any dominant-regulated carrier and
its affiliates and any fully separated affiliate. - •
(d) Except as provided in sections 227 and 228, nothing in this Act
is intended to preclude
ri
personnel of a dominant-regulated carrier from directing the operations of any dominant-regulated carrier,. any affiliates, and any fully separated affiliates, except
that costs of such direction shall be properly allocated to any dominant-regulated carrier, any affiliates, and any fully separated affiliate.
(e) The Commission shall assure that the implementation of the
amendments made by the Telecommunications Competition and De- .
regulation-Act - of-1381 -shall - not -result-in- unreasonable- charges for
basic telephone service. The Commission shall adopt, whenever necessarY, a mechanism such as a surcharge on access charges established pursuant to section 222 in order to accomplish the purposes
of this subsection.
.(f). Except as provided in sections 229(b)(1) and 237, neither the
Commission nor any State commission shall prevent or limit the use
of any technology Or improvement in the provision of telecommunications services.
(g) The Conzniission shall not have any authority to include in
any license issued under title III any term or condition which is
inconsistent with any limitation imposed upon. the regulatory au_ thority of the Commission in this title. (Iz)(1) No executive agency of the United States, including the
Commission, and no State or political subdivision or agency thereof
may establish, fix, or otherwise restrict the rates charged any per-son
for the receipt, use, or sale of cable channel capacity or time on such
channels or cable service (as defined in section 229(g)(1)) or other
competitive services.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (12 a State or Political subdivision
or agency thereof may—

t.;:0 dedii-ati,n of cuo.-.,,.= cht:717z,..is r go;:e rr: •2 r": public.
or
educational access and rnav establi,,,*-z, fix.- or
ta 1,
otherwise restrict the rates on 6 nondiscrimincktory basis
charged for the use or sale of cable channel capacity or time on
such channels; and
(B) establish, fix. or otherwise restrict the rates charged any
person for retransmission of broadcast signals whenever such

State, subdivision, or agency determines, in accordance with
guidelines the Commission shall prescribe, that there are no
reasonably available alternative electronic media services to
such broadcast signal retransmission services.
(i) The Commission shall establish reasonable ceilings for the fees
to be paid to States or any political subdivision thereof by operators
of cable service systems receiving franchises from such State or.
political subdivision thereof and, Periodically upon its own motion
' or upon petition, may review the appropriateness of such ceilings
and make adjustments therein.
a) The Secretary of Commerce is authorized to collect information
on the competitiveness of United States suppliers of telecommunications equipment and services, foreign direct investment in the domestic telecommunications industry, foreign laws and adminis:rative controls On access of United States persons, to foreign markets,
the degree of reciprocity in foreign-markets to United States persons,
the United States share of global 'markets, and: such other information as the Secretary deems necessary, and shall report an findings
to the Congress on a periodic basis. •
[SCHEDULE OF CHARGES (SEC. 203. (a) Every common carrier, except connecting carriers,
shall, within such reasonable time as the Commission shall designate, file with the Commission and print and keep open for public
inspection schedules showing all charges_ for itself and its connecting carriers for interstate and fOr -eign wire -o a-dio co-rriMunication
between the different points on its own system, and between points
on its own system and points on the system of its connecting
carriers or points on the system•of any other carrier subject to this
Act when a through route has been • established whether such
charges are joint or separate, and showing the classifications, practices, and regulations affecting such charges. Such schedules shall
contain such other information, and be printed in such form, and
be posted and kept open for public inspection in such places, as the
Commission may be regulation require, and each such schedule
shall give notice of its effective date; and such common carrier
shall furnish such schedules to each of its connecting carriers, and
such connecting carriers shall keep such schedules open for inspection in such public places as the Commission may require.
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KVIE Channel 6
P.O. Box 6
Sacramento, CA 95801
916-929-5843

April 10,_1980

Ted Sheedy
Chairman
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
. 700 H Street, Room 2450
• Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Supervisor Sheedy:
_Enclosed is our position paper on cable, In it we reiterate our
desire to play a major role :in public service Cable programming and
operations.. With more than two decades of broad-based service to the
community, we feel we are well-suited to that role.
There are five elements in our presentation and I will briefly
summarize them here:
Channel Assignment -- We would like KVIE to be carried
on cable channel 6.
Additional Channels -- With programming we now have
and will soon have, we are capable of programming
five additional channels, not including our regular
KVIE broadcasts.
Consolidating Local Origination--- We are eager to work .
with schools, health agencies, governmental agencies,
etc. in helping them Operate - channela assigned to them.
Once we have acquired the equipment and staff to operate five channels, additional channels can be operated
from the same control room by the same people at a
very low incremental cost.
Revenue -- If we assume a major role in providing public service programming and Operations, we should
'receive a substantial portion of the, franchise fee
collected for that purpose. A portiOn of the amount
we receive would be matched by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.
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Building, Facilities and Land --,We have land but are
greatly in need of additional production facilities and
expanded building space. We will offer a nominal-rata,
long-term lease to a franchisee in return for building
space constructed on our land which includes studios
and production facilities.
Although I know you would-prefer to avoid spelling out specific public .
service requirements in the ordinance OD request for proposals.,.I urge you
to be as specific as possible in requiring the service capacity we have
requested. If you are committed €o' the concept, hat the cable system
should include a strong public service element, you will want to establish
a framework within which those community services can be provided, rather
than leaving it to the cable companies alone.. You will want to provide
production facilities, - studios and an organizational structure capable of
managing and coordinating publiatelevisionservices for .cable. Rather
than create a new entity which in many reSpeCts : would duplicate what KVIE
does now, we hope j/bu will see the logic Of insuring that a major part of
the management and coordination of public service cable television will
rest with CCET. The cable channels, building space and production facilities in this presentation represent a portion of what the county, will want
to provide with or without'CCET. .:0or hope; is that you will choose to go
with us. To the extent that you'are . willing'to4o that you will be,providing the entire comMunity with 0 ,. Valuable, professional, cost-efficient
.public service system for yeatatOeome,
I hope you will find our presentation persuasive. We would welcome
your observations and we'll look forward to working with the staff, the
Cable Television Information Center representative and individual Supervisors
,California Educational
to define the most appropriate role for Central
r
Television with regard to cable.
Sincerely,

John D. Hershberger
President & General Manager
JDH: jw
enclosure

cc:

Sandy Smoley, County Supervisor
Illa Collin, ,County Supervisor
Fred Wade, County Supervisor.
Toby Johnson, County Supervisor
Brian Richter., County Executive
Bill Freeman, Assistant County Executive

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AND CABLE
A PRESENTATION
TO THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
April 10, 1980

Last August, the Central California .Educational Television (CCET)
• Board of Directors passed a resolution (Appendix A) stating in a,general
way our desire to see public , service and OubliC'access programming
become'an,important element in the cable television franchise process.
The resolution also stated that CCET hopes to play a significant role
in many of the public service activities made possible by cable.
As the franchising process moves into high gear, we want to define
oUr position more explicitly and urge the Board of Supervisors and staff:
to include language in the ordinance and the request for proposals that
would require the franchisee to devote a substantial part of its total
system capacity to serving the public interest and public access needs
of the Community.
"Public Service" in cable programming can include formal instruction-

al programming at all levels, informal educational programming, governmental
programs, health programs interaction with a, broad spectrum of special
interest groups and coverage of community, events. KVIE has more than two
decades of successful experience in providing precisely these kinds of
public service programs to people in the Sacramento Valley. As cable
becomes a reality, here we want to use the new technology to expand and

improve our capacity to provide services to the community ..
•

Some Supervisors 8nd staff have expressed 8 desire to avoid language
in the ordinance or request for proposals that As overly specific. While
as a general rule, leaving a request for proposals as non-specific as -

possible produces creative and beneficial Proposals, in this case we feel
• that particular specifications should be required to not only insure that
an-adequate level of funding flows to "public access", but that this community is ready to use those funds in a meaningful and productive manner.
We believe that these specific recommendations mill, if made a part of
the bid requirements, insure that-this Community receives the,best possible "total" cable system:
Channel Assignment
KVIE should be carried on cable channel 6. If the cable company offers
a. "tiered" service, now or in the future, KVIE should be included in the
lowest or basic tier of service.
Additional Channels
The national Public Broadcasting Service is ready for the cable revo-

lution.. We now receive all of ddr:PBS signals from the Wester I satellite
which allows us to receive multiple signals simultaneously. After two
years of planning, PBS has now been restructured to begin offering three
separate program services. One service will focus on general audience
programming such as that seen now in prime'time on PBS. A second service

will concentrate on target audience or "community of interest" programs of
'significance to smaller but important segments of the community. The
third service will include instructional and educational programming aimed,

at in-school and at-home audiences at all levels. Using programming from
just these three services, we will soon have the capacity to schedule two .
cable channels in addition to KVIE, channel 6.

Also, we are workingwith the state legislature now to install' broadcastproduction facilities aapart of - the• Capitol renovation project.' This
will enable us to. provide "gavel-to-gavel" . coverage of floor sessions and
committee hearings much in. the .same way that C-SPAN covers Congress.
Other local production plans fOr the coming. year include .a weekly
review of legislative and state governmental affairs, a series of programs
featuring the - arts in ourcommunity and a series dealing' with public affairs
issues of local importance. .
We also receive programming from the Pacific Mountain Network,

the

Latino Consortium and the newly-formed Independent Program Service.
As we begin to investigate the sources and costs of cable programming
and cable.rights to broadcast programming we find foreign language programs, agricultural information-programmino,. programs for the handicapped,
high school equivalency lessons, programs for . Older people and training
programs in nearly every conceivable field of endeavor.
A further service made possible by our satellite earth terminal is
state-wide

,

regional or national participatiOn in teleconferences. We are

already active in this area. On April 16 we will take part in a teleconference, "Update: Adult Learning and the new Technologies." However,
participation is limited to those who are willing to come to our Garden
Highway studio. If we had the capacity to distribute the teleconference
signal to the community via cable many more people could benefit from it.
Such limited audience programming would be of Particular value to people
• who are home-bound for whateverreason -- a physical -handicap, no babysitter'or Tot eneugh'mOnerto fill the gas tank.

- 4 , Many of our programs would provide a greater service to the community
if we could repeat them more often. The program we produced on CPR
(cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) was broadcast three times to help motivate
and train as many people as possible in this . life-saving procedure. How, ever, on cable we could have repeated it. three times a day for several
weeks if necessary, as part of a community-wide training effort.
This fall we will take part in a pilot projeCt with the National
University.Consortium, making use of the British Open University courses
adapted to an American audience for college credit. Our dilemma, - as with
other adult education courses, is whether to schedule the program material
during the day while most people are working or eating, or at night when
' it would disrupt our prime time programming. With additional cable channel
-

capacity, we, could repeat each program several times over a period of 'aeveral days and reach a much larger share of the potential audience.
Finally, there are many people who would appreciate the opportunity

to see repeats of "Masterpeice Theater", "NOVA" and other major PBS offerings when cable rights to these series become available.
With the programs •we now have available and expect to have in the very
near future we will be capable of providing a strong, meaningful public
service schedule for 5 channels in addition to our regular KVIE broadcasts.

In Spokane, Washington, the PBS station KSPS operates seven channels
in addition to its regular broadcast channel. Bill Freeman visited the
station with me and can provide details and observations if you like.
learned that once a station has acquired the equipment and staff necessary
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to program one or two cable channels the incremental cost of operating
still more channels is quite Small. Our own cost projections support the
KSPS experience in that regard.
Consolidating focal Origination
-Because of the economy of scale mentioned above, it would b

e

logical for us to be the operational and coordinating agency for other
'±public service channels besides the ones we program exclusively.
In Spokane, one cable 'channelis devoted to health programming.
The programs are selected and purchased by a consortium of health-related
entities. KSPS gathers the programming together and distributes it on
the health channel they operate. The health consortium pays a small hourly
fee to the public television station to defray the cost of operating that
one extra channel. It,would cost the health Consortium a great deal:to •
establish its own origination system and their operating costs would be
much higher since all ,costs would have to be

borne

by that one channel.

We would like to work with the schools, colleges and universities,
hospitals and health agencies, and governmental agencies including the city
and county in developing a central local origination operations control
center. We have an established working relationship with the Television
Consortium of Valley Colleges and with VITA the Valley Instructional . :
HTelevision Association, with whom we now contract for broadcast services.
Initial discussions with CoUnty Superintendent. of Schools, Leo Palmiter,
indicate that he is supportive of the concept of consolidating local
origination operations.

•

Please be assured that We, have no desire or intention of controlling

the programming on the channels discussed in this section. Our role would
be to facilitate the operation of these channels in the most effective
and cost-efficient way possible and to maintain technical quality at a
high level.
Revenue.
The primary function of a cable company is to sell entertainment programming to subscribers and make a healthy profit. Public service and
-

public access programming costs rgonay and does not generate income. Very
few people subscribe to cable because of the public service channels.-There is little motivation for the cable cOmpany to maintain an. on-going
interest in local -public service once the- franchise has been awarded.
On the other hand our sole function is public service and we will

. maintain an enthusiastic interest in serving the public - for decades to
come. (See Appendix B & C) Further

,

we serve a broad spectrum of interests

in the community and are accustomed to dealing with community institutions
and groups of all descriptions._
Traditionally, cable companies have been willing to provide some
channel space for public service or public access use but the funds to
-support the programming and the management and technical expertise to
operate the channels successfully are not forthcoming.
We urge the county to set the franchise fee at the legal maximum,
' taking care that the percentage specified is based on the cable company's
gross receipts from all cable activities within the franchise area, and

not just a pe. rcprlfage of the basic subscriber fee. .
If CCET assumes the level of public service respon ibility outlined

in the above sections and to that extent releases the public service
burden from the cable company, then CCET should receive a major part of
• the franchise fee directly from the cable company or indirectly from the
county via a Simple pass-through mechanism.
Even if we receive an amount equal to 2 or 3 percent of the cable
operator's annual gross receipts, this sourceof revenue will never provide
• 100%of-.the costs of operating the public serVice.channels. However, a
portion of the funds coming to CCET in this manner will be matched by the
-Corporation for Public Broadcasting, increasing our annual local Community
Service Grant and further defraying the cost of providing the cable channel
services.

•

The portion of the franchise fee that tomes to CCET will help provide
effective cost-efficient professional public service programming and
generate additional funds to help support the local origination operatiOn.
Building, Facilities and land
We have 6.9 acres of land five minutes from downtown Sacramento. Our
building is totally inadequate and beyond rehabilitation (See Appendix D)
and we would have to spend $2.6 million to bring our production facilities
up to state-of-art status.
The cable franchisee will probably need a new building and a place to

put it.

Most competitors for the franchise will include in their proposals

one or more studios and production-facilities forthe studios.

We are willing to provide the franchisee a long-term land lease at
a nominal rate if the franchisee will build a building on our property and
provide space for CCET, including studios and facilities for public service
program production.
Such an arrangement would reduce or eliminate the necessity for KVIE
to launch a multi-million dollar capital fun&drive which would take years
to accomplish, drain community resources and compete with other major fund
drives such as the Crocker Museum project.
Conclusion
One of the deciding factors in awarding franchises in other communities
has been the degree of local public service proposed by competing-cable
companies. Yet, when performance is compared to promise after a few years
of cable cperation, the local :public serviCe aspect cf the franchise has
historically been one of the most disappointing and failure-prone aspects.
Sacramento has already demonstrated an enlightened approach to cable
by offering identical franchises to a single operator for all jurisdictions
within the county. By insuring a major role for CCET in cable public
service programming and operation, you will be insuring long-term on-going
quality public service to the community. In so doing you will also be
setting a standard for the nation to follow.

Submitted

7-1-1

:

John D. heys.lberger
President & General Manager
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APPENDIX A

CENTRAL CALI F ORNIA EDUCATIONAL '

RESOLUTIONS
•

.CABLE TELEVISION IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY
August-29, 1979'

WHEREAS the sole purpose of :',CET is to bring
public service programming to viewers, in central
California; and
WHEREAS CCET has a 20-year track record of
service to a broad spectrum of community interests including formal instruction, adult educatien, cultural
and performing arts, government - and civic affairs, consumer interests; health, the environment and public safety;
and
WHEREAS CCET in the telatively near future will
Hhave-.the capacity to offer three complete schedules of
programming; and
WHEREAS CCET recognizes the .telecommunication needs of man y educational, governmental cultural and other noncommercial entities in the greater Sacramento Community; and:
WHEREAS CCET believes that any cable system should
be managed by a public service :entity; Therefore be it
RESOLVED, That CCET recommends to the Sacramento
,County Board of Superivsors that any:franchise agreement
allowing the development of cable television in Sacramento
County include the following provisions: .

1. That a substantial percentage of all cable
channels available be reserved for nonprofit public use;
2. .That ,a percentage of the franchisee's gross
receipts generated in Sacramento CoUntybe
allocated for the Management, acquisition
and production of public service progTamming,.

.

CCET
Resolutions
Page 2

3.That the .franchisee provide fundingto
establish and maintain broadcast quality
television production facilities and
• related equipment sufficient to permit
high quality production for the public •
service channels; Belt further
RESOLVED, That the.Sacramente County Board of
Supervisors be made aWare : that.CCET is eager to collaborate
with the eventual cable franchisee in the-management, production and acquisition of'prOgramming for the public
service channels, using funds allocated in the franchise
agreement for that purpose.
• These resolutions were discussed and adopted by majority
•.vote of the Central California Educational Television Board of. Directors . on August 29 i . 1979.

William J. Siaton
President, CCET Board of lDirectors
Date

Jean Nickles
Secretary, CCET Board of Directors

Date

MI -ADD;

THE MISSION AND PURPOSE
OF
CENTRAL 'CALIFORNIA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
Approved October 24, 1979

It is the mission of Central California Educational Television (CCET) to use
television broadcasting and other forms of electronic distribution to inform,
illuminate and inspire viewers through the presentation of consistently outstanding programs that are responsive to the public's varied interests and
needs. We strive to bring to the citizens of central California (a) exposure
to local, state and national public affairs of importance, (b) the opportunity
for cultural and artistic enlightenment and enjoyment, and . (c) a process for.
*life-long learning through formal instruction and general educational programming for viewers from pre-school ages through retirement years.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Public television possesses the unique potential of a mass Medium whose program content is not limited by the requirement to compete constantly for
maximum audiences. Public television can put excellence ahead of acceptability, can broadcast not just the popular but also the profound, can serve
as the community's cutting edge by experimenting with new concepts in the
world Of the arts and ideas. In addition, public television can deliver
special programs and events which for the lack of a commercial sponsor or
because of problems of copyright and. royalty clearances might not otherwise
be available.
,

Because of our location in the state capital, CCET has - a unique opportunity
and a. unique obligation to provide continuing and comprehensive coverage of
state governmental affairs for distribution to :a statewide audience. We can
enhance the democratic process by showing government in action, by examining
.the issues in depth, by informing and enlightening the electorate.
The overriding criterion for producing, acquiring and distributing programming
will be the degree to which that program or series of programs helps fulfill
the stated mission and purpose of CCET. We will acquire programming from the
Public Broadcasting System, state and regional networks, independent producers, and other program distributors. We will produce programming for local
and statewide distribution. In addition, programs for national distribution
will - be produced when the program content is of interest to a national
audience.

The Mission and Purpose of CCFT
October 12, 1979
e Page 2.
CCET will collaborate - with educational institutions at all levels in the
production and acquisition of programming that is in keeping with our mission
of encouraging life-long learning opportunities for people in•central
California.
Innovation in prOgramming may occasionally raise questions of taste and propriety. CCET management will exercise care to insure that programs dealing
with novel or. controversial themes reflect an integrity of purpose. CCET
will not be a leader, in permissiveness; neither will it be chained to the
conventional by occasional letters . or ealls-Of.complaint.
CCET management will take care to present a . fair and balanced view when dealinTwith controversial issues. • While all sides of an issue. may not be
presented within the context of - one,program, balance and fairness will be
•
achieved in total programming..
CCET's programming is planned to be mindful of the interests and concerns
of all racial and ethnic groups represented within the station's coverage
area. However, public broadcasting will not be truly public if programs are
conceived as exclusive messages intended only for certain audiences., Public
telecommunications can best serve many minority' audiences through the presentation of a wide variety of subjects and viewpoints within the regular
schedule of public affairs, instructional, Cultural and artistic programs.

LOCAL PROGRAM PRODUCTION
One: of the cornerstones of the American broadc .asting system is the importance
placed on localism.. In public broadcasting, CCET has an even greater opportunity than our commercial counterparts to pursue - that ideal of local service
through locally produced programming. Even the most modest local production
is far more costly than acquiring 6 progEam from a national or regional source.
Consequently, it is not economically . sound for a commercial station to mount
an ambitious local programming effort,. Most stations do very little production
beyond news, weather and sports shows - Without the pressure of the profit
motive, CCET can •afford to invest a elarger portion of the programming budget
in providing Service to the unique needs and interests of the local and •
regional, communities.
'New technology will continue to expand and multiply the viewers' sources of
television programming. As satellites, cable, videotape, videodisc and other
systems bring a vast array of programming to central California from distant
sources, it will be•important for CCET to maintain a unique service with
strong emphasis on local and regional programming. •
.

,
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
In addition to broadcasting on-KVIE, CCET will make use Of Whatever.telecommunications systems are available to carry out our mission in an effective
and-cost-efficient manner.

ASCERTAINMENT AND COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
- . Ascertainment of the community's needs and interests is an ongoing and peri
odic regulatory requirement for CCET. Management officials and staff make
numerous contacts with community institutions and individuals monthly to
ascertain the community's needs and interests. CCET seeksJiirther citiZen
input through its Community Advisory Board, a group of people throughout
•KVIE's -coverage area who are representative of the Socio-economic, racial
:and ethnic mix of the population,, and who represent a Wide variety of occupa-.
• tional and civic interests.

The management and staff of KVIE are encouraged,to participate in community
activities and civic organizations as an informal means of keeping abreast
• of current. interests and concerns and as a means of reminding people that
KVIE is a part of the fabric of the community.
KVIE Programming will reflect the needs and interests of the community as
determined , by the formal and informal ascertaintent process.

Volunteers
- Voluntt,ers have always been a crucial element in the successful operation of
KVIE: It is'impossible to fulfill the mission:.of . CCET without a strong
enthusiastic volunteer effort to assist the staff in promotion, development
And other aspects of station operations. The importance of KVIE is illustrated by the fact that the Friends of Six organization is an integral part
of the corporate structure of CCET with representation on the Board of .
DireCtors- . The Board and the staff will continue to encourage the growth
and expanded participation of the Friends of Six organization and individual
volunteers. "

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
.Portions of ,the funding for CCET come from federal, state and local governmental sources.. However, at the very heart of the concept of public broad-,
• casting is the . concept.of voluntary public participation in thefinancial
.support of the station.: Public television should be supported by the •,communities it serves. Only through the broad-based financial participation
of its own audience can CCET.serve that audience in a professional and• - • •
successful . manner.-

The Mission arid. Purpose of CCET
October 12, 1979
Page 4,
Financial support in the form of underwriting from area businesses, federal .
and state grants and foundation grants is seen as an important element in the
However, no commercial financial support
Overall funding structure of
which is conditional upon control - Or...review of program content will be accepted. Program content must be the licensee!s responsibility.

RESPONSIBLE MEMBER OF THE PROFESSION It is vital for CCET management and members of the Board of Directors to
play an actiVe role in the formulation of national and state regulations
and laws and to participate in the.policy - and•procedural decision-making
process .or our national membership organizatibn, the Public Broadcasting
Service. Only through enlightened Participation in these activities and
.organizations can CCET have a voicein•shaping the future of public telecommunications in. Sacramento, in California and in the •United States.
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:January 2, 1981

Joseph E. (Ted) Sheedy, Chairman
Board of Supervisors
700 H Street, Room 2450
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. Sheedy:
Attached is the Position Paper developed by the Sacramento Area
Educational Consortium for Instructional Television.
We sincerely hope that you will give the proposals. included in
this Paper serious consideration as you develop the RFP. it is
our belief that.cable.television can and ;should be a significant
part of the educational process in Sacramento County in the years
ahead.
Thank you for your consideration of this proposal.

'Sincerely,

Willia L. Cunningham
County Superintendent

WLC:mh
Attachment
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'INSTRUCTIONAL CABLE TELEVISION
A POSITION PAPER AND RECOMMENDATIONS
REGARDING COMMUNITY USE OF CABLE- TELEVISION
BY THE
SACRAMENTO AREA _EDUCATIONAL- CONSORTIUM •
FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

December, 1980
INTRODUCTION

The membership of the Sacramento Area Educational Consortium for
Instructional Television commends the Board 1 of Supervisors for their
leadership in working with the Cities of Sacramento, Galt, Folsom and
Isleton in initiating a procedure to :provide for cable television in
:Sacramento County.
In 1972, when the City and County first considered cable television,
the Educational Consortium for Cable Television (CATV) was formed
consisting of the 16 elementary and secondary school districts and
the Los Rios Community College District in Sacramento County, the
Sacramento County . Office of Education, California State University
at Sacramento, University of California at Davis Sacramento City/
County Library System, the Diocese of Sacramento Catholic School
Department, the California Congress of Parents and Teachers (Third
District), Phi Delta Kappa and the Sacramento County School Boards
Association. At that time the Educational Consortium worked very
closely with the Joint CATV Committee and its staff in an attempt
to define the needs for CATV and educating the general public concerning the value of CATV to the Sacramento County community. The
Consortium developed a set of recommendations and a po ition paper
that outlined the schools' needs and the ability to use CATV at that
particular time.

• Since the County Board of Supervisors has indicated their procedures

• to develop an ordinance and grant a franchise' for CATV, representatives from the Educational Consortium have met and have updated
' their statement of needs for CATV and developed a series of recommendations to the Board of Supervisors in an effort to assist the Board

in providing a CATV system that not only will meet the needs of the
educational community but will provide a quality service to all the
communities within Sacramento County. Historically KVIE has worked
with the educational community and several Consortium members are
. currently involved with the station in an ongoing relationship.
The Educational Consortium. has expanded the broad base of representationamong public school agencies and faculty to include . the City/
County Library System, the private schools sector, California Congress

of Parents . and Teachers Association, Phi Delta Kappa, and the State
Department of Education to provide the opportunity for expression in
this report and the ultimate planning for CATV in Sacramento County.

A committee of the CATV Consortium was activated to prepare the
.following statement. Educational agencies representing more than
150,000 students have officially, reaffirmed their commitment to the
Consortium. including Los Rios Community College District, San Juan
Unified School District, Sacramento City Unified School District,
California, State University at Sacramento University of California

at Davis. All of the county's public school districts have taken
official action to support the Consortium. The City/County Library.
System has also reaffirmed their support for the Consortium. The
Consortium also plans ongoing and active relationship with the
•

02

. State Department of Education and the California Post-secondary
Education Commission.

-

The statements of need and the recommendations are the informed .

• judgment of the Consortium' of the projected, utilization of the
Cable TV system by thel educational. community 'represented, by the
•Consortium. - This report is also an attempt. to convey to the Board
of Supervisors a sincere desire and commitment by the Consortium
• membership to participate with the Board and its staff in th e
development of the strongest CATV system possible for SacramentO
• County.

I.

STATEMENT OF FACILITIES AiiD NEED

A.

Origination/Recording Facilities
The following studio and field type origination

facilities are presently in existence in Sacramento County:
Agency
County Office of Education

Studio
Locations
none

Type of
Equipment
3/4" color

Cal. State Univ., Sacramento

1

3/4" color

Univ. of Cal., Davis

2

3/4" & 1" color

Cosumnes River College

1

3/4" & 1" color

Sacramento City College

1

3/4" & 1" color

American River College

1

3/4" color

San Juan Unified S.D.

1

3/4' color

Sacramento City Unified S.D.

2

3/4'. color

The colleges and school districts which have television studios and
staff constantly Utilize those studios for instructional purposes.'

However, these studio facilities can and should be counted on for
some available studio time which might be used by the Consortium
for CATV purposes. This CATV use, of course, would be secondary to
the primary use by the institution for instructional purposes. It
should be pointed out that most of the material now produced by
school district audio visual departments can be utilized by a cable
system.
B.

Programming ProjeCtien •
. Currently the CATV Consortium projects an immediate need

•
. for at least 300 hours a week of television
time for instructional
and related use. This includes support materials for classes such
as: films, slides, film strips, etc.

It would seem reasonable to

assume that in projecting this figure the districts have not identified many of the options presented to them through the use of cable
television, e.g., computer links and two-way systems. If this assumption is true, the needs would be doubled or tripled over the projections that are identified at this time.
C.

Reception
Because of their lengthy experience with the instructional

TV programming provided by VITA and KVIE, the elementary and secondary schools of Sacramento County are prepared to receive programming

distributed by cable. Virtually every school has some equipment for
off-air TV reception. Full utilization of cable TV will require
additional receivers and associated equipment.

All institutions of higher education make extensive use
of existing broadcasting stations to distribute programs of instruction

to home viewers, a service which will be greatly facilitated and
undoubtedly expanded when the greater capacity and flexibility of
cable is available.
II.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The franchisee shall provide to the school systems and other
community-based organizations, equipment and facilities as follows:
A.

A single franchise two-cable system, one for subscriber

service and the other providing an institutional network.
B.

The institutional network (cable) shall provide two-way

video and audio at designated locations. The franchisee shall provide for additional (growth) drops.
C.

The educational portion of the institutional network

shall consist of thirty TV channels (15 upstream, 15 downstream)
with access for:
1.

Staff development

2. Administrative support
3.

Instruction

Institutional network two-way cable drops shall be provided to all
public schools and private schools as designated by governing authority, the Sacramento County Office of Education, the State Department

of Education and public libraries in Sacramento County. This will
allow district and county-wide viewing in each of these locations

with provisions for computerized (audio and digital) and videofeedback. Programming would not be immediately available for all of the
requested channels but during period of the franchise all would
eventually be programmed.

D.

Five channels shall be made available on' the subscriber

system for programming designed for those unable to reach educational
facilities. Looking to the future, it is also apparent that the
needs of the educational community will be compounded by the changes

in society itself. Groups such as senior citizens, displaced hometakers, the disadvantaged and other minorities have instructional

and educational needs that can be met by CATV service and win also
increase the need for expanded facilit5.es and time. If the method

of finance for education and changes in available energy sources is
as unstable in the future as it appears to be, it becomes imperative
for the instructional potential of a cable system to be incorporated .
into master planning for the future. The Consortium believes the
franchisee should provide for flexibility and growth in facilities
and equipment, consistent with future requirements.- The five channels on the subscriber cable should be interconnected to five of
the institutional network channels. These channels shall be available on the first "tier" of the subscriber system as well as the
institutional network.
Additional Interconnecting Services - public radio
station KXPR broadcasts from the CSUS campus. It is requested that
KXPR be carried on the subscriber cable to augment the educational.
cable television services .provided by the Consortium.
E.

Program origination points (a program origination point

is where institutional users turn over audio and video signals to

the franchise for insertion into institutional or subscriber cable)
shall be provided at but not limited to all school sites and city/
county libraries. Microwave links shall be provided between the

University of California at Davis and the institutional network.

Xn addition, all other schools and libraries that are part of the
city/county systems but not "wired" shall be micro-wave linked to
the institutional network.

All district office sites and the County Office of Education shall have two-way drops.
Channel modulators shall be provided at each program
origination point.
F.

An audio demodulator shall be provided at each program

origination point for multiple audio feedback. Audio modulator,
microphones and speech input equipment shall be provided at each
drop along the institutional network (i.e., school and libraries).
This will allow for multiple location audio interaction.
G.

All drops along the institutional network shall be pro-

vided with equalized distribution amplifiers. The system shall
have the capability to develop inter-active digital service.
H.

Installation and ongoing maintenance and replacement of

the institutional cable shall be provided by the franchisee including: cable, amplifiers, modulators, demodulators, converters etc.
Franchisee technical staff shall be available as resource to those
school districts and libraries who do not have such staff.
I.

The franchisee shall provide one 19" color television

set to each cable drop (school and library) along the institutional
network. The drop shall provide the capability of picking p alphabet channel selection.
J.

The franchisee shall provide a channel converter (includ-

ing cable alphabet channels) to each cable drop (school and library)
along the institutional network.

•

K.

The franchisee shall provide six (6) each packages of

television production state of the art equipment equal to or better
as follows: color camera 'WC KY 2000, video cassette recorder JVC
4400 LU (both equipped for either AC or battery operation). Appro-

priate packaging of the equiPment shall also be provided. Microphones, one each Sony ECM 150, one each Sony ECM 23F. Complete
cords, cables for.interconnecting equipment and audio and power
extension cables. Professional tripod dolly and friction head
support shall be supplied for the camera. Distribution of these
production packages shall be determined by the Consortium.
L.• The institutional network shall be provided a link (cable
or other) that will intertie UCD and the institutional network.

M.

The purchase of cable-related equipment and materials

will be available through the franchisee if such purchases reflect
•a savings for the schools and libraries.
N.

The cable head end should have film chain and tape play-

back equipment to help supplement the Consortium capability to "play
back" taped and film programming.
• III. FRANCHISE FEES
The Consortium agrees with the County Executive's position on,
• the use of the franchise fees to sustain local initiative and pro-

gramming. It is requested that a percentage of the fees collected .
be allocated to the Educational Consortium. Fees will be used to

sustain programming of educational interest by both the educational
community and the city/county library system.
Prior to final adoption of the fees and allocations, the
Consortium will provide a proposal outlining. its needs for

supplementary support. The intent is to inventory the resources of
the Consortium and to project additional financial support required
to sustain educational programs.
Governance. The Consortium requests full and equal partici-

pation in the governance structure responsible for management of
the cable system. The suggestion of a joint powers agency among
the constituency of Sacramento County and the cities requires educational representation to assure the public good as it relates to
libraries and education.
The potential for electronic education and library services
is rapidly changing because of revised FCC regulations, transportation patterns, demographic changes and socio-economic needs of our
citizens. The blue sky predictions associated with CATV are no
longer in the future; therefore, the Consortium feels strongly
that its role will be vital in planning for and developing the
resources of CATV in Sacramento County.
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Illa Collin, Member
Board of Supervisors
700 H Street, Room 2450
. Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Ms. Collin:
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FGARD OF SUPE,

Attached for your information is the tentative Programming
Proposal for Institutional Cable Network as developed by the
Sacramento Area Educational Consortium for Instructional Television.
This should act as a supplement to the Educational Consortium's
Position Paper and hopefully will delineate in a more definitive
way how we propose to use the channels requested in our original
proposal in the interests of the students and adults of Sacramento
County.
Sincerely,
..X4w ,Ce
William L. Cunningha0
County Superintendent

WLC:mh
Attachment

EDUCATIONAL CONSORTIUM
TENTATIVE PROPOSAL PROGRAMMING FOR
INSTITUTIONAL CABLE NETWORK
April 22, 1981
In an effort to plan for the educational needs of Sacramento County
as they relate to cable, the Educational Consortium has submitted a
position paper to the city and county. Since the paper did not describe
the services the Consortium anticipates it:would be Able to provide
through cable, the following descriptions, and graphs are submitted as a
follow-up to the original position paper which discussed only the details
of the institutional network being recommended.
Rationale for Using Cable as an Instructional Tool
I. Provides a base for sharing information.
By utilizing cable it should become feasible for the 17 K-12
.

school districts, three community colleges, the public libraries,'private
schools, CSUC, UCD and others, to share in using some resources, common
to

all. Top priority amongst those resources would be audio-visual

materials many of which are purchased by the dozens and which could,
through cable transmission, be reduced to just a few copies serving all.
Equipment cost would also be reduced; i.e., fewer film projectors if
cable could be used.
2. Allows schools, colleges and libraries to share human resources.
The members of the Consortium anticipate being able to use staff
•

to

help each other in staff development and as resource to specialized

services otherwise not available or too expensive. .

•■■

••••

3. More cost efficient for some instruction.
-

All

schools are'experienting difficulty in sustaining certain

2.
programs and classes which are under-enrolled. By utilizing .0ble, such
. classes could-be sustained in that their enrollment base would be
enlarged through simultaneous7 offerings of a given class in many locations
rather than one. Post secondary off-campus programming could also be made
more cost efficient by having off-campus facility rentals reduced.
4. Energy saving for both schools and students.
By being able to distribute materials over cable, costs of transporting such items as film, audio-visual equipment, data, etc., would be
reduced. In addition, students and staff attending classes, staff development meetings, workshops and similar gatherings would not have to drive
to a single location but could, instead, meet via. cable.
5. Provides more flexibility in offerings.
By having cable available, all agencies would be able to provide
more creativity in developing their Services. Such items as classes, for
• example, could be repeated for students needing reinforcement or who have
•missed class because of illness.
•

6.

Even though students and staff are served at a distance by cable,

-the ability to have a two-way - interactive system as designed by the
Consortium, expands tremendously the effectiveness of the instructional
experience. The fact that cable can provide both live video, audio and
digital response, assures its viability as one of the major instructional
, tools of the future.

Examples of School/College/Library Use of Cable
Any examples used now are projections based on experience and current
practice. It should be assumed that given a system design to work with,

3
the Consortium would have a probable two to three year planning period to
-.,upgrade and be more definitive about,services.to be praVided on cable.
In addition to those services identified on our attachment, we feel
strongly that the use of an institutional network will allow schools and
libraries the optionof retaining some existing programs and -adding new
programs that.might not be considered in a period when economic resources
are limited. The fact that cable could help by extending a given class to
a broad enough student enrollment base..makes it an important,consideration .
when trying to design programs for a period in which public agencies are
dealing with limited environmental, energy and budget resources.
The Consortium also feels that it makes good sense to master plan
for the future by identifying those services it might be possible to share
fl

in order to be more cost effective. It is felt that an institutional network, as. suggested by the Consortium, is an important element in educational
master planning.

Available Programming
It is anticipated by the Consortium that most of the instructional
programming on cable would be actual classroom instruction which would not
require extensive production. Concerns that there might not be enough
programming to fill the requested channel capacity are not felt to be valid
by the Consortium.
Example: A college course normally meets for three hours a
week. Ten classes, repeated once for those unable
to watth the first time and for reinforcement, equals
sixty hours of programming per week. Twenty classes

4

would provide 120 hours of programming. By_comparison
American River currently offers over 1700 sections of
classes each semester. When comparing those classes
added to the other colleges in the county and U.C. at
Davis, resources seem ample.
Example: Libraries currently have cooperatives organized and
are prepared to, through their sharing programs, offer
audio, visual and other community services.
Example: Instructional programming K-12 has been offered for the
past 23 years in Sacramento. There now exists 3½ hours of
programming a day, five days a week, not repeated. This
offering could be easily expanded and repeated at more
convenient listening hours, if required.
Example: Both K-12 and post-secondary education currently have
available satellites which provide educational programs up to 35 hours per week (Appalachian network and
Pacific Mountain Network). Without cable providing the
"air time" via the channels requested by the Consortium
such programs will probably not ever be used in
Sacramento. Projections for the next 15 years indicate

an increase many times the current programming from
even more satellites delivering educational programs.

Some examples of college classes available on video tape being used
1981 -

Spring

Cooperative programming and sharing of resources is already underway
on a local, state and national basis. Groups such as the Pacific
Mountain Network, the Appalachian Network and others, are branching out
from their traditional roles of serving either K-12 or post-secondary
and are "sharing." In addition, the creation of agencies such as the
University of Mid-America, Maryland's Open University, Stanford, USC
and others, promise more activity at the university level.

.

American Government
Applied Sketching
Anthropology
Business Law
Career Planning
Child Development
Communicating Through Literature
Composition & Expository Reading
Contemporary Health Issues
Data Processing
Death Attitudes and Life
Affirmation
Designing Home Ihteriors
Earth Science
English Composition
Health Education
History of Mexico
History of U.S.
Home Gardener
Intro to Business
Intro to Child Development
Intro to the Humanities

-

Intro to Human Services
Intro to Psychology
General Education, Biology
General Education, Math
Jazz
Labor History
MaCroeconomics
Metric System
Nutrition
Oceanography
Of Earth and Man Office Procedures
Physical Science
Principles of Business
Project: Universe
Psychology
Shakespeare
Survival Spanish
Understanding Human Behavior
Women's Literature
You and the Law

Mow.

April 15, 1981

Some examples of K712 and Teacher Education Series currently available on video tape
411 the subject areas of Art, Career Education, Economics, Foreign Languages, Health,
Home Economics, Language Arts, Literature, Mathematics, Music, Preschool, Science,
Screen Education, Social Studies,. Sociology, Sports & Recreation, and Teacher Education:
K-12 About Safety
. All About You
= Discovering (Science)
LInside/Out
Jobs: Seeking, Finding, Keeping
' Landsat: Satellite for All Sedsons
Let's Draw
Mathways
A Matter of Fiction
Reader's Cube
Rights and Responsibilities
Thinkabout
Trade-Offs (Economics)
Wordsmith
World History I, II
Primary Science
Safe and Sound
What's in the News
Musical Instruments
Anyone for Tennyson?
Art Corner
Becoming Me
Career Awareness
CPR: For the Sake of Life
Exploring our Nation
Job Seeking
Living in a Nuclear Age
Math: No Mystery
Science is Everywhere
TilSon's Book Shop
Writing Time
Calling Captain Consumer
Dimensions in Science: Physics
Exploration in Shakespeare
Health Care Today
Mathematical Concepts
Parlez-moi 1, 2
Photography
Planet of Man
Readalong 1, 2, 3
Media and Methods of the Artist
The Song Bag
_ Exploring the World of Science
Lands and People of the World
Easy Drawing
With Liberty and Justice For All
Science Demonstrations.
Uncommon Men and Great Ideas

T's Ed: The Heart of Teaching
Integration of Children with
• Special Needs in a
Regular Classroom
Strategies of Effective
Training
Teaching Children with
Special Needs
Educating forRespondible
Behavior
Alternatives in Education
CETA TV Training Films
Everybody's Children
More Than One Way
The Subject is Learning

A'ROPOSED PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT AND COUNTY OFFICE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR THE CABLE TELEVISION INSTITUTIONAL NETWORK

1. Public Information - School/Community Interface:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

2,

Instructional Use:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

3.

Board Meetings
Policy and Procedure Presentations
Curriculum Reviews as to Course Content, Objectives, etc.
Other District Meetings
Reviews and Explanations of Pupil Progress Reports
Budget Hearings
Exemplary Programs

Low Enrollment Classes
Home Teaching
E.S.L.•and Bilingual Instruction
Driver Education
Summer School Classes
Adult Education and Outreach
Interactive Instruction
Institutional Instruction, i.e..hospitals, detention institutions, etc.
Transmission of Educational Films

Block Showing:

A.

Sequential Learning Requiring Instruction in 1/2 Day Blocks,.
i.e. Social Science - Language Arts
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

K-12 Instructional Programming '(presently being offered 3 1/2 hours
per day,, 5 days a week)

5.

County Office of Education Use:

A,
B.
•

Reading
Writing
Listening Skills - Remedial
Literature

Special Programs
Data Transfer .
C. Attendance Accounting
D. Special Programs, i.e. R.O.P., Vocational Education

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES APPLICABLE TO CABLE
SERVICE

PUBLIC INFORMATION - CO!IlUNITY INTERFACE
INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION
Taster Planning
policy/Procedure
Review of Reporting Process
District Meetings .
Display of ExeMplary Programs

6

Teacher Sharing - Resource
Digital Use - Schedules etc.
Print Nateria Review-

12
125

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION,

•

5

LIVE S , PRE-RECORDED

3
2
2
3

25

.200 .

PRIVATE
SCHOOLS

PUBLIC,
LIBRARY

COUNTY
'SUPT.

.

TOTAL I
MRS PRO-

GRAMMING
PER WEEK
31
2

1

2

2

5
47
3

2
12

-- 2,90

-90

5
10
3

•

UNIVERSITY

3

5

5

7
2
2
15

--

COMM.
COLLEGE

ADULT
EDUC.

K-12

..

2

2

4
4
5
2

18.
11
10

6

20

6

33
211

5
.3

2
6

10
4

40

10

'50

705

.

Examples:
Audio-visual - Cost Sharing
Flexible Scheduling
Proficiency Programs-- English, Math
E.S.L./Bilingual •
Nome Teaching
Orivers Education
Other

.
.

.

.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Staff Development •

5

...---a-.......-

8.

8

62

3

COUNTY SERVICES
Special Educational Services
Business - Personnel
Attendance Accoun iting

LIBRARIES - SERVICES
TOTALS:

,

.

20
rJ

8

,

.6
2
2

6

2

443

65

8
. 8 ;
4

43

10

4

32

47

128

1260

8
3

3.
386

1

3
124

67

23

17
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22 May 1981

Supervisor. Illa Collin
700 H Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Supervisor Collin:
As one of the 24 health organizations, comprising the
Sacramento Health Cable lilevisfon Consortium, the
Sacramento-El Dorado Medical Society asks that the
Consortium members' long history of community service be
recognized in the allocation of cable television channels
during the current ordinance development process.
Should you pursue channel allocation following your review
of County staff's pending study of the subject, I respectfully request you consider the public service "track
record" of the Health Consortium agencies when making your
decision and grant the Consortium those channels identified
in our 4 May 1981 position paper instead of placing health
programming under a "consumer use authority."
Sincerely,

James M. Moorefield, MD
President
JMM:jk

SACRAMENTO HEALTH CABLE TELEVISI*CONSORTIUM

POSITION STATEMENT

Members of the Sacramento Health Cable Television :Consortium (SHCTC) are
enthusiastic about the possibility of utilizing .cable television when it is
available in the Sacramento area.
Given the rapidly developing cable television industry, the continual demand
for community health education and the expensive but limited communication
resources presently available, the combination'ofcable television and medicine
is ideal. To date, no known cable television network has fully exploited or
:utilized such cablecasting to its maximum potential. Sacramento should and
can:be the showcase for what may be accomplished through cable television.
The SHCTC is made up of a broad rang of health care professionals and medically,oriented organizations. Currently an ad hoc group, the Consortium plans to
formally incorporate when cable television with assured medical and health
access materializes. As a non-profit organization, SHCTC would be responsible
for both subscriber and institutional cable television health programming.. The
following organizations, as members of SHCTC, endorse this position paper:
American Heart Association
Easter Seal Society
Diabetes Association
Sacramento County Health Council
'Sutter Community Hospitals
Sacramento District Dental Society
Sacramento Blood Bank
.Menta]:Health Association.
Sacramento-El Dorado Medical Society
Visiting Nurse Association
Mercy San Juan Hospital
• Sacramento-El Dorado Medical Auxiliary
UC Davis Medical Center
Mercy General Hospital
Kaiser.Permanente Medical Center
Sutter' Community Hospitals
Sacramento Medical Foundation Blood Bank
AmericanCancer Society

5380. ElNas Avenue, Box CT, Sacramento,.CA..A5819,•452-2671, ext. 3

Since there are two distinct arenas within the SHCTC, general community health
programming and institutional use, the position statement addresses the needs
separately.

COMMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION •
The good health of America can be attributed largely to research and education.
Research can be accomplished by investigators working in solitary laboratories,
but to educate the community, a vehicle with the impact and latitude of television
must be employed. Up to now the cost and subsequent unavailability of broadcast
time has prohibited non-profit medical and health organizations from using
television extensively. With the ',advent of cable television, community access
and public service programmingcan be a useful tool for health education.
The SHCTC requests that at least one interactive, 24-hour, general subscriber
chahnel, offered on the first tier of service, be.allocated to scientifically-based health education under the direct and sole auspices of the
SHCTC. Provision of such first tier designated health channel(s) should not
preclude health programming on other subscriber channels.
•
Programming for such a channel will come from local 'origination as well as the
many video libraries of national medical and medically-oriented organizations ..
Program topics for health education are many. Pregnancy, childhood diseases,
child abuse, care of the newborn, parenting, nutrition, exercise, drug abuse,
alcoholism,, first aid, CPR, personal health assessment, cancer, aging and
related problems, health occupations, are but a few of thousands.
Currently the Sacramento Consortium member organizations have very limited
production capabilities. The SHCTC requests that the successful cable franchise
licensee provide the Consortium:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

aid in fully-equipping a .studio for consortium use in a central location
down-link satellite feeds or assured access to satellite communication
technical production assistance and training of volunteers
caption and bilingual facilities
24-hour teletext capability
•
a primary mobile unit or assured access to such unit
two-way drops linking Consortium agencies to health institutions
capability to feed local origination programming to the head-end
subscriber drops and basic tier of service to consortium agencies
narrow-casting capability
data transfer capability
feeds to educational channels

INSTITUTIONAL USE OF CABLE TELEVISION
The term !'institution" in this position paper currently represents all inpatient
acute hospitals in Sacramento including Roseville Community Hospital in Placer
County, non-profit associations,. the Sacramento Medical Foundation Blood Bank,.
long term care facilities and residential care facilities.

In this age of increasing technology, decreasing natural resources and inflation,
health care--although it has never been-better--is at a critical crossroads.
. Conventional methods of professional education, 1n-service staff training, Aiagnosis,.management and data transfer must utilize available cable communication
technology if the quality of care is to remain ata high level, while at the
same time costs are to be minimized.
The SHCTC believes that cable television can provide a bridge to the new age
of health care.•
Some of the potential health institution uses of cable television are:
Continuing education of medical and health professionals
In-service training
Patient education
On-line data retrieval
Teleconferences
Epidemic Control and Disease Vectoring
Medical records transfer between hospitals
Medical consultation. and teaching
Sacramento area institutions, depending on their Size, currently have some video equipment, staff and experience. This ranges from a relatively sophisticated
in-house system at the Medical Center to single "home-video" casette recorders
at some of the smaller facilities. The SHCTC requests that the successful
cable franchise licensee provide health institutions, through the Consortium:.
* at least two audio visual interactive channels linking all'ConsortiuM
institutions
* one audio-visual channel for.hospitalized.patient education
* subscriber drops and basic tier of service for room televisions
* ability to maintain full-time instant access controlled by Consortium
institutions
* down-link satellite feeds to allow institutions to receive programming
from the Association of Hospital TV Networks
* capacity to conduct teleconferences
* capacity to add channels as technology and needs require
* data channel capacity with ability to expand to clinics, pharmacies,
professional offices
* telefacsimile capability.
* ability to maintain strict confidentiality through narrow-casting.,
closed circuit, and/or selective reception
* ability for simultaneous use of a channel
* origination/production equipment accessible to each facility
* ability to direct signals into the system to the head-end; capacity
to send institutional programming to general subscribers on the
health channel
*'One mobile -unit with transmitting :capacity

CONCLUSION
All of these SHCTC recommendations relate to the improvement of Sacramento
citizens' health and the maintenance of high quality of health care provided
. in Sacramento. At the same time,, optimal utilization of cable television may
result in the reduction of health care costs---felt by all of us.
We look forward to meeting with the competing cable companies to discuss the
possible additional uses of cable television and we commend the County and
Cities involved for this opportunity to participate in the franchise process.

###
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HEALTH CONSORTIUM SAMPLE PROGRAM GUIDE
Subscriber Channel
10:00 am 41:00

Medical News (Alpha-numeric)

11:00 am 11:30

Children in the Hospital

11:30 am 12:00

One Heart, One Life & Exercise

Noon -

Ask your I5octor. (Call in or interactive)

1:00

1:00 pm 1:30

Diabetes and You

1:30 p
2:00

Toxic Shock Syndrome

2:00 pm 2:30

Hospice Care

2:30 pm 3:00

Infant Feeding

3:00 pm 4:00

Consumer Issues in Mental Health

4:. 00 pm
5:. 00

Stress Management Class Interactive)

5:00 pm 6:00

1Health Roundtable Discussion (Interactive)

&:30 pm 7:00

Skin Care

7:00 pm 7:30

Big Yellow Schooner & A Little Slow (Children)

SAMPLE PROGRAM GUIDE
Page two

7:00 pm 7:30

How the Human Body Works (Serial)

7:30 pm 8:00

Meet Sutter Hospitals

8:00 pm 9:00

Abortion Issues (Interactive)

9:00 pm 9:30

Health Hazard Appraisal

9:30 pm 10:00

Health 'News, All Night Pharmacies
and Emergency numbers (Alpha-numeric)

#####################################################################

10:00 am .
11:00

Medical News (Alpha-numeric)

11:00 am 11:30

Bathing Your Baby

11:30 am 12:00

Arthritis Clinic

Noon 1:00

Meet Your Health Professional (Interactive)

1:00 pm 1:30 .

Parenting

1:30 pm 2:00

Handling Crisis

2:00 pm 2:30

High Blood Pressure

2:30 pm 3:00

Read the Label, Set a Better Table

SAMPLE PROGRAM GUIDE
Page three

3:00 pm 3:30

You Can't Buy Health

3:30 pm 4:00

Causes of Paralysis

4:00 pm 5:00

Stress Management Class (Interactive)

5:00 pm 6:00

Health Roundtable Discussion (Interactive)

6:00 pm 6:30

Fire in the Home

6:30 pm 7:00

Vacation and Your Health

7:00 p
7:30

Children in the Hospital

7:30 pm &:00

How the Human Body Works (Serial

8:00 pm 9:00

Ask Your Doctor (Call in Or interactive)

9:00 pm 9:30

The Facts about Emphysema

9:20 pm 10:00

Health News, All Night Pharmacies
and Emergency Numbers (Alpha-numeric)

## ########## ######## ########## ####### ######### ####### ########## #####

SAMPLE PROGRAM GUIDE
Page four

10:00 am 11:00

Medical News (Alpha-numeric)

11:00 am 11:30

Parenting

11:30 am 12:00.

The Sun and Your Skin

Noon 1:00

Stop Smoking Clinic

1:00 pm 1:30

Seeing

1:30 pm
2:00

Psoriasis

2:00 p
2:30

Pasteur's Cure For Rabies

3;00 pm 4:00

The Air We Breathe

4:00 pm 4:30

Eat wisely, Live Well

4:30 pm 5:00

The Ear

5:00 pm 6:00

Health Roundtable Discussion (interactive)

6:00 pm 7:00

Stress Management Class (interactive) .

SAMPLE PROGRAM GUIDE
Page five

7:00 pm 7:30

How the Human Body Works (Serial)

7:30 pm 8:00

Arthritis Clinic

8:00 pm 8:30

Diabetes and You

8:30 p
9:00

Self Care in Minor Emergencies

9:00 pm 9:30

Drug Abuse

9:30 pm
10:00

Health News, All Night Pharmacies
and Emergency numbers (Alpha-numeric)

-.„

#####################################################################

10:00 am 11:00

Medical News (Alpha-numeric)

11:00 am 12:00

Stress Management Class (interactive)

Noon
1:00

Consumer Issues in Child Abuse

1:00 pm 1:30

Children with Learning Disabilities

1:30 pm 2:00

The Facts About Emphysema

200 pm 2:30

Senior citizens' health hazards

SAMPLE PROGRAM GUIDE
.
Page six

•2:30 pm 3:00

Environmental Health

3:00 pm 4:00

Occupational Health and Safety

4:00 pm 4:30

Childhood Accidents

4:30 pm 5:00

How well can you see?

5:00 pm 6:00

Health Roundtable discussion (interactive

6:00 pm 7:00

Stress Management Class (interactive)

7:00 pm 7:30

STROKE

7:30 pm
8:00

Unwed Mothers in Today's World

8:00 pm 8:30

. How the Human Body Works (Serial)

8:30 pm 9:00

After a Heart Attack

9:00 pm
9:30

A look at Radiology

930 pm • 10:00

Health News, All Night Pharmacies
and Emergency Numbers (Alpha-numeric)

• ###################*#######################M#######################

SAMPLE. PROGRAM GUIDE
Page seven

10:00 am 11:00

Medical News(Alpha-numeri)

11:00 am 11:30

You Can't Buy Health

11:30 am 12:00

Home Health Cate

Noon 1:00

Ask Your Allergist

1:00 p
2:00

Lamaze Class

2:00 p
3:00

Discussion on Diets

3-:.00 pm 3:$0

Exercises for Seniors

3:30 p
4:00

Nutrition for Seniors.

4:00 p
5:00

CPR Class

5:00 pm 5:30

Health & Safety for Children

5:30 pm 6:00

Children with. Learning Disabilities

6:00 pm 7:00

Roundtable Discussion on Health

-

SAMPLE PROGRAM GUIDE
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1:00 pm 8:00

Stress Management Class

8:00 pm 8:30

How the Human Body Works

8:30 pm 9:00

Venereal Disease

9:00 p
9:30

Vacation and Health

9:30 pm 10:00

Health News,.All Night Pharmacies
and Emergency Numbers (Alpha-numeric)

#####################################################################

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
Inter-Department Correspondence
Date

•
To

May 5,1981

William R. Freeman

From :

Ronald L. Usher, Ph.D.

Subject :

Potential Uses of a Cable Television System: Health Department

OUT department has reviewed the potential uses of Cable TV, acknowledging the fact that the'County with its four cities will jointly
franchise . a - cable operator for the Sacramento Community. We are aware
of the limitations present in a Cable system, particularly the ones
addressed in your memo, but have sought to take a positive attitude
for potential negotiation. With this in Mind, we would like to recommend
the following as requirements in the RFP'process:

. The Cable operator be required to install the cable network
.through the urban or populated area Of Sacramento County, and
that the basic system be made available to residents at no
cost or at a minimal cost per month. (i.e. $2 - 4.00 per month).
2.

3.

The basic cable system include two Public service channels or
linestimmediately, with three additional channels reserved for
'public service uses in the future.
The cable operator, either
directly or by contract, provide at
no cost to the user an ongoing (i.e. for the life of the system)
production capability to be Used by the county, cities, other
government and non-profit agencies to produce channel-ready
quality materials for view on the public service channels.

4. The cable operator's production capability be required to produce
at a minimum thirty local productions per year, with half of .
these productions being at least thirty minutes or more duration.
These productions and broadeasti, must be in color.
5. The cable operator be required tO pay rental fees or otherwise
obtain a minimum of seven broadcast hours Per week requested by
the county, cities, other governthent and non-profit agencies.
6. The cable operator should guarantee (if desired) at least three .
viewings per week on public service material requested to be
•
'shown.

0
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7. Government agencies and private non -profit agencies should
'receive the basic cable system at no charge.
•B. The cable operator submit a detailed Plan with an explicit
timetable for installing the cable system for approval by the
county and the four cities. In this way we can ensure that
the network is started and made available to Sacramento County
residents without regard' to income, geography or other demographic features of . the neighborhood in which they reside.
The above RFP: requirements we feel will maximize the County's opportunity
to utilize the cable system and will also ensure its residents have an
opportunity to benefit from the educational aspects of the system.
specifically addressing your questions on utilizing the cable system,
the following information is presented: .
1. Inventory
a.

Our department is not normally involved in producing
channel-ready materials. We have some staff with limited
- expertise in this type of media, with even more expertise
potentially available with Some of our contractors.
-

b.

Telephone line for data communications
(1) Vital Statistics will have a computer terminal
in August ,1981, that - will be hooked into the
main county computer with telephone lines.
(2) Air Pollution has a mini computer with remote
air testing stations.
(3) Public Health Laboratory has TELECON for training
which uses telephone lines for multiple site
communications.

(4) County Compliance Unit has a TTY instrument.
cr. Video or audio production equipment .
(1) Alcohol Division
• Video tape cameras (Sony and Panasonic), 3i" black/
- white, one hour - capacity.
- 2 video tape recorders (Sony and Panasonic,
black/white, one hour capacity.
- 1 TV monitor (Panasonic)
•
Tripode
- 30 l:eel to reel tapes. (24 - 60 minutes, 6-30 Minutes)
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(2) Mental Health Division
- 2 tape playback and record units (reel to reel)
- 1 video monitor
- 2 cassette tape recorders - 1 - slide project with tape unit

d) Local, state and national programming (see attachments
for media available)
• Existing Communication

Our department does have educational and information materials that
it uses to augment the provision of services, and alSo makes use
of department generated and Community directories. Each division
does some information and referraLactivities by telephoheand
ties into available I&R services within the community. If production capabilities were available, we would attempt to utilize"
a cable system wherever feasible and cost effective.
3. New Communication .
If the cable operator is required through the RFP to Make
production capabilities available, our department would utilize
either existing or new communication opportunities whenever
feasible and cost effective. Althpugh our staff expertise is
limited as is certainly oUr .budgetcaPability,.we would envision
utilizing whatever resources our contractors possess and also those
available from other non-profit agencies in the community.
Staff has done some initial checking with health departments in
San Joaquin, Riverside and San Diego counties and in Seattle,
Washington to ascertain their involvement with existing cable
networks. There appeared to be no 'prganized approach by these
• departments to utilizing cable, with the canstant theme that
production casts are generally prohibitive to making effective
• use of the Cable system. This situation underscores our recommendations that the cable operator be Mandated to make available
production capability at no cost td the user in order to realistically tailor programming to meet the needs of the community we
serve.
Cable TV does provide 'a medium by which a cross section of the
broad subscriber population can be reached, but also provides
a vehicle for reaching selected, smaller populations that can
be targeted because of their demographics or special interests.
These smaller select populations with
needs are en., specific
.
vision -ed as particularly good candidates for educational and training
. programming.

Pdtential 11::es of a Cable Television System: Yealth Donartment
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have attached for your information each of the commentaries
submitted by our three divisions. which speak not only to media
.currently available, but also potential uses of and interfaces
with a cable system.

RLWEPD:ms

Attachments

The following information has been provided before, but is
being included here for ready reference.

1. K.V.I.E. This is their latest document.
It summarizes previous submissions.

2. Educational Consortium. Two previous position
papers are included that give a comprehensive
picture of educational needs and uses of the
cable system.

3. Medical Consortium. Materials include a letter
requsting a channel, a position paper outlining
the make-up of the consortium and the potential
uses, and a sample program guide.

4. Health Department. This position paper is a
response to a memo sent to all city and county
departments. It is included here because of
its relationship to the Medical Consortiums
request.

RESERVED CHANNELS
FOR ENFORCEMENT. PURPOSES
:(The "Bank") .

1. Purno=..es and Effect. Viewed as a reservation of channels
over which the government exercises future use control, or,as.a
reservation of channel's' for the purpose of regulating program
content on channels operated by a Franchisee, the "'banking
concept" seriously risks trespass upon coStitutionallY protected
rights.. Viewed as a resource reserved solely for the purpose of
enforcing the franchise terms; the "banking concept" is arguablv
as defensible as any other remedial measure, such as shortening
of the term of the Franchise, liquidated damages, etc. It is the
latter concept which Staff recommends be adopted.
To be an effective enforcement measure, the bank must include
a sufficient number of reserved channels to economically impaat
the Franchisee. Correspondingly, the standards for release of
the channels should be oriented solely to compliance, with the
. Franchise terms, and as objective and unambiguous' as; reasonably
possible.

Should there be a policy determination to commit only .a nominal number of channels to the bank, staff recommends that the
banking concept be eliminated. Since its sole use would be as an
enforcement measure, commitment of, for example, two or three '
channels to the bank, would add as much to the ordinance as a
licuidated damage clause in the amount of c-310 per day.
Similarly, staff recommends that applicants not be offered the
opportunity to bid the number of channels to be placed in the
bank. As noted above, the banked channels would be not a community resource
a franchise enforcement measure. A bidding
approach to the bank would permit applicants to confuse channels
allocated for community benefit with channels allocated to the
bank, requiring trade-off choices in the selection process whic: ,
do not relate to each other.
,

'

The

specific staff recommendation is as follows.

Twenty (20%) percent (rounded to the
2. eUncommitted Channels.
next higher whole number) of all channels on the Subscriber
Network which are made operable by a Franchisee at any time
during the term of a franchise shall be vested within the juris- • diction and control of the Cable Television Commission, and shall
not be subject to use by the Franchisee or any third party
without the approval of the Board of Directors of the Commission
pursuant to apPlication and under the. procedures and .standards'
prescribed below. Said channels are hereinafter referred, to as
the "Uncommitted .Channels". The Uncommitted -. Channels shall
•be deemed to include any channels made. available for the exclu-1-

sive use of particular entities either presently or in the future
by other terms of the ordinance.

Note. In the April 22, 1981, re-draft of ordinance provisions, staff recommended a commitment of 25% of the channels on
the subscriber network to the "bank". HoWever, that recommendation was based upon a concept which would involve the release
of channels to a Community Use Authority for future community
use, as well as to the Franchisee pursuant to demonstrated
compliance with terms and conditions of the Franchise Documents.
The community use concept now recommended, obviates such a community use release mechanism. As a pure enforement mechanism,
•staff now recommends a minimum allocation to the bank of 20%
• of the channels.

3. Release of Uncommitted Channels.
A Franchisee may apply to
the Board of Directors of the Commission for release to the
Franchisee of one or more Uncommitted Channels.
Such an application may not be made prior to completion of
the Cable Television System (i.e., service availability to
100% of the homes within Service Areas). From and after the date
of such co7:Dletion1 the Commission shall be authorized to release
not more than three (3) Uncommitted Channels to the Franchisee's
use during each succeeding twelve (12) month period.
The Board of Directors shall grant applications for release
made in co7Dliance with the above conditions if the Board finds
all of the following:
That the Franchisee, at the time of the conclusion of
a.
the hearing, is in full and complete compliance with all terms,
conditions and requirements of the Franchise Documents; and
That the Franchisee is in compliance with any and all
b.
rules, regulations and orders enacted or issued by the Board of
Directors of the Commission, other than any regulations which may
be enacted pursuant to the provisions of Section
(the
section entitled "Cable Television Services" on page 12 of the
April 22, 1981, Re-Draft.).
c.
The Board of Directors of the Commission shall, under no
circumstances, consider content or use intended by a Franchisee
in reaching its decision to either approve or disapprove an
application by a Franchisee for release of Uncommitted Channels.

The Uncommitted Channels are reserved for the sole and
d.
exclusive use of the Franchisee, subject only to the terms, conditions and procedures for release to the Franchisee established
by this Article.
-2--

In granting such an application,. the Board of Directors shall
not be authorized to charge or condition approval upon payment by
the Franchisee of any fee, tax or other mOnetary consideration
which is not otherwi:e required by or purtuant to the Franchise
Documents.
4. Unresolved Issues. In a discussion between staff, interested
operators and others on August 5, 1981, the operators raised the
question of how the reservation of channels would apply specifically to a situation where the winning proposal involves
installation of a "shadow" cable with intended activation of the
channels on that cable at some point during the term of the
franchise, and the situation where a Franchisee, during mid-term,
voluntarily elects to up-grade the entire system by adding channel capacity.
Under the wording of Title No. 2, above, upon activation of
channels on a "shadow" cable 20% of those channels would automatically be reserved as Uncommitted Channels, subject to release
pursuant to the standards identified by Title No. 3. Such would
also literally be true should a system be voluntarily upgraded
during the term of a franchise. •Staff has not yet had a sufficient cyz .zortunity to reflect, however, upon the questions of
whether the language used should produce such results.
It is recommended that.these issues be'' reserved for resolution in draft ordinance provisions, after further discussions •
between staff and operators.
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SUBJECT:

The Channel Bank

TO THE JOINT CABLE TV SUBCOMMITTEE, SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
AND SACRAMENTO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS:
Dear Ms. Collin and Gentlemen:
On behalf of Sacramento Cablevision, Inc. we offer
the following comments on the proposed channel bank:
THE PROBLEM

1. We strongly oppose the concept of the bank as
set forth in the staff memorandum distributed to the operators
on August 5, 1981, for the following reasons:
a. The proposed bank confiscates a substantial
number of channels up front and thereby punishes the operator
before any offense against the franchise has been committed
or before the severity of any such transgression has been
determined. Since the number of channels is not infinite
and increasing numbers of satellite services are becoming
available on a regular basis, this not only punishes the
operator but also the subscribing public. The public suffers
from loss of opportunity to view available program material
and also from the likely need for higher subscription rates

-2to supply the revenue which would otherwise be gained from
the confiscated channels. The extent of the programming
now available is demonstrated by the attached list of program
material and new services are being announced almost every
week.
b. The overall bank concept seems to be part
of an attitude that there are channels "to burn" and no one
will suffer if some are put away for up to ten years.
Unfortunately, the 20% proposed for the bank plus the channels
to be allocated up front to community use plus those likely
to be lost by reason of aeronautical frequency conflict will
drastically curtail the channels available to the operator
and the viewing public. While mentioned by us in certain of
the hearings, not much attention yet has been paid to
aeronautical frequency conflicts which arise under FAA rules
when the system exceeds 330 MHz. As you may know, the
maximum channel capacity under present technology of a dual
330 MHz system is on the order of 84 channels. A typical
dual 400 MHz system has a theoretic capacity of some 104
channels, of which as many as 16 could be found to be in
conflict with the aeronautical frequencies in the Sacramento
area. Although waivers as to some of these might be obtained
from the FAA, there is no present certainty that this could
be so.
We acknowledge our responsibility to fully support
an extensive community use of the cable system. We are also

-3ready to carry all local "off air" stations and must, of
course, observe the FAA rules. However, the addition of a
20% bank to the foregoing could absorb more than 50% of the
channels. Carrying local stations is necessary, supporting
community access is necessary, non-interference with
aeronautical frequencies is necessary, but there has been no
such showing of necessity for the bank, which as proposed by
staff is analogous to requiring a refuse collection franchisee
to park 20% of his trucks in the City/ County corporation
yard before he has been found in violation of any of the
terms of his franchise.
c. As a regulatory measure, the bank is
classic overkill since a full arsenal of other weapons is
available to redress violations of the franchise documents,
including:
(1) Cancellation of the franchise;
(2) Shortening the franchise;
(3) Nonrenewal of the franchise;
(4) Award of a second (or third) franchise;
(5) A call on the performance bond;
(6) A call on the cash deposit.
The foregoing, of course, are all in addition to
the certain loss of subscriber revenues resulting from
failure to complete the system or to keep the franchise
commitments.
SUGGESTED SOLUTION
2. Given the foregoing, it is our belief that the
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only acceptable form of bank would be one similar to the
owner's holdback on a construction contract; that is, 10% of
the sums due the contractor typically are withheld until
final completion. Under this concept, Sacramento Cablevision, Inc. would accept a bank as to 10% of the total
operable channels - excluding those subject to aeronautical
conflict - until service is available to 100% of the residents of the service area, at which time all banked channels
would be released.
3. The foregoing would apply only to initially
constructed channels and the bank would not extend to those
made operable at any later time - as the staff recommendation presently provides. Such a downstream bank would be a
substantial dis-incentive to later expansion of the channel
capacity since it would drastically affect the return on
investment formula utilized by most companies in determining
whether or not a particular capital expenditure is justifiable.
Since the nature and extent of the banking regulation substantially impacts the number of channels available
for community use, the foregoing comments should be read in
the context of the accompanying comments on community use
channels and other facilities. The franchise goose is
capable of providing a limited number of golden eggs and the
subcommittee is respectfully urged to confine the bank to an
incentive for complete and successful build-out of the system.
Very truly ours,

DIEPENBROCK

AVAILABLE CABLE PROGRAM MATERIAL
Sacramento Must Carry
1.

KCRA - Channel 3

2.

KVIE - Channel 6

3.

KXTV - Channel 10

4.

KOVR - Channel 13

5.

KLOC - Channel 19

6.

KMOV - Channel 31

7.

KTXL - Channel 40
Community Use/Access Channels

1.

CCET No. 1

2.

CCET No. 2

3.

CCET No. 3

4.

Educational Consortium No. 1

5.

Educational Consortium No. 2

6.

Educational Consortium No. 3

7.

Other Community Use No. 1

8.

Other Community Use No. 2

9.

Other Community Use No. 3
Independent Channels

1.

Chicago WGN

2.

Atlanta WTBS

3.

New York WOR
Pay Television Options

1.

Home Theater Network

2.

Galavision

3.

Home Box Office

4.

Cinemax

5.

The Movie Channel

6.

Show Time

7.

Rainbow Programming Services

Programming Available Via Satellite
(N.B. Some of the following can be combined on
a single channel)
1.

Cineamerica

2.

Spanish International Network

3.

Black Entertainment Network

4.

National Christian Network

5.

People That Love

6.

Christian Broadcasting Network

7.

Satellite Programming Network

8.

USA Network

9.

C-SPAN (Coverage of House of Representatives)

10. Entertainment and Sports Programming Network
11. Cable News Network
12. Nickelodeon
13. Appalachian Community Service Network
14. AETN (American Educational Television Network)
15. Modern Satellite Network
16. CBS Cable
17. Trinity Broadcasting Network
18. News Prime Time
19. Telefrance USA
20. The Women's Channel
21. Las Vegas Live
22. ABC Arts
23. ABC's Beta Service

24. The Community Service Network
25. Windows on Wall Street
26. The 24-Hour Music Channel
27. The Public Service Satellite Consortium
28. The Center for Nonbroadcasting TV
29. The Jewish Television Network
30. The Eternal Word
31. Shopping at Home
32. North American News Time
33. Studio One
34. Thursday Night Baseball
35. Calliope
36. The English Channel
37. The Health Show
38.

YOU (Women's Channel)

39.

Night Flight

40. Spanish Language News Service
41. Multi-Cultural Children's Television
42. 24-Hour Weather
43. Buena Vista Hispanic Programming
44. Reuters Information Retrieval
45. Visions of Asia
46. How To
47. Nashville
48. Video Music Channel
49. Video Concert Hall
50. Rock 24
51. Involvision
52. Kidvid

-

Additional Services Available

1.

UPI Slo-Scan News

2.

Time and Weather

3.

Dow Jones Cable News

4.

National/International News

5.

State/Regional News

6.

Teletext

JEFFREY L. KUHN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
2216 - 23RD STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818
(916) 457-8691

August 10, 1981

Joint Subcommittee on Cable Television
700 H Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Re: Reserved Channels for Enforcement Purposes
Members in Session:
On behalf of Six Star Nielson Cablevision I would
like to offer the following comments concerning the
subject of "Reserved Channels for Enforcement Purposes
(the "Bank")".
Ideally, we would of course like to have no banking
of channels since we expect to have enough programming
for all operable channels on a 2 cable, 100 channel CATV
system. We recognize the concerns raised by the council
persons and supervisors, as well as staff, about the need
for a strong contract enforcement tool, however, and must
agree that banking will provide such a tool. Under the
circumstances Six Star Nielson then has no real objection
to the creation of the 207 bank.
Under the present proposal of 207 of operable channels
banked (approximately 21 channels for a 104 channel system)
with a maximum of 3 channels released per year, the
commission would have the use of this enforcement tool for
about 7 years following 4 years allowed to complete
construction or 11 years total out of 15. We would like
to request that you consider raising the release rate to
4 per year, thus allowing total release in year 9 instead
of 11. This would in turn give the operator 6 years instead

Members in Session
August 10, 1981
Page -2-

of only 4 in which to fully utilize the system.
Thank you.
Very truly yours,

JEFFREY L. KUHN
JLK:pb

DAVID W. McMURTRY
Attorney at Law

August 12 . , 1981

Joint Sub-Committees
City Council - Board of Supervisors
Cable Television
700 H Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Issue Paper onChannel Banking
Members In Session:
We have reviewed the Issue. Paper on the. •
reservation of channels for future allocation (i.e.,
"channel banking") prepared by your staff. On behalf of our client, Teleprompter Corporation, we wish to
make the following comments on this subject:
1. The staff has proposed that 20% of'all
channel capacity in a system be allocated to a "bank"
subject to the control of the CATV Commission. In a
typical 108 channel system a total of 21 channels
• would be placed in the bank and released at a maximum
rate of 3 per year over a period commencing with the
fourth or fifth year of the franchiseand ending in
the twelfth to thirteenth year of the franchise.
This proposal appears to be based upon the
assumption that a significant amount Of channel
'capacity will remain unused at the inception of system
operations. Under this view, the "banking" of this
unused capacity would impose minimal hardship upon the
system operator while at the same, time offering the
Commission an inexpensive method of enforcing the
franchise terms.

•2020 Hurley Way, Suite 365 E Sacramento, California 95825 m (916) 920 0902
-

Joint Sub-Committees
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Recent innovations in programming in the CATV
industry strongly suggest that the basic assumption .
concerning unused channel capacity is not valid.
'Teleprompter Corporation believes that by the time the
• Sacramento system first becomes operational in late 1982
or early 1983 quality programming will be available to
utilize most, if not all, channel capacity in a typical
108 channel system. If 21 Channels are arbitrarily
placed in the bank for delayed release, the system . sub• scribers will simply be denied the ability to. take full
advantage of programming available to modern cable
systems of comparable Size. . In addition, since banked
channels cannot be used to generate operating revenues,
those revenues must be obtained from other susbscriber
services with consequential effect upon the rates charged
for those services.- In either case, the public will pay
a heavy price for a regulatory tool which is cumulative
• to a myriad of other regulatory procedures provided in
the franchise ordinance.
.

2. Our client-would not object to a form of
channel banking which would be imposed for the sole
_purpose of insuring full completion of the system. We
believe that under such a concept the bank should be
limited to actual unused channel capacity and should
terminate upon the completion of system to the reasonable satisfaction of the CATV Commission. Pending full
• system'completion, banked channels : should be released
• if the CATV Commission finds that the franchisee is
making Satisfactory progress toward completion of the
system arid has not materially breaChed the terms of the
franchise.
-

Very truly yours,

W 7113444
DAVID W. McMURTRY
DWM:eg
cc: Mr. Richard Waterman
Mr. Joe Gray

united
cable Wlevision
of sacrament°, inc.
A Subsidiary of United Cable Television Corporation

August 6, 1981
TO:

Subcommittee of Governing Bodies on Cable Television

FROM:

Suzanne M. Wood

SUBJECT: Regulatory Mechanism—Bank
POSITION: United Cable Television recognizes the governing
bodies' desire to have a regulatory mechanism. We do not ob-.
ject to the "bank" so long as its structure does not unnecessarily penalize subcribers.
-

.

COMMENTS: Staff has identified the areas-of system completion,
sys -Lem quality and community use performande as the primary
focus of banking as an enforcement mechanism. United Cable
understands the concern of the governing bodies, that the operator live up -to all its promises, and with respect to the area
of system completion has little problem with banking 20% of
the . Channels.
However, given the current state of program. and
growth, we are confident in predicting that "blacking-out"
that number of channels will result in subCribers being denied
the opportunity to receive programs and services which they: .
would choose to receive if given the opportunity. The language
as proposed gives no discretion; three channels a year is. a
,
maximum no matter what the circumstances.
We would prefer to see some mechanism whereby the Commission would have the authority to release additional channels
if justified by subscriber interest and supported by the operator's existing compliance. We would also 'prefer to have onethird (1/3) to one half (1/2) of the banked channels released
on completion of the system.
Assuming the operator has built the system on time, maintained quality operations and met all the contract terms over
a period of years, the governing bodies should be willing to
acknowledge that performance and rely on the less severe machanisms in the ordinance for enforcement.

•..

Suzanne M. Wood, Attorney at Law
1025 19th Street • Suite 10 • Sacramento, California 95814 • (916) 448 8766 • (916) 481 3091 (Home)
-

cc: Distribution

-

RESOURCE COMMITMENTS
TO PARTICULAR ENTITIES
The National Cable Television
1. Purposes and Effect.
Association has recently taken the position that any unilaterally
mandated commitment of resources of a Franchisee to community
benefit or the benefit of particular e . :tities violates the rights
of the Franchisee under the First Amendment.
The Association
conceptually asserts protection of cable television operators
under the same principles as apply to the press, distinguishing
cable television operators from other broadcast media. There is
as yet no direct legal authority which supports this proposition.
However, the proposition is supported by dicta appearing in a
Federal District Court decision, which was reversed by a Circuit
Court of Appeals and is currently pending hearing before the
United States Supreme Court.*
K.V.I.E. and the Educational Consortium have specifically
.identified their needs, and have overtly pressed for an advance
commitment by the Governing Bodies of resources •for their benefit. The Governing Bodies have accommodated those requests, at
least in part, by determining that channel allocations on'the
subscriber network will be made to those two organizations in the
ordinance.
As yet, little consideration has been given by the Governing
Bodies to the questions of how either the ordinance or request
for proposals should deal with the desire by K.V.I.E. for studio
facilities, the request by the Educational Consortium for channels on the institutional network (and presumably hardware
necessary to implement institutional uses), and whatever commitments might be made to the County and Cities relating to institutional network uses and hardware therefor. All of the foregoing
are potentially high expense commitments. All involve significant potential public benefit, though some more directly than
others. For example, institutional channels for schools could
dramatically improve instruction. Institutional facilities fo7
the County and Cities could provide operational and functional

*The National Association also asserts that the First Amendment
mai be violated by a process which allows applicants to bid community resources. The foundation for this claim is the allegation that the intense competition for franchises makes the
bidding process inherently coersive and constitutes a means of
forcing applicants to do indirectly what they may not be
required to do directly. The implications of this position
carried to their extreme, are that issuance of a franchise can
involve no guarantee of resource commitments to the community or
individual or governmental or other entities whatsoever.
-1-

opportunities not now existing, and create improved efficiency.
With respect to studio facilities for K.V.I.E., it is uncertain
whether full use of the channels on the subscriber network tentatively decided to be allocated could be effectively utilized
.without additional resources commitments.
Because of the potentially high expense and importance to the
community of all of these features, staff recommends consideration of the potentials by the Joint Sub-Committees and
ensuing establishment of preferences and priorities. Both fairness and protection of the public interest dictate that applicants be afforded some advance notice concerning the priorities
in advance of submitting their applications. Otherwise, the high
costs could force individual applicants to make subjective determinations relating to tradeoffs which result in less attractive
proposals than might otherwise be desired.

.

Perhaps the deliberations could commence with a direction to
staff to obtain a precise statement from K.V.I.E. of its current
estimate of needs relating to studio facilities and hardware, .a
similar statement from the educational consortium relating to
channels on the institutional network and hardware, and from the
County and Cities of their expectancies. An attempt could be
made to ascertain whether it is realistic to expect that all of
these needs would be satisfied through an open-ended bidding process.
If not, priorities could be established accordingly.
The following outline of provisions deal solely with the tentative decisions made to date allocating channels on the
subscriber network to K.V.I.E. and the educational consortium.
2. Channel Allocations to K.V.I.E. and EdUcational Consortium.
a.

Subject to the terms and conditions below, three
(3) channels on the subscriber network (in
addition to K.V.I.E.'s existing must carry station)
shall be allocated for the exclusive use of K.V.I.E.,
and four (4) channels on the subscriber network
shall be allocated for the exclusive use of
the Sacramento County Superintendent of Schools,
in trust for the benefit of all school and community college districts., colleges and universities,
and private educational institutions within
Sacramento County.

b.

Channels allocated to K.V.I.E. and the County
Superintendent on the subscriber network shall
be reserved for the exclusive use' of such
entities only so long as and to the extent such
channels are committed to "Full-Time-Use"
pursuant to the following terms and conditions,

•
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as hereinafter defined.
"Full-time-use" shall mean
that a particular channel is in use at least ten (10)
hours per day, one-hundred-eighty (180) days during
any thirty-two (32) consecutive week period within
any twelve (12) month period.

Note. The blank lines are for the purpose of
inserting standards relating to a 1 limitationupon
repeat programming in relation to the "full-time-use"
utilization standard. The operators desire both a
time use standard and a repeat programming standard.
Substantial discussion of such a standard transpired
during a meeting between staff, interested operators,
representatives of K.V.I.E. and the Educational
Consortium and others on August 5, 1981. No conclusions were reached. Staff has asked that the
interested operators, K.V.I.E. and the Educational
Consortium further discuss the matter, reach agree .ment, and present the agreement in writing. As of
the date of issuance of this document, no such
written agreement has been presented.
(1) A Franchisee shall make two (2) of the
three (3) channels available for broadcast
use to K.V.I.E., and three (3) of the four (4)
to the County Superintendent for broadcast use,
not later than the date on which a Franchisee
first provides service on the Subscriber NetWork to dwelling units. The remaining
channels shall be made available by
the Franchisee upon a showing by the
recipient entity and finding by the Board
of Directors of the Commission that the
recipient entity will immediately commit
the additional channel to Full-Time Use.
(2) All channels allocated not later than the date
on which a Franchisee first provides service
on the Subscriber Network to dwelling units,
which are not committed to Full-Time-use by
sixty (60) months following the date of filing
of the certificate of acceptance of the
franchise, shall be released by the recipient
-3-

entity to the exclusive use and control of the
Franchisee. Any channel committed to a
recipient entity.which at any time is not
committed to Full-Time-Use shall, except as
otherwise provided, be released by the
recipient entity to the exclusive use of the
Franchisee.
c.

All channels committed to the County Superintendent
and K.V.I.E. shall be distributed at the discretion
of the Franchisee within the three (3) lowest
tiers of service, including Basic Service, and
•no such channel shall be included in a higher
tier of service.
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SUBJECT

Community Use Channels

TO THE JOINT CABLE TV SUBCOMMITTEE, SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
AND SACRAMENTO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS:
Dear Ms. Collin and Gentlemen:
On behalf of Sacramento Cablevision, Inc., we have
the following comments in respect to the community use
channels, all of which are subject to our accompanying
comments on the subject of the channel bank:
1. We are in general accord with the staff
recommendations, as we now understand them, in respect to
everything but the bank.
2.

In respect to KVIE, however, it is our belief

that a second channel should be reserved pursuant to the
KVIE request. This will provide a total of four subscriber
channels (two now and two later) plus the existing KVIE
channel and one institutional channel.
3. As to the Educational Consortium, we would
have no objection to an additional channel being held in
reserve for the consortium on the subscriber network but
believe their use of institutional channels should be worked
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-2out in the bidding process since the design of the institutional
network may or may not permit the number of channels presently
sought by the Consortium.
4. We further support the expected staff recommendation that the ordinance mandate at least one full-time,
first come, first serve public access channel as set forth
in part 4 of the Suggested Community Use Performance Standards.
5. We further concur with the following recommendations which we understand the staff will provide:
(a) All community use channels allocated to
any entity will be subject to a "use them or lose them"
standard to be administered by the Commission.
(b) The operator will retain the interim use
of any reserved channels until these channels are released
by the Commission to KVIE or the Consortium in the manner
suggested by staff.
(c) No advertising or other commercial material
will appear on the dedicated channels.
6. While KVIE, the Educational Consortium and
other community groups will each be urged to make its needs
for additional resources known to the prospective applicants,
the ordinance will not mandate any particular commitment of
staffing, funding or hardware in respect to any such specific
agency.
7. We oppose any requirement that the operator
carry low power stations on the cable system. This does not
mean that the programming offered by one or more of such low

-3power stations might not ultimately be carried on the cable
network, it only means that the operator should not be
mandated to provide county-wide distribution of such material
on the cable regardless of its merit.
We reserve the right to make further comment upon
receipt of the final staff recommendations and review of any
proposed ordinance language.
Very truly yours,
/.
JOHN V. DIEPENBROCK

